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Towards a Truly Retargetable Decompiler
Jan-Arne Sobania
jan-arne.sobania@hpi.uni-potsdam.de

Moore’s Law has been the source of growth of computing performance for decades,
as the exact same binary programs would get speedups simply by moving them to
newer hardware. However, this has changed in the last years, as further miniaturization is no longer utilized to accelerate single-threaded code, but to provide parallelism.
To fully leverage this potential, applications now need to be written with parallelization
in mind. This presents a challenge for specialized custom applications. These can
generally not be replaced by commercial-of-the-shelf software, but due to cost and
time constraints, traditional porting or re-development for new architectures is also not
feasible. In addition, in-house applications may use old or obsolete development environments which may either no longer be available, not supported on new hardware, or
even the source code to the original application might been lost.
This report proposes decompilation as a solution. Decompilers have traditionally
been written to support only one particular processor type, although remarkable parts
of their core analysis algorithm are independent of the processor type or even the processor family. Few researchers have worked on retargetable decompilers in the past;
i.e., decompilers supporting processors from different families with non-identical feature sets. However, these approaches generally failed to deliver a single core analysis
that worked as well as a processor-specific one while still supporting changing the
target architecture.
We discuss the current status of the research and propose an architecture for a
general, retargetable decompiler for current processor families. An example of an experimental decompiler is shown that translates Microsoft .NET CLI code into OpenCL
for execution on appropriate accelerators. Finally, we discuss how the presented techniques are applicable to more general processor architectures like the Intel Single-Chip
Cloud Computer (SCC).

1

Introduction

The first decompilers were developed during the 1960s. In contrast to today’s machines, most computers were not backwards compatible back then, so decompilers
were seen as a convenient means to help in porting legacy code. At later times, decompilers have been used for a variety of other purposes, including documenting, debugging and alterating programs [5], or malware/security research, besides the obvious
use case of reconstruction of programs whose original source code has been lost [15].
Furthermore, analysis techniques typically used by decompilers are also present in
modern runtime environments like the Java Virtual Machine [13] or the .NET CLI [9] for
verifying code prior to execution.
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Despite the broad field of use, all these approaches have something in common:
they are limited to a particular, definite task for a single target processor. However,
their core analysis algorithm is largely independent of the processor architecture, as
it depends only on the set of features offered by the processor, not the respective
representation of those features in the instruction set.
Independent of the specific processor, machine code generated from a high-level
language typically preserves aspects of the structure of the original code. For example,
instructions are typically attached to a single function, and control flow statements are
represented by branch instructions. Therefore, in order to reconstruct the control flow
graph (and then the control flow statements), it is sufficient to only consider branch
instructions. Furthermore, the specific encoding of the instruction on the machine is
irrelevant; what matters is what parameters it uses and what the target operation is.
This observation of the core analysis mainly being independent of the target processor has led to research into retargetable decompilers, examples of which include
DCC [5,6] and Boomerang [1]. However, these approaches are limited in several ways,
as discussed below.
The main contribution of this report is a refined architecture of a truly retargetable
decompiler. We discuss challenges that modern processors pose for decompilation
which are not sufficiently dealt with in other decompilation approaches, and we highlight
on how corresponding analysis passes can be integrated into our architecture. Based
on these preliminaries, we present an experimental decompiler for translating .NET CLI
code to OpenCL, which can be used to speed up computations if a suitable accelerator
is installed in the system. Finally, we will discuss how these principles could be applied
in a more general case, using the example of the Intel Single-Chip Cloud Computer
(SCC).
This report is organized as follows: section2 summarizes previous efforts to create
retargetable decompilers. Section 3 reviews common processor features available to
assembler programs and relates them to the operation of a decompiler. Section 4
then outlines the decompilation process and discusses the operations performed by
a compiler that need to be reversed in order to reconstruct source code. Section 5
shows an example of how these principles can be applied to convert code generated
by a .NET compiler for execution on OpenCL-compatible devices. A discussion of a
broader use case follows in section 6, which outlines on how decompilers can help in
porting code to modern many-core architectures like the Intel SCC. Finally, section 7
concludes this report.

2

Related Work

According to Cristina Cifuentes [5], the first decompilers date back to the 1960s and
where used to aid in porting programs from older machines to new architectures; as
an example, the decompiler D-Neliac is mentioned which decompiles Univac M-460
machine code to Neliac, a variant of Algol 58 (see [11]).
Many decompilers have been developed since, dealing with various problems in
both machine languages and high-level languages. In our discussion below, we con2
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centrate on efforts towards the creation of retargetable decompilers:
• DCC [4], although meant as a general decompiler, does only support 16-bit x86
code as input, and its intermediate representation is crafted to support commonlyused x86 features. However, it lacks support for non-x86 processor features like
branch delay slots, register renaming, predicated instructions and so on.
Furthermore, the handling of pointers in the program is severely bugged, which
basically allows it to be used only for programs consisting of only a few kilobytes
of binary code.
• Boomerang [1] was started as an open-source project to create a general retargetable decompiler, but development has stopped for some years now. It supports x86, SPARC and PowerPC code as input, but has several shortcomings
listed on the project page [2]. For example, several analysis only work for certain
targets and are not handled in a general way, like partial register accesses (e.g.,
on x86, AH is an alias for bits 8 to 15 of AX). Currently, these are only for the x86
family, with the underlying algorithm being unsuitable for other architectures like
SPARC.
• UQBT [7], the University of Queensland Binary Translator, as its name implies,
is a binary translator which also contains features of a decompiler. Retargeting is
implemented via different front ends for different processor architectures, which
also perform processor- and operating-system-specific pre-processing.
UQBT relies on emulating the source processor’s instruction stream if decompilation of a method is deemed impossible (e.g., if instructions are encountered
for which no appropriate representation in a high-level language exists). Indirect
jumps or calls via function pointers rely on tables that map the code address from
the source architecture to its counterpart on the target. A program’s data section
is copied verbatim, so there is no need to reconstruct any data types beyond the
basic arithmetic ones. In addition, being a binary translator, no importance is
attached to generating human-readable code.

3 Processor Features
This section reviews features found in current processor architectures and how they
relate to decompilation.

3.1 Stack vs. Register Machines
Probably the most basic distinction of modern processors is whether they represent
stack or register machines. Virtual environments like Java [13] or .NET [9] typically
use a stack only, whereas all "‘normal"’ processors (x86, IA-64, SPARC, ARM etc.) rely
on a combination of registers and a stack, which might be just a software convention;
e.g., a memory region and general-purpose register reserved for the stack pointer.
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Stack machine code can be ported in a straight-forward way to a register machine,
provided that certain constraints are met. Especially, this task is trivial if the size of
the allocated stack frame is known at each program point – as is always the case
with valid Java and .NET programs, because their respective byte code verifier would
prevent other binaries from running. Therefore, for decompilation, we can assume the
input program to be written for a register machine; the number of registers may not be
constant for each program (e.g., some Java programs might use more stack locations
simultaneously than others), but their count is still finite and statically known.

3.2 Basic Instructions
Standard operations on register machines include the following:
• Arithmetic instructions, which are usually separated into integer and floating-point
instructions (on machines having native support for the latter).
• Memory accesses. RISC machines typically have separate instructions to transfer data between registers and memory, whereas CISC machines might also combine memory accesses and other operations (like arithmetic ones) in a single
instruction.
• Control flow instructions, like branches or calls to subroutines.
• Processor management instructions. Typically, these are used by operating systems to manage the execution environment for single processes (like instructions
to configure the protection level or page tables).
Processor management instructions present a challenge for a decompiler, as their
effects can usually not be represented in a machine-independent manner, like the effects of instructions from the other categories. However, this seems not to present a
problem, as compilers usually do not emit them in the first place.

3.3 Register Operands
Another challenge is the addressing of operands of an instruction. We can always
assume these to be registers (on CISC machines, memory operands can always be
loaded into a temporary pseudo register), but we cannot assume a single named register to contain only one program-level variable at each point in time. For example, on
x86, the register operands AL and AH specify the lower and upper byte, respectively, of
the register AX; in 32-bit mode, AX itself specifies the lower-order 16 bits of the 32-bit
register EAX.
Other processors similarly store multiple user-visible values in a single register; for
example, the SSE instructions of x86, as well as the parallel- arithmetic instructions
of IA-64, might separate single 128-bit registers into 4 32-bit values, interpret each
of them as a single-precision floating point value, then perform 4 additions in parallel.
On vector processors, instructions typically contain bit masks denoting which parts
4
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of these sub- divided registers are being used in an operation; unused contents are
ignored and keep their contents, even if the register is a destination operand.
Therefore, a general decompiler should also support accesses to parts of a register natively ; i.e., it should be capable of representing such parts without resorting
to higher-level constructs, like the bit operations a programmer would use in the C
language to represent such accesses on long integer variables.

3.4 Control Flow Instructions Revisited
The above section on basic instruction types already mentioned control flow instructions like branches or calls, stating that their effects can usually be represented in a
machine-independent manner. There are, however, certain special cases of these instructions that are in fact machine-dependent, as we will discuss now.
Architectures like SPARC or MIPS use so-called delay slots after branches, calls
and other similar instructions that change the address of the next instruction explicitly.
The delay slots immediately follow their corresponding branch instructions in memory, and contain regular instructions themselves. During execution, the new program
counter is loaded when the branch is being executed, but the branch takes effect only
after the instruction in the delay slot has been executed.
Special care must be taken when reconstruction a control flow graph of a program
on such an architecture, as delay slot instructions can occur in two places with completely different semantics:
• In the delay slot of a branch. In this case, the program behaves as described
above.
• As the target of a branch. In this case, the instruction executes as usual, and
serves as the first instruction of a new basic block.

3.5 Register renaming
Certain architectures like ARM, SPARC or IA-64 support implicit register renaming; i.e.,
a single register operand like r21 might refer to different physical registers, depending
on which state the processor is in. Regular analysis algorithms in decompilers like the
ones introduced in [5] expect register names to be unique, so they cannot be used
as-is on such architectures without disambiguating registers first.
On ARM, the situation is simple, as registers are really just banked instead of renamed. That is, register mapping depends only on the processor mode (like user,
supervisor or interrupt), not on other implicit status. Compilers are not expected to
change the processor mode in order to get access to the banked registers; therefore,
a decompiler can safely assume that register names are unique, as long as no mode
switching occurs. SPARC contains limited support for register renaming on subroutine calls: of its 32 general-purpose registers, only 8 are global (i.e., never renamed),
whereas the other ones are categorized into three groups consisting of 8 registers
each:
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• Local registers are allocated per function and cannot be read or written to by
subroutines.
• Output registers behave as local registers, but supply arguments to subroutines,
as well as results to the caller.
• Input registers contain parameters passed to the current routine by its caller, and
can be used for return values as well.
On a subroutine call, the output registers of the current routine are renamed such that
they become input registers of the subroutine; in addition, the subroutine gets new local and output registers its caller does not have access to. On return, the local and
output registers are deallocated, and the input registers can now be accessed using
their old name again, so the caller can read the routine’s return value. The IA-64 architecture uses an extended register renaming scheme. It specifies 128 general-purpose
registers, of which 96 are renamed; in comparison to SPARC, it uses the same notion
of local, input and output registers, but the size of the corresponding registers windows
is not fixed. Instead, a function uses the ALLOC instruction to specify their number.
The register windows are not limited in size, the only constraint is that at each time,
the total number of allocated registers must not be greater than 128. In addition to
these variable register windows, IA-64 also supports another renaming scheme to implement modulo-schedules loops. When executing the ALLOC instruction, in addition
to the size of the local and output register window – input registers are treated like
local ones from the point of view of the function – there is also a window of rotating
registers. As the name suggests, these registers are renamed in a rotating fashion,
with the next rotation step being initiated by special branch instructions. This allows
constructing software-pipelined loops in which each iteration processes values in its
own local register (prepared by the previous iteration), thus reducing the number of
data dependencies and increasing parallelism. Control flow differs quite a bit for regular and modulo-scheduled loops, and reconstruction requires static knowledge of the
set of rotating registers [16]. However, if this information is available, reconstruction is
straight-forward.

3.6 Speculative Execution
IA-64 provides special instructions for performing speculative memory accesses. For
example, a program can request to load a value into a register a long time before it is
required; if execution finally reaches the instruction in need of the value, it is already
present in the register, so there is no additional overhead.
There are two types of speculation available on IA-64: control and data. A control
speculation works just like an ordinary memory load operation, except that it places a
special value called NaT (not-a-thing) in an invisible part of the target register if the
operation fails (e.g., because the address is invalid). On the other hand, a data speculation records the address being accessed in the so-called advanced load address
table (ALAT); if the address is later being written to, the processor removes the corresponding ALAT entry. Therefore, the program can check whether the target value
6
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might have been changed before using the register in other operations and retry the
operation if necessary. Control and data speculation can also be used at the same
time. For a decompiler, speculative execution poses quite a challenge, as accurately
reconstructing success and failure of speculative accesses requires analysing all other
parallel activity on the system in question. However, we assume this not to be needed
for most programs: as speculation might fail because of intervening accesses by other
programs (e.g., an ALAT overflow), we think that speculative accesses can be represented just like normal memory accesses, and all speculations in the program can be
assumed to have succeeded.

3.7 Invoking Code on Co-Processors
Some processors support direct invokation of code written for other processors or processing modes. For example, IA-64 provides a special jump instruction to execute x86
code, and ARM provides a similar instruction to switch between routines running in
normal and thumb mode (which has a different instruction set). Some custom processors might also contain coprocessors capable of executing own programs (within a
completely different memory space and register set), and appropriate call instructions
might resemble those for normal subroutines.
There are two basic ideas how decompiling such cases can be handled:
• The coprocessor call is handled like a library function for which no other information is available. If parameters are being passed – for example, by directly reading
from or writing to the coprocessor’s registers – these accesses must then be represented by library calls as well.
• On the other hand, if the routine running on the coprocessor is known and the
decompiler supports the other instruction set, the call can be handled just like a
normal subroutine call. In this case, accessing the coprocessor’s register does
not differ from accessing the normal processor’s registers.

4 Decompiler Architecture
4.1 The Compiler Pipeline
As a general decompiler is expected to reverse the process of compilation for a wide
range of target architectures, we have to provide a general model for this process
first. This general model, which we call the compiler pipeline, is displayed in figure
1; it is similar to the model of a "‘language processing system"’ shown in the "‘dragon
book"’ [3, p. 4]. In comparison, the linker and loader have been separated into own
stages, in order to reflect that these processes are quite distinct.
In this model, the program is transformed step by step by various subprocesses.
First of all, a compiler reads the input code and emits assembler instructions suitable
for the target processor. This assembler code is then converted into object files, which
are combined with additional (static) libraries and linked to form the program’s binary
Fall 2010 Workshop
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Figure 1: The Compiler Pipeline
file (e.g., an elf file for UNIX or an exe file for Windows). If this binary file and required dynamic libraries are available, the operating system’s loader can then create a
runnable image of the program in memory.
The model applies to machine code programs (e.g., C programs compiled by gcc)
as well as high-level programs written in languages like Java or .NET, although the latter
use slightly different terminology. For example, the Java Compiler already contains the
corresponding assembler, and its result is called a class file instead of an object file.
The linker step does not exist at all, although packaging of class files into a JAR archive
could be seen as a form of linking.
As can be seen, the final executing program does not solely contain code written by
the user, but also consists of static and dynamic libraries, as well as possible other code
generated during any of the phases in the model. Therefore, it is not sufficient for a
general decompiler to reverse the process of a compiler alone; instead, to reconstruct
code that is as close as possible to the original source, it should reverse the entire
compiler pipeline, making use of any additional information gathered during the phases,
if available.

4.2 Decompilation Overview
Similar to the compiler pipeline shown in figure 1, we propose the model shown in
figure 2 for a general decompiler. This is an extension of the model proposed for DCC
in [5].

Figure 2: Proposed Decompiler Pipeline
Decompilation starts with binary files of the program, which are used to build virtual
memory images of the target program via a special loader. If no binary file is available,
the decompiler might also start directly from a memory image of the real system under
investigation.
The reason we specify multiple images is that programs may load different modules
at the same address ranges over time, whereas the decompiler might need to analyze
the whole program at once. For example, overlays can be represented by multiple
8
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memory images, as can self-unpacking code or code running on co-processors as
discussed in section 3.7.
Once memory images are known, code from each image is checked for static libraries by means of a reverse-linker; this step is similar to the recognition of library
signatures as described in [5]. As an extension, we propose to also process symbol
information from corresponding static libraries at this point to reconstruct parts of the
program’s symbol table. That is, if a section of a known object or library file is found
in the memory image, our reverse-linker can resolve relocation records from the object
file to get symbol names and addresses in the memory image. Depending on which
information is contained in the object files, this might also return function signatures or
type information for later parts of decompilation.
After reverse-linking, it is known which parts of the binary represent libraries and
which represent user code; therefore, the decompiler can focus on the latter ones, as
they are what compiling the original source code has produced. For decompilation,
instructions are now disassembled and converted into an intermediate code, which will
be refined during the subsequent process until it resembles the original source code
as close as possible.

4.3 The Decompiler Core
Beginning at the memory images with static libraries identified, decompilation can proceed as follows:
The disassembler produces decoded instructions, which are then converted into Clike intermediate code. For example, if an instruction like add eax, edx is encountered,
it can be converted into a C-type statement like eax = eax + edx. Special instructions
like those subject to register renaming are marked and resolved later, as the corresponding C expression does also depend on other state not known yet.
Based on these instructions, boundaries of subroutines are reconstructed. As a
simple heuristic, the target of a call instruction is assumed to be the beginning of a new
function; the list of subroutines may be extended during later phases. Processor- or
operating-system-specific heuristics can also be used to get a list of entry points. For
example, when decompiling a DLL under Windows, its export table can be used to get
base addresses of publicly-callable functions.
The instruction lists are used to reconstruct a control flow graph for each function.
This phase might also include processor-specific activity; for example, on SPARC on
IA-64, register renaming can be detected and converted into appropriate C constructs,
as can modulo-scheduled loops [16] or predicated instructions. Once this phase is
complete, all processor-specific features have been resolved into expressions in the
intermediate language.
Global data-flow analysis [5] is used to track passing of parameters and return
values in registers, and to detect operations on common runtime structures like the
stack. This allows to give an initial estimate of procedure signatures.
Up to this point, almost no information on the data types used by the program are
known (besides width of registers and memory accesses, if available on the target
processor). There has been work on how to reconstruct types in the past [8, 14], but
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some basic problems of this step from a decompiler’s point of view have still remain.
For example: how to accurately represent values and types split over multiple memory
locations (as is the case for 64-bit arithmetic on 32-bit x86), and how to find a representation of the decompiled code (that adheres to a reconstructed type system) while
at the same time resembling code that a human programmer might have written.
With type information, expressions can be re-written to resemble C-style accesses
more closely. For example, a memory access via a pointer and scaled operand can
be converted into an array access. Once expressions have been rewritten in this regard, the decompiler can invoke its final stage to produce readable source code. As
discussed in [6], another post-processing step may be invoked to convert this raw C
into higher language constructs; for example, to detect virtual method calls on objects
and represent them accordingly.

5

Decompilation Example: .NET CIL to OpenCL

Based on the principles discussed above, we have built an experimental decompiler for
translating .NET CIL code into OpenCL. It reads the native CIL stream generated by a
source language compiler and outputs OpenCL-compatible C code; this code is then
sent to the vendor-provided OpenCL compiler to generate the binary for execution on
the OpenCL compute device.
Choosing CIL as input (instead of, for example, source code in a high-level language
targeting the .NET runtime) allows invoking the decompiler from within the same .NET
assembly that already contains the user code. This way, we could selectively offload
certain compute-intensive tasks to accelerators if available, but still rely on the CPU for
other systems without appropriate hardware. For the prototype, it is specified explicitly
which code shall be executed on the GPU, by using a syntax similar to the Task Parallel
Library [12].
CIL uses the abstraction of a stack machine, but individual instructions still closely
resemble semantics of operations in a high-level language. Therefore, in comparison
to machine code for "‘normal"’ processors, CIL is particularly easy to decompile.
As OpenCL-compatible devices provide a rather constrained environment for code
execution in comparison to CPUs, we have not implemented every aspect of CIL in our
decompiler and C code generator. Currently, we support the following:
• Control flow statements (like if, switch, for )
• Intrinsic data types (8 to 64-bit integers as well as single and double-precision
floating-point values) and associated basic arithmetic operations
• Accesses to one- and multi-dimensional arrays, as long as the target array is
statically known.
Specifically, memory allocations, exceptions and pointers to arbitrary memory locations are not supported, and code containing these features is rejected by the instruction decoder. Exceptions are a special case, though, as they may be thrown as a
10
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side-effect of an instruction, rather than being used explicitly. In the latter case, the CIL
code is just rejected and never compiled to OpenCL. On the other hand, instruction
side effects that could result in an exception being thrown (e.g., if an array index is out
of range) are silently discarded.

6 Intel SCC: Many-Core and Beyond
The Intel SCC is a research microprocessor developed at Intel Labs Braunschweig,
Germany, and other locations around the globe. It combines 48 P54C cores (softwarecompatible to a Pentium 90) on a single die – 6 times as many cores as on Intel’s
current high-end CPU Nehalem EX – together with 4 memory controllers, an on-chip
network, power management and hardware support for message passing [10].
Cores are organized in 24 so-called tiles, which are arranged in a 6x4 mesh. Power
management is software-controlled, and both the operating frequency and voltage can
be adjusted freely to increase energy efficiency. Frequency is set per tile, whereas
voltage is controlled on a 2-by-2 tile basis (voltage island). The SCC consumes 50W
to 125W, depending on the voltage required for a specific frequency; further savings
are possible by disabling cores or even by powering down entire voltage islands.
All communication between cores, memory controllers and the I/O subsystem is
accomplished via high-speed message passing – basically, the cores send messages
directly into each other’s level-1 cache. In comparison to other modern CPUs, there is
absolutely no hardware cache coherency support; if coherency is required, it needs to
be implemented in software.
The lack of hardware cache coherency eliminates snoop traffic – which can already
limit scaling in current multi-core systems – and is believed to be a key in allowing to
scale processors to 100 cores and beyond. However, it provides quite a challenge in
actually programming the machine, as most mainstream programming models rely on
multiple threads having the same (cache-coherent) view of the main memory.
For example, when using traditional multi-threading under Windows or Unix, all
threads use the same memory space; i.e., a write performed by one thread can be seen
immediately by all others, and pointers to memory buffers can be passed unchanged to
any other thread. On some system, actual bandwidth and latency of memory accesses
may depend on a particular physical core or socket (ccNUMA), but memory is still
shared from the viewpoint of the application.
The traditional means for applications to use more than one address space is
to spawn multiple processes. However, when these processes are running on the
same node, operating systems still allow using shared memory in this case (e.g. via
MapViewOfFile under Windows or mmap under Unix), which again is assumed to be
cache-coherent. If an application shall be able to execute on different nodes, it needs
to use communication explicitly; for example, via sockets or MPI on cluster systems.
When trying to port legacy applications into such an environment, for example with
the aid of a decompiler, there are at least three types of challenges:
• Identifying potential parallelism in what might be a sequential algorithm
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• Mapping parallel constructs to a non-cache-coherent architecture
• Assessing whether parallel execution is beneficial for execution
A decompiler can produce abstract syntax trees for source machine code, but obviously that is not sufficient for identifying parallelizable constructs. However, it could
be extended by integrating techniques originally developed for optimizing compilers for
cache-coherent multi-core systems; for example, methods to detect memory dependencies in sequential code. A similar analysis could be employed by a decompiler to
reconstruct fields of data structures being accessed, so part of the information required
for identifying parallelism would already be available.
The same applies to mapping abstract syntax to a non-cache-coherent architecture. If it can statically be deduced which parts of buffers are accessed, data structures
can also be rearranged for efficient execution in distinct address spaces. However, this
could result in quite some overhead if done at runtime (or even depending on which
processing cores are active, their respective memory latency, and so on); therefore,
it needs to be assessed upfront whether parallelization should be performed at all, or
whether it is more beneficial to the optimization goal (which may not be just performance, but also power consumption, system efficiency etc.) if the computation is just
executed sequentially.

7

Summary and Conclusions

We have presented a number of challenges when developing a retargetable decompiler, and strategies on how to deal with them. In general, when designing a single
representation for multiple input languages, a choice must be made as to which features to integrate natively, which to re-build via more basic constructs, and which not to
include at all. For our decompiler, we propose a tradeoff that is pragmatic: if a compiler
is able to generate certain code for a certain target, the decompiler should support it.
However, we feel no need to support every aspect of a particular instruction set that
compilers do not support as well.
We then presented a generalized architecture for a decompiler and related it to its
well-understood counterpart for compilers. Based on this, we introduced an experimental decompiler for Microsoft .NET CIL code with an attached OpenCL code generator. The next steps include extending the basic decompiler framework to support
other source architectures and produce easily-readable high-level code, for example
to aid in porting existing binary programs to other processor architectures like the Intel
Single-Chip Cloud Computer.
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Service-oriented systems as well as model driven engineering are applied to affect
the performance of software development and the degree of reuse of software. Thus,
developing SOAs with MDE can lead to synergistic effects, but also to the compensation of SOA’s effect of these two factors. Therefore, capturing the development with
MDE is crucial for optimizing the way of building SOAs. Megamodels, that are used to
capture models and their interrelations, are a natural candidate for that task. However,
there is no unique definition of the term megamodel. In this report we survey different
approaches and come up with a unified definition of the term megamodel.

1 Introduction
Today, model-driven engineering (MDE) is used in an increasing number of software
development projects. Thereby, an increasing amount of models are applied to develop and realize the desired system. These models may show overlapping aspects
of the system under development at different levels of detail, which is suggested in
the unified process [8] by developing a system in different phases (e.g., requirements,
analysis, design, implementation, etc.). Additionally, a key feature of MDE is automation. Thus, models are automatically created from other models by means of model
transformations.
Service-oriented systems are applied, in order to increase the performance of software development and to support reuse of software. However, both factors performance and reuse are also influenced by the usage of MDE. Consequently, we assume
that an unsuitable form of MDE might counteract the SOA goals, while a suitable MDE
can strongly complement with SOA in exhausting the development performance and
reuse of software. Therefore, the ability to capture the used models, model types, and
model operations - the form of the MDE - is crucial, for optimizing the way of building
SOAs.
In recent years scientific approaches arose, which deal with the question of how
to capture the dependencies between models. The most prominent examples are
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megamodels proposed by J. Bézivin [2] and J.M. Favre [4] or R. Salay’s macromodels [10]1 . The dependencies of models that already exist are not the only thing in focus
of research. Approaches that deal with transformation chains [3] aim to predefine and
automatically perform compositions of model transformations that are defined between
models.
There is already a considerable amount of literature about megamodels and related
approaches [1, 2, 4, 5, 10, 11, 13].2 However, the understanding and desired usage of
megamodels differs from author to author. Therefore, we collect characteristics that
can reasonably be applied to megamodels for classifying existing approaches and for
providing an overall understanding of megamodels. In order to provide a common
understanding of the concept megamodel, we unify the different definitions and provide
a corresponding metamodel that reflects the definition. To the best of our knowledge
there is currently no approach that gives an overview about megamodel approaches or
provides a unified definition.
In Section 2 we survey different megamodel-related approaches. In Section 3 we
present a unified definition for the term megamodel. A full version of the presented
findings, is published in [7]3 .

2

State of the Art

In this section, we discuss approaches that define the term ‘megamodel’ or related concepts like the ‘macromodel’. We focus on how terms are defined and on the intention
for the application of these types of models.

2.1 Definition of Megamodels and Related Terminologies
Most approaches that deal with megamodels come up with their own definition of the
term. In the following we introduce the different definitions.
B ÉZIVIN is one of the first founders of the term megamodel. His view of the term
megamodel has grown during the recent years. The first definition was given
in the year 2003: “A megamodel is a model with other models as elements”
[2]. In 2007 this definition is further complemented: “A megamodel contains
relationships between models” [1].
FAVRE can be seen also as one of the founders of the term megamodel. Nevertheless, in comparison to B ÉZIVIN he has a strong theoretical focus on megamodels.
In 2004 he gave the following definition: “... the idea behind a megamodel is to
define the set of entities and relations that are necessary to model some aspect
1

We will use the term megamodel for all approaches throughout this paper, since the main part of the
surveyed papers use this term.
2
Due to space limitations we only focus on a few approaches and omitted approaches that strongly
overlap with them.
3
This is a joint work with Andreas Seibel and Holger Giese
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about MDE” [4]. In a follow-up paper, FAVRE provided an extension of the definition: “A megamodel is a model that represents this kind of complex arrangements
without entering into the details of each artifact” [5].
S ALAY provides an approach that uses the term macromodel, which is related to the
term megamodel but has a different intention. A first definition is provided in
2007: “A macromodel is a graphical model whose elements denote models and
whose edges denote model relations” [10]. Later, he defines the term macromodel as: “A macromodel consists of elements denoting models and links denoting intended relationships between these models with their internal details
abstracted away” [11].
S EIBEL is also influenced by the terminology of B ÉZIVIN and provides the following
definition: “A megamodel is a combination of high-level traceability models and
low-level traceability models” [13]. A high-level traceability model shows thereby
relations between models whereas a low-level traceability model shows relations
between element of different models.

2.2 Comparing the definitions
All approaches have in common that they use megamodels or macromodels in order
to illustrate the dependencies between models. We further want to compare the definitions used by the different approaches. Thereby, some definitions come along with
a metamodel for megamodels. These are the definitions of S EIBEL, FAVRE, B ÉZIVIN,
and S ALAY. B ÉZIVIN, FAVRE, and S ALAY further allow extensions of their metamodels,
such that the possible relations can be adapted to the current needs (’extensibility’).
Besides the opportunity to extend the metamodel, some approaches have constraints on possible megamodels. For example, the metamodel that is introduced by
B ÉZIVIN excludes that a megamodel can be used as reference model. There, a megamodel is modeled as terminal model. Other constraints can arise if the types of relations that are allowed to be part of the megamodel are predefined. Most definitions do
not restrict the possible relations, although they predefine relation types. B ÉZIVIN only
predefine the ’conformsTo’ relation for associating a model to its reference model. However, he does not restrict the possible types of relations between the models. S ALAY
does not restrict the types of relations within the macromodel. In S EIBEL’s approach
relations are named ’traceability links’, which can be fact links or obligation links. While
fact links only state that there is a relationship, obligation links also define how a change
can be propagated to restore the consistency of a relationship. Furthermore, S EIBEL
allows the definition of the type of the traceability links via the ’isOfType’-relation. Thus,
S EIBEL does not restrict the possible relation types, since the type and semantic of a
required traceability link can be defined by the user of the approach. FAVRE introduces
his metamodel in order to identify a set of relations that are sufficient to cover the needs
of MDE. Naturally, the possible relation types are restricted to the relations already
identified by FAVRE, such as ’RepresentationOf’ , ’DecomposedIn’, ’ConformsTo’, or
’IsTransformedIn’. New relation types would require an extension of this metamodel.
Therefore, we say that FAVRE restricts the possible types of relations.
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S ALAY
X
X
-

FAVRE B ÉZIVIN
X
X
X
X
X

Provide Metamodel
Extensibility
Constraints (Megamodel is no
Reference Model)
Constraints on Relations
X
Hierarchy of Megamodel
X
X
X
Hierarchy of relations
X
Inter-Level-Relations
X
Table 1: Properties of different Megamodel-definitions

S EIBEL
X
X
X
X

As a further characteristic of a megamodel definition we want to highlight the question whether it supports hierarchy. That includes on the one hand the question, whether
a megamodel can contain further megamodels. On the other hand there is the question
whether relations can contain other relations. The most approaches allow megamodels explicitly to contain further megamodels. FAVRE allows systems to contain further
systems via the ’DecomposedIn’ relation. Similarly, S EIBEL allows a ’subElement’ relation between models. Since a model that contains models conforms to the definition of
a megamodel, one might say that S EIBEL allows a megamodel to contain further megamodels. B ÉZIVIN allows a megamodel to contain models, while he sees a megamodel
as a model. Thus, B ÉZIVIN allows a megamodel to contain further megamodels. In a
similar manner S ALAY allows the same.
S ALAY and S EIBEL allow relations to contain further relations. B ÉZIVIN does not
directly allow a relation to contain a further relation, but provides weaving models that
can be associated to relations and contain relations between the elements of models
that are associated to that relation. There is a further characteristic that is fulfilled
by S EIBEL. He allow ’inter-level-relations’, this means relations that connect modeling
artifacts on different hierarchical levels. For example, such a relation can connect a
model element with a model. Following the formal definition of macromodels in [10]
S ALAY also allows ’inter-level-relations’.4

2.3 Application of Megamodels
After looking at the definition of the term megamodel we want to summarize the intended applications of the different approaches. Thereby, we add the approach of
D IDONET as example for transformation chain approaches. However, since these approaches deal with a kind of model operation, one can consider to use megamodels
as definition language for transformation chains.
B ÉZIVIN proposes different applications of megamodels. In [2] megamodels are applied to support model-driven software development by using it for model management. Thus, megamodels provide a global view on models. Whereas, in [1]
4

Confusingly, S ALAY’s metamodel in [11] seems to allow no relations between macromodels and
models.
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megamodels are applied to facilitate traceability between models and their elements.
FAVRE applies megamodels to model MDE [4,5]. He does not focus on the applicability of megamodels but on reasoning about relations that can exist in the context
of MDE. He defines exemplary patterns in MDE by using the megamodels.
S ALAY shows in [10, 11] how to apply macromodels to capture the modelers intention
how different models, showing different views of the system, are related to each
other. Therefore, a macromodel can be a type that represents a pattern that
defines a certain intention of a modeler and it can be an instance that represents
the current models. He provides an automated analysis to examine whether the
intention of the modeler is satisfied.
S EIBEL shows in [13], similar to [1], that megamodels are predestined for the application of traceability in MDE. Additionally, relations can be associated with behavior,
such as model transformations. This ’behavior of relations’ is used to resolve inconsistencies that may occur when models change.
M. D IDONET introduces in [3] an approach for supporting the combination of rules and
automated execution of multiple transformations. Thereby, he already proposes
the integration of their language into a megamodeling platform, such that the
interrelation of multiple transformation, models and metamodels can be better
handled.

2.4 Characteristics of Megamodel Approaches
Besides the intention of a megamodel, it is interesting to look at the operations that
are performed on a megamodel. S EIBEL and B ÉZIVIN automatically adapt their megamodels to the current situation. In contrast, S ALAY compares his macromodels with
the current situation and verifies, whether the constraints defined in the macromodel
are satisfied. In addition to the automated derivation of the megamodel, S EIBEL automatically interprets his megamodels in order to restore consistency between models.
Also FAVRE interprets his megamodels in order to identify mega-pattern automatically.
Since D IDONET does not use megamodels, he cannot perform operations on it. However, the specification he uses instead is interpreted within the tool.
Models in classical software engineering are used to illustrate the structure, the
behavior, and the function of a system (e.g., feature models [12]). Transferred to megamodels ’behavior ’ means that the approach treats the megamodel as a behavioral
model and ’structure’ means that the approach does only consider the megamodel
as a representation of the models including their relationships. Most approaches use
megamodel for the illustration of structure, which might, for example, be compared to
a current situation. Only S EIBEL also defines behavior, since he defines the trigger
for actions to reestablish consistency as well as the corresponding actions within the
megamodel. None of the approaches uses megamodels to illustrate function.
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We differentiate between four types of relations. Thereby, the first type is the relation that illustrates a relation that exists in the represented system. Typically this
type of relation occurs in ’normal’ models and is in most cases not expected to occur
in megamodels. The other three types of relations should not be illustrated with nonmegamodel models. First, there is the ’overlap’-relation that indicates that models have
overlapping aspects. This relation is, for example, used by S ALAY to indicate that two
models show different views of the same system. S EIBEL uses this relation as basis
for identifying consistency and inconsistency between two models. In [1] B ÉZIVIN uses
megamodels for traceability issues and not as repository as in [2]. Therefore, he uses
’overlap’-relations in [1]. The ’model operation’-relation is a representative of a model
operation that was/can be/will be performed with models as input and models as output.
For example, FAVRE introduces the ’isTransformedIn’ relation, which indicates that one
model was transformed to another model. Similarly, B ÉZIVIN support this relation type.
S EIBEL uses the ’model operation’-relation for automatically restoring the consistency
between two models. The last type of relation is called ’static’-relation. We introduce
this type for the reason of capturing a huge amount of relations, such as ’conformsTo’,
which represents the relation between a model and a reference model, or the ’contains’
relations, which indicates that a model is contained by another model. This might also
include the ’represents’ relation between a models an the represented system, which
is used by FAVRE. We do not provide a full list of relations that can be handled as
’static’-relations. Like FAVRE denotes, there is still research on the question of which
relations between models are part of MDE. Most approaches, like B ÉZIVIN, work with
the ’conformsTo’ relation. S EIBEL uses the ’isOfType’ relation for links. Also S ALAY
uses to show the ’instanceOf’ relation in his example models. A model might be used
to describe a current situation (descriptive) or to define a desired situation or behavior
(prescriptive). The approaches of B ÉZIVIN consider the megamodel to be created automatically and, thus, to describe the actual state of the system. Also S EIBEL works
with an automatically derived megamodel and thus descriptive megamodels. However,
S EIBEL defines operations for reestablishing consistency between models and, thus,
prescribes also behavior. FAVRE captures a current picture, where he also models
mega-patterns of relations, which he uses to describes possible types of activities in
MDE. S ALAY uses his megamodel to describe a current situation as well as to prescribe
desired situations with constraints. As the goal of D IDONET is the definition of a chain
of transformations, he specifies behavior, which is the application of transformations in
the specified order. Thus, D IDONET’s approach is prescriptive. Since, D IDONET uses
no megamodel he defines no relations. However, he specifies transformations and,
thus, deals with model operations.

3

Unified Definition of Megamodel

As shown above, megamodel-related approaches have different motivations, and come
along with different meanings of the term megamodel. We first provide a ‘unified’ definition of the term megamodel, which is a synthesis of the definitions of the investigated
approaches from Section 2.1. Based on this unified definition we provide a generic
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metamodel of a megamodel. Finally, we define what we expect from a megamodel.
The basic structure of a model can be considered as a graph that contains nodes
and edges between them. A classical software model is typically a graph [9] and thus
is a model that contains model elements and relations between them with model elements are nodes and relations are edges. A megamodel could be considered as a
classical software model. Thus, we define a megamodel as: a model that contains
models and relations between them. However, there is a major difference to classical software models that is a megamodel explicitly considers models instead of model
elements. This difference is visually shown in Figure 1.
Node

< connects

Model
Element

Edge

Graph

< connects

Relation

Model

Classical Software Model

< connects

Relation

Megamodel

Figure 1: Core of structural models

Based on this unified definition of a megamodel we define a metamodel, which is
free of implementation aspects and can be extended to the needs of the different approaches. The metamodel is shown in Figure 2. This metamodel contains additional
concepts like models can contain models, models can contain relations and relations
can depend on other relations. These additional concepts are motivated in the following.
< connects
1..*
0..*

0..*
contains >

Model
0..1

< contains

1..1

0..*

Relation

0..*

0..1
context of >

Figure 2: Core metamodel for megamodels

But first, why is a relation not considered to be a model? Basically, because an edge
is not considered as a graph. In the megamodel case, the relation itself only describes
that models are related in some specific way (dependent on the type of a relation).
For example, FAVRE introduces a relation of the type ’isTransformedIn’, which reflects
that one model is the result of a transformation that was applied to another model. If
an approach like S EIBEL’s requires for example a transformation specification to be
associated to a relation, the core metamodel can be extended, such that a relation can
have a corresponding association to a model.
A model can contain models for at least two reasons. First, a megamodel is a
model that contains models and thus a model should be capable of containing models
(hierarchical megamodel). In this case, the model is a megamodel that can contain
models as well as megamodels. Second, model elements in classical software models can be interpreted as models and thus models can contain models. In this case,
the model is a model element, which does not contain further models. However, this
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depends on how models are internally structured and how they are interpreted. To the
best of our knowledge, there is currently no consensus about how to structure models
right. A prominent example is UML. Technically, a UML model is a single monolithic
model. However, conceptually a UML model may contain different models, e.g, class
diagrams, sequence diagrams, etc. Nevertheless, these are only model elements in a
UML model. This interpretation of model elements depends on the level of detail that
should be considered in a megamodel.
Additionally, a model can contain relations. A megamodel is a model that contains
relations between models. Thus, the model should reflect the capability of containing
relations, too. In the core metamodel relations are not directed. A direction can be
introduced by extending the core metamodel. Finally, a relation between models does
not necessarily exist in isolation. Certain relations may require another relation. In [6]
a transformation explicitly requires another transformation as its own context. In [13]
it is shown that relations at different levels of detail can have a dependency between
each other. We further expect that models in a megamodel, which are not megamodels itself, do only contain relations that are necessary to describe their original. All
other relations should not be part these models but should be explicitly contained in
the megamodel that contains these models. For example, relations like ‘conformsTo’,
‘contains’ (if they are used for structuring models only), ‘isTransformedIn’, etc. should
be explicitly reflected in a megamodel but not in the models itself.
All in all, our proposed core metamodel of megamodels is extensible, allows hierarchies of models (and thus of megamodels) and relations, and supports ’inter-levelrelations’. In comparison to B ÉZIVIN, we do not provide specific types of models nor
relations. Furthermore, we do not declare a megamodel to be a terminal model, which
is a specific kind of model. FAVRE’s metamodel of megamodels does not distinguish
between the concept of models and relations. He also predefines specific relations
(e.g., ‘conformsTo’) in the metamodel, which is however not necessary in all application domains of megamodels. S ALAY’s metamodel of macromodels does explicitly
distinguish between macromodel and model and further between macrorelations and
relations. We do not make this explicit distinction because we define a megamodel
to be a model. S EIBEL’s metamodel of megamodels is somehow similar to this metamodel but it is more detailed. It explicitly distinguished between models and model
elements. Furthermore, it is distinguished between two kinds of relations. Subsuming, our proposed core metamodel provides a consistent view on megamodels, which
covers all surveyed approaches.
To give an idea of how to extend the core metamodel of the megamodel, we show
an exemplary extension in Figure 3. (a) shows a metamodel extension, which additionally contains three kinds of relations like ‘Transformation’, ‘conformsTo’ and ’isTransformedIn’ and four kinds of models like ‘M2Model’, ‘M1Model’, ‘M1ModelElement’
and ‘Tool’. ‘M2Model’ represents metamodels whereas ‘M1Model’ represents models,
which conform to ‘M2Model’ reflected by the ‘conformsTo’ relation. The ‘Transformation’ relation is specified by a ‘M1Model’, which contains an executable specification of
a model transformation. This specification can be executed by a tool ‘Tool’. It takes a
transformation with a specification connected and creates an ‘isTransformedIn’ relation
between M1Models it has transformed.
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Figure 3: Exemplary extension of the core megamodel metamodel

(b) shows a linguistic instance of the metamodel extension. ‘tm’ is the specification
of a model transformation ‘t’ between the two ‘M2Model’-metamodels ‘x’ and ‘y’. ‘tool’
applied ‘t’ on ‘x” (which conforms to ‘x’) and ‘y” (which conforms to ‘y’). Thereby, ‘tool’
produced the ‘isTransformedTo’ relation ‘c’. A strength of the hierarchy can be seen in
the example, too. It is possible to illustrate not only that the model ‘x” was transformed
to the model ‘y”, but also that in this context, the model element ‘x1” was transformed
to the model element ‘y1”.
Note, this is only one possible extension of the megamodel-metamodel. For example, the semantic of the specified ‘isTransformedIn’ relation might not be appropriate
for each megamodel approach. In (b) there is an ‘isTransformedIn’ relation between
model ‘x” and model ‘y”. What happens if model ‘x” is affected by changes? In the
semantic of this metamodel extension, there is no reason that the ‘isTransformedIn’
relation will be removed. This is appropriate if the changes on ‘x” do not influence
‘y” or if the megamodel approach is only interested in the fact, that the transformation
happened. However, other megamodel approaches might require the transformation
to be redone. It might even be desired to introduce the notion of validity to the transformation ‘isTransformedIn’, such that the relation would become invalid if ‘x” changes.
This example shows that even terms that are strongly associated to megamodels,
such as transformations, can have quite different semantics in different megamodel
approaches.

4

Conclusion & Future Work

Different approaches provided different understandings of the term megamodel. We
introduced a unified definition of the term megamodel including a core metamodel that
will help to improve discussions about megamodels. We were able to show that megamodels are used for very different purposes, but also for the illustration of behavior.
Further, we introduced a unified core definition for the term megamodel. Based on this
core definition, we can, in future work, specialize megamodels for capturing the MDE
development of SOAs. Further, we will develop metrics for comparing different forms
of MDE development, in order to find the most suitable form.
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Traditional data placement strategies in the context of Information Lifecycle Management (ILM) are applicable only to on-site storage systems. In contrast to this approach, Cloud storage provides a novel possibility to reduce or entirely eliminate capital
expenditures for hardware. As a unique solution to buffer short-term resource demand
peaks, Cloud infrastructures can be combined with on-site systems to support efficient
placement of data.
The algorithms underlying this optimization must consider not only the workload as a
whole, but rather variable-sized subworkloads to determine an optimal placement. As
a means to identify these subworkloads, we introduce a multi-dimensional granularization approach. Based on different granules of metadata information, we propose a
flexible hybrid data placement system incorporating both on-site and Cloud resources.

1

Research Context and Related Work

The amount of digital data is increasing constantly. A recent study by hardware vendor
EMC yields that in 2010 the overall storage demand of newly created data will increase
to 1.2 Zettabytes, a 50% increase from 0.8 Zettabytes in 2009 [6]. The expenses
for purchasing and maintaining storage infrastructure on the other hand declines –
but at a much slower rate [19]. Hence, evaluating current data placement paradigms
offers great opportunity for reducing storage cost. Our idea for facing this challenge
comprises approaches from three different research areas.

1.1

Information Lifecycle Management

To reduce capital expenditures for hardware, being able to dynamically determine the
current value of a single datum is a key factor in choosing its optimal storage location.
This decision process is generally referred to as Information Lifecycle Management
(ILM). ILM strategies aim at reducing the cost for storage by placing and relocating
data accordingly. For placement decisions, usually only on-site hardware resources
are considered, such as hard disk drives or magnetic tapes [3] [11]. These resources
can be classified hierarchically into different categories based upon their technical and
economical characteristics. Generally speaking, higher-level storage is more costly (in
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terms of money per storage unit) and more easily accessible, while lower-level storage
is cheap and mostly used as a back-up solution. This relationship is illustrated in Fig. 1.

decreasing speed
increasing capacity

Cache

decreasing access time
increasing TCO

Main Memory

Solid State Disk /
Hard Disk Drive

Tape drives

Figure 1: The Information Lifecycle Management Pyramid.

Thus, purchasing and operating a hard disk drive will result in higher cost than
employing a magnetic tape with identical size. On the other hand, a record that is
accessed frequently should reside on a faster hard disk drive instead of a slower tape
in order to ensure time-critical operations can be executed quickly. During its lifetime,
a single datum is typically moved from higher-level to lower-level storage depending
on several factors, such as its access frequency or its current importance. Usually,
these migration operations are based on a set of pre-defined policies [1] [18] or are
sometimes even performed manually [17].
One major drawback of the traditional fixed set-up illustrated in Fig. 1 is its lack to
flexibly handle varying demand in storage resources. This shortcoming is typically bypassed with higher capital expenditures, i.e., ‘throwing more hardware at the problem’.
Clearly, this approach cannot be regarded as a sophisticated solution. Instead, there
is a demand for an alternative storage platform to flexibly buffer demand peaks without
high up-front cost.

1.2

Cloud Storage

Cloud Computing and Cloud storage offer a novel approach for data handling and
maintenance. Two of the main characteristics of the Cloud are its rapid elasticity and
the associated metering of resource consumption. Hence, there are little to no capital
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expenditures associated with using Cloud services [13]. On the other hand, long-term
storage necessities may economically justify purchasing on-site hardware instead of
renting resources in the Cloud. The authors of the aforementioned EMC study point
out that by 2020, one third of all digital data will either live in or pass through the Cloud.
As Cloud Computing has been a major technological trend for only a short time,
the decision between using on-site or Cloud resources has usually been a binary one
for companies up to now. Established organizations usually have the resources required for their daily operations at hand and thus do not sense the need to outsource
infrastructure. On the contrary, security and reliability concerns might even prevent
them from doing so [15]. For start-up businesses on the other hand, commercial Cloud
Computing offerings usually satisfy most resource demands and provide the entire
hardware and software stack for them to offer services over the Internet.
However, there has been only little research on integrating both on-site and Cloud
resources. Most of the ongoing projects aim at emulating certain aspects of commercial providers [10] or face the challenge of establishing a hybrid system by storing
identical copies of data on-site and in the Cloud [2]. Generally, data is either regarded
in its atomic form or in its entirety. Other work focuses on the technical aspects of combining local and remote storage facilities [7], but not on the actual placement decisions.
Only recently have there been advances to include Cloud resources for ILM systems,
but these have been rather limited to certain scenarios [9].

1.3

Distributed Databases

Wide-area networks and the accompanying dissemination of information has also resulted in great research effort in the context of distributed databases. Cloud storage
services are based on the same concepts. Thus, the elementary challenges faced for
highly-distributed systems are also present in a Cloud environment, such as concurrency control, reliability, or consistency [12]. It has been recognized by the research
community that the old paradigms established for local databases, such as ACID, are
not always suitable for or even necessary in a distributed or Cloud environment. Instead, new requirements have been proposed, such as predictability and flexibility [5].
This somewhat impedes the combination of Cloud and on-site resources.
In general, the aim of distributed databases is to provide an efficient way for querying and processing disseminated information. In this however, they are limited by the
well-known CAP theorem [4]. The acronym summarizes the three concepts Consistency, Availability, and Partitioning and states that it is trivial to achieve any two of them,
but impossible to satisfy all three at the same time. In the case of data distributing,
partitioning is implicit whereas consistency might be sacrificed for availability or vice
versa.
Besides providing greater scalability, distributed databases also offer straighforward
failover and back-up mechanisms. If data is replicated across the infrastructure, losing
a single system should be easy to compensate. However, whereas in single-machine
environments the choice for data relocation is trivial, in a distributed set-up migrating data to satisfy queries more efficiently, i.e., by moving the data closer to the consuments, is an ongoing research challenge with many practical implications [20] [14].
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2

Granular Access

The traditional approach of establishing data placement strategies in the context of ILM
tends to handle all involved entities isolated from one another [3]. For example, pieces
of data are only considered in their most atomic form (e.g., as an individual record
or binary file). Also, the lifecycle of a datum is usually partitioned into fixed-size time
frames. Moreover, data access often is monitored globally only, i.e., with no regard
to individual user or user group access profiles. This stems from the fact that data
storage systems were conventionally ordered hierarchically according to their access
speed and respective cost per storage unit. We propose a hybrid approach to optimize
placement decisions, both in terms of storage capabilities and data organization.

2.1

Fragments

As a basic abstraction model, we propose the notion of fragments. A fragment serves
as a container for multiple atomic data items that are somewhat similar regarding the
way they are accessed. This allows us to formulate placement decisions based on
different levels of granularity by combining more (i.e., coarse-grained) or less (i.e., finegrained) atomic data items into an individual fragment. We refer to this approach as
Granular Access. The notion of a fragment is inspired by the ideas proposed in [16].
It should be pointed out that fragments are not strict partitions of the underlying
dataset. Instead, multiple fragments may contain the same atomic data item. Thus, to
optimize query execution by storing data in the most suitable location, there exist two
alternatives: replication (i.e., having multiple copies of a data item) and relocation (i.e.,
moving a single data item to where it is currently best fit).
Both replication and relocation offer advantages and disadvantages. Replication
leads to an increase in storage space and consistency issues, but provides an implicit
back-up mechanism and avoids transfer overhead. On the other hand, relocation is
very efficient in terms of space demands and consistency, however it offers no automatic failover mechanism and may result in bandwidth clogging.

2.2

Two-dimensional Granular Access

The two basic dimensions for deriving fragments based on Granular Access are data
and users. Obviously, atomic data items represent the target of every access operation. Users, on the other hand, are the source for these operations. By monitoring
information of user operations on data, access patterns can be established. This in
turn helps discovering relationships between pieces of data or individual users. Additionally, it is usually helpful to identify the type of an operation, in particular whether the
access is non-conflicting (e.g., a read) or could be potentially conflicting (e.g., a write).
Fig. 2 illustrates one possible example for such a relationship between users and
data items based on different kinds of access operations. Here, d1,1 through d1,8 refer
to atomic data items, whereas u1,1 through u1,8 indicate individual users. A red square
represents a potentially conflicting access operation on a datum by a user, a green
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square stands for a non-conflicting operation. By clustering multiple access operations,
fragments can be formed.
For example, in Fig. 2 there is a strong relationship between u1,1 , u1,2 and d1,5 , d1,6 .
Hence, on a more coarse-granular level u1,1 , u1,2 are considered as u2,1 and d1,5 , d1,6
as d2,3 . This in turn hints at how the fragment is composed (containing d1,5 , d1,6 ) and
where it should be stored (‘close’ to u1,1 , u1,2 ). Note that the first index of di,j and uk,l
indicates how many individual data and user entities are comprised, respectively.
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Figure 2: Granular Access based on user and data information.

2.3

Three-dimensional Granular Access

In the context of ILM, time is another essential dimension. Thus, we extend our previous model of Granular Access to include a temporal component as well. Fig. 3 visualizes the result. As with the other two dimensions, time can be considered on different
levels of granularity. An atomic time interval t1,i might represent a minute, an hour, a
day, etc. By coarsening the granularity, different access patterns might become apparent, e.g., morning/evening, weekday/weekend, or seasonal trends.
In [8], we present a formal definition for granular ILM workloads based on the data,
user, and time dimension. There, we also discuss the implications of fragment composition properties on scalability, storage model, and transaction policy.

3

System Design

Fig. 4 depicts our design for an ILM system based on Granular Access. Here, the
central concept are fragments, which comprise a number of atomic data items. One
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Figure 3: Granular access based on user, data, and temporal information.
individual data item might be included (i.e., replicated) in multiple fragments. The major
components of the system design are briefly summarized in the following subsections.

3.1

Transaction Analyzer

The Transaction Analyzer identifies the atomic data items for a single query based on
the according transaction log entry. For each datum, the corresponding metainformation (e.g., the storage location and size) is gathered. Subsequently, the lifecycle status
of every datum is updated. The resulting metadatum entities are then passed on.

3.2

Fragment Cohesion Calculator

The Fragment Cohesion Calculator uses the identified metadatum items to establish
possible fragment combinations. For this, the user and time information is extracted
from the currently analyzed query. Possibly, more than one atomic datum is relevant to
the query, hence, all possible fragment combinations are identified and a corresponding
cohesion score is calculated. The cohesion score reflects how coherent the individual
data items are with respect to the fragment’s size. In practice, a threshold might be
applied to the cohesion score in a subsequent component to avoid composing and
storing fragments with only loosely connected data items.
In case a fragment is already present in the fragment metainformation database,
its score is updated. Otherwise, the properties of the new fragment are stored in the
database. Among these properties are the cohesion score, the identifiers of the individual data and user items, as well as the query time. This information is used to
identify the proper storage location later on.
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3.3

Fragment Analyzer

The Fragment Analyzer calculates the overall lifecycle information of a fragment based
on the according status of its components. In addition, it determines the fragment’s
replication factor, i.e., how many of the fragment’s data items can be found in other
fragments. While the cohesion score was solely based on an individual fragment,
the replication factor must be determined by comparing multiple fragments with one
another.

3.4

Cost Estimator

As placement decisions are formulated based on a cost model, the Cost Estimator
needs to gather information about the technical and monetary characteristics of all
available datastores. By calculating the cost for storage, transfer, and processing of
a fragment, the optimal storage location for its data items can then be determined.
However, a cost model for leasing disk space in a Cloud can become very complex
even when only regarding plain data storage features [19].

3.5

Storage Dispatcher

As pointed out in the description of the Cost Estimator and indicated in Fig. 4, datastores might present different technical features. This is observable foremost in their
storage model, e.g., being relational, key/value, etc. Hence, for dynamically migrating
data between datastore with different paradigms it is essential to convert data from
one format to another. This is the responsibility of the Storage Dispatcher. Additionally, it executes the relocation operations by actually transferring the data items to the
respective infrastructure.

4

Summary and Next Steps

In this work, we presented our granular approach for Information Lifecycle Management incorporating both on-site and Cloud resources. Additionally, we introduced the
key concept of fragments and analyzed our idea of a Granular Approach on data incorporating user and temporal information. Furthermore, we gave an overview of a
system design that leverages different datastores to automate and optimize placement
decisions. Here, we briefly discussed the most important components.
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Figure 4: A design for an ILM system based on Granular Access.
Using the Granular Access approach in combination with the ideas from the research areas outlined in Sec. 1, our future work will aim at answering the following
questions:
• How can the value of a datum be estimated accurately?
• How can data allocation and query processing be optimized?
• How can unnecessary relocation operations be avoided to prevent bandwidth
clogging?
• How can the cost for data storage be minimized?
The answers to these questions will influence the fragments’ composition, e.g., with
respect to their size and replication factor. The composition approach in turn has implications on the implementation of the individual components of our system that were
introduced in Sec. 3. As next steps, we will specifically focus on the Fragment Cohesion Calculator and Fragment Analyzer. We plan to evaluate our ideas on a number of
use cases.
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The importance of data in business process modeling increased steadily during the
last years motivated by the need of visualizing executable business process models as
well as industry-driven with regards to process controlling and business intelligence.
Several modeling notations do exist which deal with data on different levels. This report
classifies these notations and discusses some of them with regards to the role of data.
Additionally, chances with respect to future work in the field of data object life cycles
are discussed briefly.

1

Introduction

Traditionally, business process management emerged from Workflow modeling in the
mid-nineties of the last century. Workflow modeling comprised the basic representation of tasks needed to be executed to reach a specific business goal. These tasks
were ordered and for each of them, conditions could be specified which guided the
execution of the whole workflow. These conditions included statements about required
information, material, and resources, i.e. persons and machines, to perform the actual
work. [18] presents the derivation of patterns for all these perspectives from mainly
workflow systems.
In the beginning, business process management focused on the design and documentation of business processes and therefore, it focused on the order of and on
dependencies between tasks while data and resources played a very minor role if any;
i.e. the so-called control flow dominated these business process modeling notations.
The first notations utilized for modeling heavily relied on long existence approaches,
e.g. workflow nets have been derived from Petri nets which have been introduced by
Petri in 1962 [15]. In the beginning of this century many new approaches have been
introduced, but only few are of ongoing interest in business process modeling, e.g.
Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) [13, 14]. Most of the notations introduced in the beginning of the first decade do still focus on control flow, whereas later
introduced notations shifted their focus to data or at least data awareness. Two big
steps in this field are the notion business artifacts from IBM [1, 6, 11] and the outcome
of the Corepro project of the university of Ulm in cooperation with Daimler AG [8]. This
shift of focus aligns with a widening focus in business process management. Execution
of business process models, especially the ones designed using a graphical notation,
became a more and more important aspect in business process management. Execution itself did already play an important role for a while and Business Process Execution
Language (BPEL) [12] became the industry standard. But BPEL lacks a graphical representation (besides XML structures). Therefore, effort was put into a mapping of the
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widely accepted BPMN representation to BPEL. However, the mapping is not straightforward [26] and finally, BPMN will get execution semantics in the upcoming version
2.0 [14]. And as execution got more attention also data needed to get attention as almost all process rely on documents and information; e.g. a simple order process needs
to consider the order document itself, probable item lists stating availability and costs
of the ordered items, the address information for delivery et cetera. All this information
is visualized by the means of data objects.
Besides the need based on execution, industry asks for data support for several
years now as it can be observed for instance through the keynotes as well as tutorials
by industry people at the recent BPM conference, the main conference on business
process management. The speakers claim for instance that control flow and data information depend on each other [17] and none of both “means” something without the
existence and specification of the other (Paul Harmon).
Additionally, data flow, i.e. the usage of data objects throughout a process, shall be
documented as well as used for KPI measuring and controlling and the field of business
intelligence. Business intelligence requires explicit statement of data objects. Pre- and
postconditions of data objects with regards to the manipulation of them during process
execution are of importance as well. Usually, these data objects are provided by different, probably intersecting legacy systems installed in the organization and therefore,
the origin of data or more general information must be visualized and considered in the
business process models.
Tackling such talks and requirements, the aforementioned data-driven approaches
emerged during the last couple of years. However, even if industry claims the importance of data, not everybody follows the approach of strict data-centric approaches
as to be seen by the industry-driven development of the BPMN 2.0 standard. BPMN
2.o will get a stronger focus on data but still keeps data object as supporting modeling constructs and control flow will dominate the models. But nevertheless, they also
incorporated the higher importance of data in process models.
The scope of this paper is to revise different existing business process modeling
notations and discuss the role of data within these notations with regards to the requirements sketched above. After presenting these discussions, ideas for future work
and improvements regarding business process modeling and data are presented. The
remainder of this report is structured as follows. Section 2 generally classifies different
business process modeling notations and discusses their feasibility to deal with data
at an high level of abstraction. Section 3 introduces ideas on utilizing existing works
on dependencies between business process models and data object life cycles. Additionally, an outlook on future research is given. Finally, this report is concluded in
Section 4.

2

Data in Business Process Modeling Notations

This section presents a high-level classification schema of business process modeling
notations in the upcoming subsection. Afterwards, representatives for each classification type are introduced and the role of data in these approaches briefly discussed.
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Figure 1: Workflow net
Subsection 2.5 finalizes this section by summarizing the discussion.

2.1 Classification
Generally, business process modeling notations can be classified with respect to their
primary modeling constructs. Basically, three types have been identified: activitydriven, data-driven, and communication-driven approaches.

2.2 Discussion of Activity-driven Approach
The activity-driven approach mainly focuses on the representation of the control flow.
In this section, workflow nets, BPMN 2.0, and BPEL are discussed as three important representatives in this area. BPEL is the industry standard in business process
execution languages. BPMN gathered much attention regarding designing business
process models in a graphical environment and moves onward to execution semantics
specified in the 2.0 standard. Additionally, BPMN is widely accepted in industry and
highly influenced by industry leaders like SAP and Oracle. Workflow nets have been
the beginning in business process management and are still used as basis of other
notations like BPMN to allow syntactical checks in these higher level notations.
Petri Nets and Workflow Nets. Petri nets were introduced by Petri in [15]. After
several extensions covering for instance timing, hierarchies, and colors in Petri nets
[4, 5, 22, 23], they are often used to model or formalize business processes. Transitions
model process activities, while places model process states and help to realize routing
decisions. The edges capture the process control flow. Data or data objects are not
considered at all. Hence, Petri nets focus on modeling of process activities and control
flow. The idea behind workflow nets is to utilize petri nets for workflow modeling [24].
Therefore, the statements for Petri nets are valid for workflow nets as well.
In Figure 1, a workflow net containing an exclusive split after activity A is visualized.
Data is not part of this model.
BPMN 2.0. Currently BPMN 2.0 is planned to succeed the version 1.2, see [14]. In
comparison to version 1.2, BPMN 2.0 evolves with new model elements, diagram types,
and model execution semantics. In essence, BPMN is an expressive graph-based
modeling notation. The graph nodes correspond to process elements, e.g., events,
activities, and gateways. Graph edges represent various object relations, where control
flow is the most important one among the rest. Those graph nodes that are related by
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the control flow relation are referenced as flow objects, while other nodes as non-flow
objects. Flow objects include events, activities, and gateways, data objects are nonflow objects.
Data objects can be associated to the flow objects, where an association indicates
that the flow object accesses the data object. While undirected associations capture
only the fact of data access, directed associations show, whether the data object was
read or written. A data object may have distinguished states, evolving through the process. Along with graphical associations, BPMN allows to specify data access through
activity attributes InputSet and OutputSet. In the context of BPMN data modeling capabilities, it is relevant to mention the message exchange mechanism: different organizations communicate with each other via message exchange visualized via explicit
message objects. Data objects can be associated with sequence flow or message flow
edges. However, such a modeling method can be seen rather as a shortcut: the data
object is the output of the edge’s source node and the input of the edge’s target node.
Additionally, BPMN 2.0 introduces the concept of data object collections, organizing
similar data objects into groups. Further, to show that a data object is delivered by an
external resource or is consumed by it, a data object is declared as a process input
or output. BPMN 2.0 also introduces data store as an instrument for process data
persistence. Generally, data store represent anything where data can be gathered or
read from, e.g. paper, folder, database. In information systems, a data store is usually
represented by a database.
Figure 2 presents the capabilities of BPMN 2.0 with respect to data modeling. Date
objects Data 1 and Data 2 are read and written by different activities and passed along
between participants. As the objects traverse activities, their states are updated. The
message passing between two participants is modeled explicitly with the envelope associated with the message flow relation. Additionally, the model contains a database
element persisting information relevant to the communication of Organization 1 and
Organization 2 on the side of Organization 2.
Organization 1

Data 1
Data 2

[state1]

[state1]

Activity 3

Role 2

Organization 2

Role 1

Activity 1

Activity 2

Activity 5
Activity 4

Data 2

Data 2

[state2]

[state3]

Figure 2: BPMN 2.0
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Summarized, the role of data modeling increased in BPMN 2.0 and reached of data
flow in BPMN 2.0. However, BPMN remains the business process modeling notation
with a focus on control flow.
BPEL. WS-BPEL, Web Services Business Process Execution Language, has been
introduced by IBM, BEA Systems, Microsoft, Siebel Systems, and SAP and is the
current de-facto standard for web-service-based execution of business processes. The
current version 2 has been introduced in [12] and focuses on activities, services linked
to these activities, and their order visualized by an XML structure. Data flow is modeled
implicitly only through variables contained in globally visible data containers, which are
shared among the participants of the process. However, the variables represent inand output messages of the activities. The exchange of specific data objects and
the manipulation of variables may be handled through BPEL’s assign statement as
presented exemplarily in Listing 1.
1
2
3
4
5
6

<assign>
<copy>
<from c o n t a i n e r = " c1 " p a r t = " p a r t X " / >
< t o c o n t a i n e r = " c2 " p a r t = " p a r t Y " / >
< / copy>
< / assign>

Listing 1: Exchange of data elements in BPEL
Besides this data object passing, there are no possibilities to handle data. This
includes specifications of transformations and modifications of data objects. Therefore,
BPEL itself is very activity-centric and control flow focused with data flow playing a
very minor role. However, Habich et al. introduced a data aware extension to BPEL
in [3]. They utilize so-called Data-Grey-Box Web Services [2], which are web services
enhanced with an explicit data aspect specifying how the specific data (object) is to
be accessed. Additionally, they introduced a new link type to connect services from
the data perspective. Altogether, the authors propose an orthogonal extension to the
control flow concept: a separate data flow layer playing a supporting role in process
modeling. These extension increases BPEL’s data capabilities. However, the level
remains on a level of BPMN 1.2 and below BPMN 2.0.

2.3 Discussion of Data-driven Approach
The data-driven approach does mainly focus on data objects and information and tries
to visualize the flow of data and existing pre- and post-requirements which restrict the
manipulation of single data objects with respect towards the overall business goal, the
specific business process shall reach. In this section, the business artifact approach
as well as the Corepro framework are discussed. In the first mentioned approach,
data objects are named business artifacts around which all other business process
information is centered. In Corepro, data objects are not the only driving factor, but the
combination of data and control flow allows business process execution.
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Besides these two modeling approaches, there exist also works dealing with data
in a pre step. For instance, the product-based workflow approach [16] discovers optimal execution orders of activities primary based on data requirements and secondary
based on the costs and time the execution of a specific activity consumes. Based on
this information, a workflow net model is derived and presents the executable model.
Following, approaches of this kind are not considered as these are no real business
process modeling approaches trying to replace activity-driven approaches, but preparation steps to derive a business process model.
Business Artifacts. Business artifacts is a business process modeling approach that
“shift[s] the focus ... from the actions taken to the entities that are acted upon” [1].
Initially introduced by Nigam and Caswell in [11], the approach has been discussed
in a series of papers and thoroughly formalized by Bhattachary et al. in [1]. The
formalization identifies business artifacts, schemata, services, and business rules as
the main concepts of the approach.
Business artifacts are information entities capturing business process goals and enabling judgment of the goal accomplishment. Business artifact examples are order and
invoice in the order to cash process. According to the formalization developed in [1], a
business artifact is a fusion of two models: informational model and life cycle model.
The informational model describes the artifact properties relevant to the process. The
life cycle model defines the artifact states and allowed state transitions. The life cycle
states correspond to high-level states on the path towards reaching the business process goal. While the informational model is formalized with a database schema, the
life cycle model can be defined as a finite state machine or a Petri net. A collection of
related business artifacts leading to the same business goal is called a schema.
Services correspond to activities in such notations as BPMN or EPCs (event-driven
process chains). A service acts on business artifacts manipulating the content of artifact’s informational model and changing the artifact life cycle state. Business rules
determine the use cases and conditions which need to appear for allowing a service to
access a business artifact.
Based on the aforementioned components, process execution does not follow a
predefined order but depends on the availability of business artifacts in a specific state
or business artifacts holding certain information. Hence, this approach utilizes data as
the first class modeling artifact which alone drives the business process execution.
Notice that the visual notation for business artifact modeling is not settled. In this
report, an example using the notation used in [1] is presented, see Figure 3. The figure
presents the model of one artifact with seven attributes, constituting the informational
model, and three life cycle states: state1, state2, and state3. The transitions between
states are realized by means of activities A1 and A2.
Corepro. Corepro is a framework providing an approach for enacting and changing
data-driven process structures. It is presented in [9] and [10]. The core idea is to automatically create data-driven process structures which form one out of two bases to
automatically create the control-flow strongly influenced by data dependencies. Alto40
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Figure 3: Business artifact example based on [1]
gether, this is a five-step-approach. First, available data objects and generally existing
states of these data objects are determined on the data side. Besides, the process
definition needs to be created and possible process states identified. Second, all data
objects are put into an hierarchical structure before the object life cycle for each data
object is created. In step four, the outcomes of the two preceding steps are utilized and
the dependencies between the data states of the single data objects are determined.
Lastly, this data-based structure is combined with the control-flow information leading
to rules which are used for the aforementioned automatic data-driven control-flow.
Following these steps, Corepro also allows process adaptation during runtime and
automatically translates the modifications made to data structures into the control-flow.
These modifications include but are not limited to changes like adding or deleting data
objects, changing relations of data objects, or adding external state transitions. For not
yet activated elements of the process, the authors provide simple rules for the adaptation. For modifications of already started instances, specific correctness constraints
are formulated and need to be fulfilled for allowing the intended adaptation.
Summarized, this approach closely relates control- and data-flow structures and the
process execution is strongly influenced by data structures.

2.4 Discussion of Communication-driven Approach
The communication-driven approach works with activity- as well as data-driven approaches. It focuses on interactions between all process participants and the business
goal is finally reached by a series of these interactions or communications. Therefore, communications are the primary modeling construct. Following, proclets as one
representative are introduced.
Proclets. Proclets are leight-weight processes which communicate via structered
messages, so-called performatives, trough channels with each other. They have been
introduced in [21]. Each of these processes focus on the behavior of one specific case
instead of overloading single processes with information from several cases. The then
missing connections between dependent process chunks are introduced into the overall model via the aforementioned channels. Proclets itself are the specification of the
general process and contain a knowledge base comprising information about previous
interactions, i.e. a life cyle. Therefore, each proclet instance has a state. The working
procedure of the communication channels seems to be adapted from what is known
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Naming Service

Port
A
Task
B

Channel

Proclet

Figure 4: Proclets framework based on [21]
from the internet protocols. For instance, point-to-point and broadcast communications
are allowed, different reliability channels exist comparable to the tcp/ip and udp protocols, and security and priority settings can be set to allow for encoded or real-time
communication for example. Additionally, a naming service ensures that the proclets
are able to find each other and to establish the communication. This naming service
works on basis of identifiers.
Summarized, proclets move the main focus from pure control-flow to communication and interaction between case-based process chunks, which are supposed to be
control-flow oriented. However, the processes connected by the communication channels might be of any focus. Figure 4 presents the framework of proclets, including all
relevant modeling artifacts: Proclet, channel, naming service, port, and task.

2.5 Conclusion of Approaches Discussion
Independently from the type of notation and approach, data awareness is existing or
currently approaching in notations which are still under ongoing development. From
the presented notations, only workflow nets are not capable of dealing with data information which is based on the fact that they are an one-to-one mapping from Petri
nets. Therefore, workflow nets will not change in the future. In all others, data plays
a role of increasing importance. These notations offer various opportunities to model
data flow and dependencies, although the activity-driven approaches do not visualize
the data flow explicitly. The step of deriving it needs to be performed, which is also automatable. Besides data awareness, the different notations do have further strengths
and therefore, based on the actual field of application the appropriate notation needs
to be chosen. Data alone is not a sufficient indicator. For instance, the activity-driven
approaches may the pick of choice regarding documentation of business processes.
Data-driven approaches are more applicable in areas which require flexible process
redesign, probably even during process execution, or fields of knowledge intensive
processes.
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3 Dependencies between Business Process Models
and Data Object Life Cycles
The field of integrating data object life cycles and business processes has been initiated
by Wahler [19, 20, 25]. She introduced approaches for deriving data object life cycles
from business process models in activity diagram notation [19] and vice versa [7]. In the
same context, she introduced the notions of object life cycle conformance, object life
cycle coverage, and life cycle compliance which allow syntactic checks on the relation
between a business process model and the appropriate data object life cycle. In fact,
these notions check whether all transitions or activities respectively and all states have
a counter part in the other model type. For instance, if a data object life cycle and a
business process model fulfill the requirements for conformance and coverage, both
models are identical from an execution point of view.
Generally, there are four main types of views on a business process model with
respect to abstraction: the management view, the technical view, the data-based view,
and the implementation view. The relationship between these types is visualized in
Figure 5. Relationships between the very high-level management view and a rather
detailed but still control-flow-oriented technical view can be highlighted by the means of
behavioural profiles [27]. The mapping from the data-based view to the implementation
is tackled by a current master’s thesis of Ole Eckermann, the way back is currently not
tackled. The linkage of the technical view with the data flow probably defined by master
data management experts is currently a cumbersome and manual task and lacks a
common understanding from the process side (technical view) and the data side. In
this field, I like to tackle open issues based on Wahler’s work and I like to determine
opportunities to harmonize both worlds influenced by the achievements of the current
data-driven business process modeling approaches discussed in Subsection 2.3.
These issues comprise for instance the verification of process instances based on
the notions of data object life cycle conformance and coverage and providing information and correction proposals to align both representations based on environmental
information. Further open issues concentrate around the fields of aggregations of data
object life cycles of different data objects utilizing Wahler’s synchronization points and
data object aggregations and connected to these two fields also concurrent access to
data objects or rather chunks of data objects.

4

Conclusion

This paper presents a discussion on the role of data in different business process modeling notations which belong to the set of activity-driven, data-driven, or communicationdriven business process modeling approaches. Generally, data awareness is given in
all discussed notations which were updated during this century or are currently in the
update process. Especially the activity-driven approaches do not provide explicit data
flow representation, but it might be derived from the models automatically. Therefore,
the choice for a specific modeling notation is less dependent on data requirements,
but more with respect to further requirements like the need to flexibly change process
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Figure 5: Views on business process models
structures at runtime or the intention to document current process structures within the
organization.
Additionally, insights regarding the interplay of business processes and data object
life cycles have been presented with respect to further improvements in this field of
application.
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Semantics Detection for Data Quality
Web Services
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Data quality is an essential key factor for economical success. It is a set of properties of data, such as completeness, accessibility, relevancy, and consistency in presentation which also includes the absence of multiple representations for same real
world objects. To avoid those duplicates, there is a wide range of commercial products and customized self-coded software. These programs can be quite expensive in
both, adoption and maintenance which can be a barrier for small and medium-sized
companies to afford these tools. We present a novel approach, whose main characteristics are (1) minimal user interaction required and (2) self-adaption to the provided
input data. Similarity measures are assigned to the provided records’ attributes and a
duplicate detection process is carried out. We incorporate a novel matching approach,
called 1:k Mapping to classify the provided data, which is a prerequisite for properly
assigning similarity measures.

1

The Need for Data Quality

Data are often captured by humans. Ignoring the correct spelling, insufficient audio
quality on a phone line, stress, typos, or encoding issues are severe problems for the
overall correctness of data in CRM systems filled by employees. There are validation
tools that check data for soundness to some extent, e.g., syntactical correctness of
telephone numbers or existence of postal addresses. However, it is unlikely – at least
with a reasonable confidence – to tell correct and wrong spellings of names apart or to
check a person’s occupation.
As a result, the affected company will face problems of, e.g., finding the correct
record when trying to solve a postal delivery issue. Furthermore, it is impossible to
calculate key performance indicators correctly, such as the correct number of unique
customers or the average revenue per customer. Also, the expenses for advertisement mailings are unnecessarily high due to sending different shipments to the same
customer. And last but not least, the customer satisfaction suffers when clients are
bothered with unnecessary mailings.
There are approaches to manage these deficiencies by being more tolerant in
searching: similarity measures are introduced that relax strict comparisons by assigning a real number (typically between 0 and 1) to a pair of elements, instead. This
number represents the certainty that both elements represent the same real-world entity. This makes it possible to execute fuzzy queries. The challenge is to develop good
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similarity measures and to apply them to the corresponding attributes in the data to
be cleaned, which is an assignment problem. Combining the different measures and
selecting promising pairs of elements in the provided datasets is called Duplicate Detection.
Applications to perform duplicate detection are offered by database vendors, thirdparty software, and consultant companies. However, in general, the effort is not only
of financial nature, i.e., in buying and maintaining the software. Often, there are many
parameters to be set by domain experts to tweak the applications and to maximize the
effectiveness of the batch runs, hence a manual effort. While large companies are
able to pay for this essential process, other companies, which have the same need for
high-quality, duplicate-free data, are not able to pay consultants and maintenance for a
once-in-a-month-run.
Web Services1 are an appropriate model for such on-demand invocation styles.
They offer flexible and scalable processing powers and are often provided with pay-asyou-go cost models.
Providers for duplicate detection services only offer webpages, where humans can
upload and download their database dumps manually. While this is cumbersome and
time-consuming, the extract and load procedures are not part of the service. Manual
effort has also to be put into assigning data types/semantics to the uploaded data as
shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Screenshot of assigning semantics to attributes of uploaded input data
(addressdoctor.com)
1

We define a Web Service as a piece of software that serves a well-defined purpose, is typically
invoked over a network, and is called by other programs rather than human users.
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The conditions for different duplicate detection tasks are manifold, depending on
the amount of (meta) information, this tasks bases on. For example, if the data is not
in relational format, it is unclear, which attributes to compare, whereas if the data type
or semantics are unknown, it is hard to decide, how to compare different attributes.
We approach these challenges towards a service-based duplicate detection technique
without human interaction, that is integrated into the DAQS (Data Quality as a Service)
project.
In this paper, we propose
• the novel 1:k mapping problem between columns and similarity measures,
• a technique to classify semantics of columns and describe an extended version
of the Hungarian Algorithm to solve the 1:k mapping problem, and
• an evaluation on different datasets showing the feasibility and usefulness of our
approach.

2

Workflow

The duplicate detection service works in three phases, as illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Workflow and architecture of a duplicate detection service (phases are in
boxes)
In the problem classification phase, the provided data are analyzed to find out the
format and how to treat them during further processing [13], e.g., whether information
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retrieval techniques have to be applied, whether schema information are present, etc.
This is not part of this paper. In the adjacent attribute classification phase, for each
attribute a corresponding similarity measure is found automatically using the 1:k mapping technique. This phase is the focus of this paper and is explained in Section 3.
The duplicate detection phase contains the actual duplicate detection logic and is not
in this paper’s focus.
For the remainder of the paper we will assume that we have no datatype information
but attribute names and instances. We further assume that the mapping is clear, i.e.,
it is known which attribute from one tuple to compare with which attribute from another
tuple. However, it is not clear, how to compare these attributes; we want to find this
out. Finally, we assume that we can differentiate between several attributes and have
separators (e.g., semicolons in CSV files).

3

Attribute Classification

The goal of the classification is to assign appropriate (highly specialized) similarity
measures to the attributes of the input data. This is facilitated by first assigning semantics to these attributes and then derive similarity measures from those semantics.
E.g., two instances of a given name would be compared differently than two email addresses, still all values being of data type String (or VARCHAR). Besides, maiden names
and family names have the same characteristics, telephone and fax numbers are indistinguishable, which implies that a too detailed semantics detection is both, not feasible
and not of much help, since it would result in inferring the same similarity measure. In
the following, we will stick to the term classification to describe this assignment. Each
different semantics is called class.
Classification is done with the help of feature vectors (c.f. next section). These vectors are created for training data whose classes are known and the data whose classes
have to be found out, called test data. For classification, the test data is compared to
the training data through machine learning techniques. The better the features match,
the higher is the confidence that the piece of test data is of the same class as the
corresponding piece of training data. Figure 3 describes the classification process in
general whereas the following sections will provide more details on the classification.

3.1 Features
We define a set of boolean features, which are applied on each single attribute value,
thus creating single feature vectors. We use the heuristic that there is a high probability
that feature vectors for values from the same attribute look similar.
There are three different types of features (1. and 2. implemented predominantly
with regular expressions):
1. 73 single character features check for existence of letters, digits or some special
characters, e.g., “a”, “A”, “4”, “#”, or “@”.
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Figure 3: Classification Process Details

2. About 20 multiple character features check for more advanced patterns, e.g.,
whether a string begins with a lowercase letter ([\\p{L}&&[^\\p{Lu}]].*), contains a separated 4-digit number ((^|.*\\D)\\d{4}(\\D.*|$)), or has a length
between 20 and 29.
3. 2 lookup features use different webpages related to names.2

3.2 Correspondence Matrix
Once both attribute sets are represented by feature vectors, test data (the set of source
attributes) can be classified based on the training data (target attributes). With classification, we mean the assignment of the most similar target attribute, the attribute of an
overall global schema, to each source attribute.
We use the Naïve Bayes classifier of Weka [4]. This classification results in a correspondence matrix, c.f. Figure 3. Since each source attribute is to some extent similar
to each target attribute, the correspondance matrix contains many elements that are
greater than zero. For an example, see Table 1.
The challenge is to select a mapping from this correspondence matrix that represents the most realistic classification. Based on this matrix, it is not trivial to derive a
decision, which source attribute to match to which target attribute. The set of these
matching decisions is called the mapping, hence a mapping problem has to be solved.
2

Among others: DBpedia (http://dbpedia.org/), NameWiki (http://wiki.name.com/)
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Source\Target
Fullname
Telephone
Street
House Number
ZIP

Firstname
0.8
0.0
0.2
0.0
0.0

Lastname
0.6
0.0
0.4
0.0
0.0

Phone
0.1
0.9
0.1
0.7
0.5

Address
0.2
0.2
0.9
0.7
0.3

Table 1: Correspondence Matrix for Source (First Column) and Target (First Row) Attributes with Illustrative yet Sound Values

The correspondence matrix contains n source attributes and m target attributes. A
simple 1:1 mapping would assign each source attribute to one single target attribute as
long as there are free target attributes left. A downside of this approach is, that there
have to be enough matching partners (i.e., n > m). Moreover, each source attribute is
forcefully matched, even if there is no correct matching partner. To solve this, an 1:1
matching with a threshold is possible. Correspondences below this threshold would
not be taken in the final mapping. However, we want to allow different source attributes
to map to the same target attribute, e.g., “telephone”, “mobile phone”, and “fax” to
“telephone”, which is still not possible. Therefore, we could allow a 1:n mapping, having
“telephone” participating several times.
While it is possible that a tuple contains several attributes similar to telephone numbers (i.e., fax numbers) it is very improbable that there are several birthdays in a tuple.
The birthday class should only be able to take part once in the final mapping, while a
given name might appear several times. The knowledge about target attributes comprises also information about how often such an attribute may appear in the source
schema and thus, defines the number of times a source attribute can be matched (“K
Constraints” in Figure 2). Therefore, we propose the 1:k Mapping which is basically a
1:n mapping, but with changing n for each target attribute.

3.3 1:k Mapping
Assume an acyclic, directed, bipartite Graph G = (S, T, E) with two sets of nodes
(source and target elements) si ∈ S, i = 1, . . . , n and tj ∈ T, j = 1, . . . , m respectively
as well as a set of edges eij ∈ E where |E| = n · m. Such graph is depicted in
Figure 4 where all edges resemble E. Further assume a correspondence matrix C
with entries cij quantifying the similarity between source element si and target element
tj (c.f. Table 1). Assume also a set of k constraints kj ∈ K, k· ∈ N, |K| = m.
Find a mapping M with elements
(
0 if eij takes not part in the mapping
mij =
1 if eij takes part in the mapping
and

n
X

mij < kj

(∀j = 1, . . . , m)

i=1
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Figure 4: Sample 1:k mapping with given K (only black edges)

and maximize the overall similarity of the selected participating elements in the mapping.
!
X
cij · mij
max
∀ij

The intended mapping is illustrated in Figure 4, where n source attributes are
matched to m target attributes and each source attribute ni is matched at most once.
sn , for example, is not matched. Each target attribute tj is matched at most the number
of times, the corresponding kj allows to.
The final mapping M is calculated using a global matching algorithm gm on the
correspondence matrix (M = gm(C)). This mapping task can be solved with an extended version of the Hungarian Algorithm [6] (ha). The original Hungarian Algorithm
solves the assignment problem [10], which does not allow the multi-mappings of multiple source elements to the same target element.
The k constraints are incorporated by duplicating columns of C. The value of kj
determines the P
number of duplications of the j-th column. Note that this column duplication requires kj ∈K kj = a additional rows. The resulting matrix is called C 0 having
n rows and m0 = m + a columns.
The Hungarian Algorithm requires a squared matrix and thus, |n − m0 | additional
rows or columns representing non-existing source or target elements have to be added
to the matrix for padding. Only one, rows or columns, will be added. Without loss
of generality, this results into a new set of rows (n̄) and columns (m̄) with n̄ = m̄ =
max(n, m0 ), n ≤ n̄ and m0 ≤ m̄, and entries c00īj̄ = 0 ∀n < ī ≤ n̄, m0 < j̄ ≤ m̄.
Consequently, the resulting matrix is called C 00 , with all padding entries set to zero.
See Table 2 for an example C 00 with K = {k1 = 3, k3 = 2, ...}. It does not matter, at
which position the additional columns or rows are inserted.
With this squared correspondence matrix C 00 , the Hungarian Algorithm can be used
to create a 1:k multi-mapping: M 0 = ha(C 00 ). However, the result has to be modified.
Since the Hungarian Algorithm involves all source attributes into the mapping, even
those mij for which n < i ≤ n̄ and the final mapping M shall have the original diFall 2010 Workshop
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Source \ Target Firstname Firstname Firstname Lastname Phone Phone Address
Fullname
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.6
0.1
0.1
0.2
Telephone
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.9
0.9
0.2
Street
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.4
0.1
0.1
0.9
House Number
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.7
0.7
0.7
ZIP
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.5
0.5
0.3
dummy
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
dummy
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
Table 2: Extended Correspondence Matrix, now squared

mensions n×m0 , M 0 has to be transformed into M . This is done by taking only those
matches that do not have a padding partner. Therefore M = {m0ij : 1 < i ≤ n, 1 < j ≤
m0 }.
After the mapping M is finally created, the input records can be examined for duplicates using the similarity measures derived from the semantically classified attributes.

4

Evaluation

Different decisions in the described approach can be taken independently. They are
given in the follwing.
Features The feature selection (c.f. Section 3.1) relies on basic and more advanced
features. Usually, the classifier automatically exploits the more distinguishing and
thus relevant features by itself, however, a higher number of features raises the
chance of having “good” features within the feature vector. But still, features may
be designed for fitting to expected classes and their respective characteristics,
e.g., the “@” character for email addresses. Furthermore, feature development is
always a trade-off between calculation time and distinction quality (e.g., for lookup
features that post HTTP calls, but yield a relatively confident hint for a string being
a name). The calculation time may be reduced by caching and parallelization but
is worth being evaluated.
Featurization The featurization style has influence on the availability of other, promising features such as aggregate functions (e.g., average length, distinctness of
the attribute values, standard deviation). Feature vectors can be created attribute
value by attribute value or for the whole set or multi-set of attribute values.
Classifier There are plenty of classifiers which classify a given (test) feature vector
against a set of other (trained) feature vectors (c.f. Section 3.2). Naïve Bayes
does this with the help of conditional probabilities, but there are also classifiers
which build up decision trees or use hyperplanes to separate the vector space
(Support Vector Machines). While Naïve Bayes is reasonably fast, other approaches may take longer and result in better classification quality. The trade-off
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also has to incorporate the fact that a mapping process is performed afterwards
which might reduce the requirement of a highly precise classification.
Mapping Having performed the classification, the correspondance matrix has to be
interpreted and the mapping has to be inferred. The presented extended Hungarian Algorithm is a sophisticated approach to enable the 1:k mapping. Faster
algorithms such as a greedy or majority vote algorithm are possible using the
same extension mechanism described in Section 3.3.
In the following, preliminary results are shown for using all of the presented features,
single-value featurization, Naïve Bayes classification and the extended Hungarian Algorithm. German-language address datasets are mostly taken from publicly available sources (http://fakenamegenerator.com, deutschland-api.de, dbpedia.org)
and confidential corporate datasets. 500 rows are used for training as well as test
datasets. The training dataset comprises 18 address-related classes from very specific ones (gender, homepage, familyname) to very general ones (number, date). Test
data has always German attribute names, training data has always English attribute
names.
Source
Target
plz
ZIP
telefon
HOUSENUMBER
id
NUMBER
strasse
STREET
nachname
FAMILYNAME
vorname
GIVENNAME
ort
CITY
datum
BIRTHDAY

correct?
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

confidence
1.0
0.967
0.822
0.664
0.582
0.475
0.457
0.078

Table 3: Results for classifying a semi-synthetic corporate address dataset against the
global dataset

Table 3 shows the results for matching the corporate dataset against the global
dataset. 7 of 8 attributes are matched correctly. The “telefon” and the “datum” attributes
are only filled sparsely, resulting in wrong or very unconfident matches. When applying
a threshold on the mapping, the match between “datum” and birthday would very likely
be eliminated.
Table 4 shows the results for matching a person dataset with politicians against the
global dataset. 6 of 8 attributes are matched correctly. Pecularities are the presence
of a URL field, which is perfectly matched assumedly due to the very feature checking
for the string containing “http” and the “zusatz” field, containing very few city names.
The “jobs” field is confounded with the street class. Both have similar characteristics
(long strings without numbers). A wrong classification does not necessarily lead to a
reduced quality in the adjacent duplicate detection process. Instead, occupation and
street would end in an akin similarity measure, the street similarity measure might
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Source
url
geboren_am
zusatz
id
nachname
vorname
jobs
geboren_ort

Target
correct?
HOMEPAGE
yes
BIRTHDAY
yes
HOUSENUMBER
no
NUMBER
yes
FAMILYNAME
yes
GIVENNAME
yes
STREET
no
CITY
yes

confidence
1.0
0.982
0.916
0.804
0.583
0.485
0.335
0.104

Table 4: Results for classifying a politician address dataset against the global dataset

contain additional rules to expand common abbreviations such as “str.” to “straße”.
Moreover, the matching has a relatively low confidence and might be removed by a
threshold, anyway.

5

Related Work

There is a large body of prior work both for duplicate detection and for the matching of
different schemas.
Duplicate Detection consists of two separate fields, similarity measures that are
described, e.g., by Navarro [9] and Elmagarmid et al. [2] on the one side and algorithms
to select promising comparison pairs, e.g., the sorted neighborhood method by Monge
and Elkan [5] on the other side. An overview on both can be found in Naumann and
Weis [8].
Schema Matching is the technique of creating and selecting correspondances between two sets of elements, typically attributes of relations. Rahm and Bernstein give
a survey on different methods for schema matching [11]. Another matching approach,
which inspired this paper, was Naumann et al.’s classification algorithm [7]. It uses
a rich feature set to create an instance-based mapping between two schemas. Instance mappings are used by iFuice [12], where knowledge about explicit connections
between different schemas is exploited. However, in the use case of customer data,
those hyperlink connections will not appear.
Bilke and Naumann [1] combine both fields of research and utilize known duplicates
for schema matching. This paper does the opposite and uses schema matching to
eventually improve duplicate detection.
Faruquie et al. [3] present a data cleansing service with an optional duplicate detection component. However, proper thresholds for the pairwise attribute comparison
part of the duplicate detection have to be selected manually. Furthermore, they concentrate on argumenting for data cleansing in general and omit details about how to
actually perform the duplicate detection. They present different proposals for how to
transfer the data to the service provider.
There are also some existing web applications that offer data cleansing. Mostly,
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this especially comprises data verification and enrichment. However, AddressDoctor3 ,
AdressExpert4 and Uniserv5 are commercial offers that comprise duplicate detection.

6

Summary and Roadmap

Duplicate detection is a crucial part of data cleansing. There are many applications for
industry-scale duplicate detection, but they are not appropriate for small and medium
businesses which need a continuous, once-per-month duplicate detection run. Services are a promising approach for these companies, but the existing offers are limited
and cumbersome regarding to the grade of automation.
The presented approach addresses these deficiencies. Input datasets are analyzed
and if there are no semantics given for the data – which is the general case – they
are classified against prepared, domain-specific training data. An extended version of
the hungarian algorithm solves the 1:k mapping problem for this classification and a
mapping is created. Predefined similarity measures are then applied on the different
attributes.
However, the classification and mapping process (c.f. phase 2 in Section 2) is not
yet integrated in the overall duplicate detection workflow. Before deriving similarity
measures and actual detecting duplicates, the classification and mapping process has
to be improved (e.g., by better handling sparse attributes) and thorougly evaluated as
described in Section 4.
Furthermore, the specific characteristics of a data quality service have to be exploited more. The test data of different customers could help enlarging the number of
classes the service can tell apart. Thus, a feedback system is required. This data can
only be used when being sufficiently privacy preserving. Moreover, different attributes
might not be independent from each other, e.g., when a street is present, it is likely that
also a house number attribute is contained in the customer’s dataset, or a month implies the existence of a day and year specification. Another open point is the selection
of k in the 1:k mapping. This can also be learned when analyzing several customers’
datasets.
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The traces of digital collaboration have been shown to provide indicators for beneficial or detrimental developments in project teams and, accordingly, the success of the
corresponding projects. Often such observations are made in controlled settings using
relatively small sample sizes. This is a drawback, as it prevents a generalization of the
findings. Increasing the sample size, however, is often not feasible due to constraints
in time, capacity, or funding.
In this report, we outline a Software-as-a-Service solution that tries to overcome
this limitation by providing an easily accessible service for the analysis of collaboration
behavior that, simultaneously, uses this data to test deduced assumptions against a
continuously increasing database of team collaboration structures. In addition to presenting the high-level architecture of the proposed system, we give an overview of case
studies that are conducted with the help of this system and identify implementation aspects that will be part of future research.

1 Introduction
Collaboration and communication are key enablers for the success of project teams.
Especially in early phases of projects spreading knowledge amongst team members
and developing efficient collaboration processes is crucial for later project success [3].
Collaboration, in that sense, comprises all activities that contribute to sharing projectrelevant knowledge between project members. Ideally, these activities are predominantly verbal and non-verbal face-to-face interactions, but to a certain degree they
are manifested in digital artifacts created with the help of groupware tools (e.g., email,
Wikis, or version control systems).
Previous studies have shown that digital collaboration artifacts, even though they
represent only a small portion of overall collaboration activity, contain indicators for
possible project success [12]. A limitation of the cited studies is their relatively small
sample size. The indicators found during those case studies are initially significant
only within the evaluated environment. Generalizing such findings is merely possible if
a much broader database comprised of projects in different, yet comparable, settings is
available. This additional research work is, in most cases, not feasible to be performed
by a single institution.
In this report, we present an approach to overcome this limitation by means of a
Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) solution. The platform is named “analyzeD” and enables
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researchers to upload, anonymize, and analyze digital collaboration artifacts of their
respective case studies. By that, they benefit from the capabilities of the software for
performing their own research, yet simultaneously contribute to a database of digital
collaboration data. This database can, in turn, be used to verify assumptions made
in only small sets of projects by trying to detect similar collaboration patterns in other
projects.
The remainder of this report outlines the current state of the system and gives a
short summary of previous applications. The main focus, however, is a discussion of
aspects that need to be considered during the implementation. In particular, scalability,
data privacy, and a formalized approach to compare different collaboration structures
are topics that require close attention in the future. The report concludes with a presentation of case studies that use the platform for data evaluation and at the same time
serve as test cases for further development activities.

2

Prior Work

Starting point for the development was a thorough analysis of the d.store platform [13].
It uses Semantic Web technologies to represent concepts of collaboration artifacts,
such as emails or wiki pages, as ontologies. The concepts are linked through associations, e.g. a person is linked to an email by being its sender. They are also
time-annotated and, accordingly, can be put in correlation with project timelines.
Ontologies define which kind of data can be uploaded to the platform. Gathered
artifacts are combined into so-called team collaboration networks, which provide a unified representation of the digital collaboration happening within project teams. Data
analysis is possible through visual navigation clients or a SPARQL query interface.
Initially, the platform was used to analyze the collaboration behavior of engineering
design teams in a controlled classroom setting. This setting enabled researchers, for
example, to deduce and test more effective project management models [11]. Building
on the obvious relevance of analyzing computational collaboration artifacts in engineering design teams, a logical next step was the application in different setups, such as
software engineering projects. Therefore, ontologies representing concepts of groupware tools common in software engineering (e.g., version control systems, bug tracker,
or code metrics) were developed along with services for collecting and uploading the
corresponding data [5].
An initial application of the platform in such a setting was performed during the
course of a software engineering curriculum. 80 students of a university lecture were
required to develop a single system in a joint effort. The overall development team
was further split into 13 sub-teams based on responsibilities for certain aspects of
the system. Various cross-cutting concerns and mutual dependencies between some
teams required a high degree of collaboration.
Even though the setting did not allow for statistically significant assertions about
possible detrimental or beneficial digital collaboration patterns, interesting insights could
be drawn from the project. For example, the usage patterns of bug trackers and version
control systems in conjunction with the project timeline provided indicators for prob60
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lems with both systems. Interestingly, the corresponding usage patterns indicated the
problems two weeks before they were mentioned by the students. A comprehensive
discussion of the project setting and the findings of the initial case study was recently
accepted for publication [6].
Besides revealing interesting collaboration patterns even during the first application
of the platform in a software engineering project, more conclusions could be drawn during the lecture. On a technical level, scalability with regards to networks sizes turned
out to be an issue that requires close attention. The intention to capture all available
aspects of collaboration artifacts and the heavy usage of inference rules created performance bottlenecks that prevented ad-hoc analysis of the data. Furthermore, a strictly
technical query interface was considered to be insufficient for intuitive data analysis.
On a meta level, the first case study elucidated that data gathered during such
installments is unsuitable for deriving generalizable assertions about the significance
of certain collaboration patterns for project success or failure. It became apparent
that, in order to create statistical significance, means had to be created to broaden the
database for such analysis without being forced to continuously perform case studies
like the one previously mentioned.
As a consequence, development efforts regarding extensions of the d.store platform were moved towards creating an SaaS solution that not only allows to capture
and analyze collaboration data for single projects, but enables automated comparisons
with different, yet comparable, projects. In order to achieve this goal, the aforementioned problems regarding scalability and data analysis need to be solved, since without fulfilling such vital requirements, acceptance of the platform as a research tool is
unlikely. Additionally, new issues pushed to the fore: Such an approach also requires
simple handling of data privacy issues, for example by specification of obfuscation
rules. Also a sound formalization of the comparison of different collaboration structures is inevitable.

3 Related Work
Monitoring and analyzing digital collaboration activities to deduce beneficial or detrimental developments within project teams has been subject to prior research.
An approach that aggregates data from different data sources was developed by
Ohira et. al [8]. The Empirical Project Monitor relies on numerous feeder applications
that parse data sources like source code management systems, bug trackers, or email
archives. It provides a number of preset visualizations for this data. Additionally, an
underlying communication model tries to detect flaws within the collaboration behavior based on empirical studies. The main difference to this approach is the creation
process of the communication model used for deviation detection as it is not generated from an ever increasing database of collaboration data but statically implemented
within the application.
Reiner [9] presented a proposal for a knowledge modeling framework that supports
the collaboration of design teams. Communication information has been deduced from
explicit interactions between members of a design team by a software tool that he
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developed to provide a prototypical implementation for the proposed framework. This
research laid the early foundation for our work but did not address generalization of
the findings made during single projects by validating them in an automated manner
against other gathered data.
Microsoft’s Team Foundation Server [7] is a commercial collaboration tool suite that
allows its users to analyze and compare the collaboration behavior of the teams using
this platform. It is, however, limited to collaboration activities that are performed using
one of the provided tools. If, for example, different version control, bug tracking, or
email systems are used, the corresponding activities cannot be analyzed.
Beyond the analysis of digital collaboration traces through means of IT, E-Research
systems are also an interesting field of related work. Approaches like the one presented by Abidi et. al [2] enable researchers to jointly work on research topics by distributing data collection and evaluation activities. Since all involved personas are using
a shared system, collected data and evaluation results are available to each of them.
However, such a system was, to our knowledge, not developed and applied in the area
of virtual team collaboration analysis.

4

Platform Development and Application

In the following, we present the next steps of our research. They comprise activities
regarding the development of the proposed SaaS solution, as well as planning and
execution of case studies in the fields of software engineering and engineering design.

4.1 A Software-as-a-Service Approach to Virtual Collaboration
Analysis
Software development efforts will be concentrated on implementing the analyzeD architecture (see Figure 1). The d.store will be an integral part of this software, but by
adding a variety of improvements and services to the initial landscape, we will simplify
setup and access especially for technically inexperienced users. In order to achieve
those improvements in usability, the following extensions are necessary and and will
be implemented:
• A central service for configuration and control of feeder services. This webapplication serves as a service repository, i.e., it lists all available sensor clients
for the supported data sources. Additionally, it provides a single point of access to
enter access data, specify data obfuscation rules and upload the corresponding
digital artifacts to a distinguished d.store instance.
• A visual query interface. Instead of being forced to use a rather technical query
language to analyze the gathered data, this service will provide an interface that
allows creating queries by selecting the attributes of interest and defining basic
outline parameters for the search.
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• A visualization service that is able to generate a variety of diagrams for query
results in a generic manner. Insights gained during an earlier sub-project about
a similar topic will be used to shorten the development time for this particular
application [10].

Engineering Teams

analyzeD - Virtual Design Observatory

d.store
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R
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Collaboration
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HTML
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Control Services

R

JSON

Sensor
Clients
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GraphML

External
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Figure 1: Architecture overview of the proposed analyzeD platform.
The central configuration service was implemented prototypically, but certain aspects like the service repository require further testing and implementation effort. Furthermore, actions towards increased scalability of the service were taken. In a first step
the persistence infrastructure was moved to AllegroGraph1 , a native RDF triple store
implementation. Along with a shift from extensive usage of inference rules towards
explicit data representation this prevented execution times for node insertion to grow
exponentially with the number of nodes present within a team collaboration network.
Since related work indicates that columnar in-memory databases are also a viable option for storing RDF data [1], next steps will include a sample implementation using
state-of-the-art in-memory column databases.

4.2 Case Studies
In order to test the implementation of the platform in different scenarios, two case
studies will be performed during the course of the next academic year.
Software Engineering Building on experiences gained during the first case study in
a software engineering lecture (see Section 2), the platform will be used again in such
a setting. Contrary to the first installment, the exercise will feature two development
teams that compete with each other in developing a customer relationship management system. Both teams are split into eight sub-teams and equipped with the same
1

http://franz.com/agraph/allegrograph/
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groupware tools. By that, comparability of the respective development teams is greatly
enhanced, and the the case study provides us with the possibility to perform similarity
analysis for the resulting team collaboration networks.
Additionally, first contacts have been established to other universities that are eager
to implement a comparable version of the lecture in their own curriculum and use the
analyzeD platform in order to analyze the resulting collaboration networks.
Engineering Design As part of the HPI-Stanford Design Thinking Research program, scientists from the Center for Design Research at Stanford university apply the
platform in an engineering design context. In order to support this project, various steps
will be performed to enable support for the analysis of CAD application usage. Initial investigation of the logging behavior of tools such as AutoCAD have already taken place
and corresponding log file parsers are in development. The logs contain very detailed
information about the working steps performed during a session. Thus, the definition
of a corresponding ontology representing the identified concepts should contain the
following elements:
• A class representing a CAD model with attributes such as a textual description, a
set of documents belonging to the model, and an array of changes representing
the evolution of the model.
• A class representing a change of the model. This class contains information
about the author of the change, a detailed list of the activities performed, a (computed) score for the severity of the change, and a rating for the current iteration
of the model (e.g., efficiency scores, weight-stability ratio, etc.).
Previous approaches to capture the workflow of CAD designers have struggled
with a lack of semantics in the rare sequence of steps contained within the logs [4]. By
adding the additional information about change severity and a rating for the respective
iteration to our model, we are able to not only analyze what is being done, but also
how it is being done and how successful certain styles of working are. The metrics
for those measurements will be developed in close collaboration with CAD-designers
of our prospective partner companies, as well as engineers of CAD software vendors.
A test bed is provided by the CAD installations at Stanford University Product Realization Laboratory, part of Mechanical Engineering. Additionally, we are planning to
collaborate with Autodesk and/or SolidWorks, primary supplier of CAD solutions such
as AutoCAD as well as with numerous companies currently using AutoCAD.
Outlook The long-term objective of the project is to create a viable means for analyzing projects in a variety of settings based on previously gathered data. This will
create a project management dashboard that indicates if certain developments within
the digital collaboration structures of projects have proven to be beneficial or detrimental in the past. In order to achieve this goal in a meaningful manner, collaboration data
captured in real industry projects is essential as it lacks most of the artificial bias that
is intrinsic to classroom projects. Therefore, we are currently investigating possibilities
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to gain access to data and participants of historical projects, as well as integrating the
platform into newly started ones.

5 Summary
In this report, we have presented a vision-of and first steps-towards a platform for the
analysis of digital collaboration activity that aggregates knowledge gathered during independent case studies to verify the general validity of assumptions about potentially
beneficial or detrimental collaboration patterns. This is achieved by providing a flexible,
easily accessible, and scalable service for the analysis of digital collaboration behavior
for end users that monitors the resulting anonymized team collaboration networks for
similarities. By that, lessons learned during one project can be propagated to members
of completely unrelated projects just by a similarity analysis of their respective collaboration activities. We believe that such a system can greatly aid researchers in various
fields, as it allows them to access a database of comparable projects, which they could
not have created by themselves in reasonable amounts of time, effort, and cost.
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1

Motivation

Many of the computational problems we are facing today are complex and need huge
computational power to be solved. It is well-known that processors will not continue to
get faster, but will get more cores instead. More cores are not only harder to utilize by
an application programmer, but also challenge hardware designers. Thus various new
hardware architectures are designed and evaluated in order to find the ones that will
fulfill the needs of future computer systems. Prototypic configuration boards like Intels
Single Chip Cloud Computer (SCC) are an attempt to deal with the ever-increasing
number of cores by removing essential features of current processors like hardware
cache coherency. Another approach is to accompany common general purpose CPUs
with sophisticated special purpose processing units. These so called Accelerators are
easier to build and very fast for specific application purposes. They are the foundation
for the new trend of hybrid computer systems.

2

Domains of Hybrid Systems

2.1 High Performance Computing
The High Performance Computing (HPC) community has a steady need for an increase
of floating point operations per second (FLOPS) in order to simulate natural processes
with a higher accuracy. Therefore enormous computer clusters are used. These supercomputers are not only very expensive to build, but do also need a huge amount of
energy, both for processing and for cooling.
A popular approach to gain more FLOPS while reducing power consumption is to
use GPU computing devices like NVIDIAs Tesla modules. Some of the best-performing
500 HPC clusters already contain a great amount of these devices. They have good
cost per FLOPS ratio and like Cell processors, field-programmable gate arrays (FPGA)
and other special compute accelerators are very energy efficient. They are quite adequate for this application domain and it can be expected that many of the next generation supercomputers will be heterogeneous systems facilitating GPU compute devices.
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2.2 Business Servers
Due to ever-increasing application of RFID-technology and clever networks of software
systems, business warehouses collect more and more data every day. These data
sinks are gold mines for business intelligence. In order to exploit useful knowledge
about customers and processes, a big machinery for data mining and information extraction is needed. The performance needs for such analysis applications are far beyond the ones of day-to-day online analytical processing (OLAP) query processors.
On the other hand these systems do not have to be as highly available as the business
critical online transaction processing (OLTP) servers. Thus more cost efficient components can be used. In order to accompany their mainframes with fast and cost efficient
OLAP processing, IBM presented their IBM Accelerator solution at the IBM System z
University event. The idea is to build a heterogeneous computing systems consisting
of a standard mainframe and an additional server of several blades for very fast, but
less reliable analytic operations on cloned databases.
Another trend is to use special processors to speed up various performance critical and regularly needed algorithms like (de)compression, XML parsing, encryption
and decryption, and regular expression matching. These so called accelerators are
special hardware devices designed to run sophisticated calculations at high speed.
GPU compute devices can be regarded as another special kind of accelerators. There
are also successful applications of GPU computing in the domain of business intelligence. [4, 6, 9] Hybrid systems consisting of reliable CPUs supported by various accelerators are expected to be the future configuration of servers.

2.3 Desktop Computers
Even in the domain of Desktop computers heterogeneity has become common. The
success of netbooks has confirmed that many end users are interested in cheap and
mobile computers. Since these systems are so energy efficient, they also support the
always-on mentality of these days. The trade-off for low power consumptions is a less
powerful CPU. In contrast to this, many computers are used as entertainment devices
and thus require a good performance, especially to decode and display music and
video streams. To speed up these activities Atom processors are accompanied by ondie-GPUs like the Intel GMA 3150 GPU or NVIDIAs ION GPU. While these accelerators
are applied for the specific application of video processing, they also can be used to
speed up other classes of algorithms.
That medium-class and high-end computers can not only be used for computer
games and high definition entertainment purposes, but also for realistic simulations
and elaborate calculations has been proven by various BOINC projects (e.g. Folding@HOME). The parallel algorithms used in these projects have to exploit distributed
parallel heterogeneous systems and thus present a great challenge to the programmer.
On the other hand they are very elegant because they make use of the idle time of the
participants computers that would otherwise be wasted.
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2.4 Mobile and Embedded Systems
Mobile devices like cell phones have severe restrictions on power consumption because they are only powered by batteries. On the other hand as the success of iPhones
demonstrates, users like fancy user interfaces, smooth visualization and entertaining
applications. To support this functionality many current phones have a powerful processor and some co-processors. The upcoming smart phones conforming to the Windows
7 Phone specification will even contain a DirectX 9 compatible graphics processor.
These processors may also be used for tasks that are not related to computer graphics. Some applications have shown how GPU compute devices can be used to support
embedded systems liker routers [9] and home entertainment devices [10].
As for the other application domains mobile and embedded systems take advantage
from hybrid approaches because they provide high special purpose performance while
consuming only a small amount of power.

3 Programming Models
"This is the year when applications developed on GPU computing go into production."
said NVIDIA CEO Jen-Hsun Huang. While most accelerators for hybrid systems are
still at a prototypic stage, GPU computing has already achieved a variety of success
stories. Especially calculation-intensive scientific applications seem to fit onto GPU
computing devices very well. They were used to speed-up seismic exploration, weather
modeling, computer vision, and medical imaging. The military applies GPU computing for advanced image processing and electromagnetic simulations. It is also used
for business intelligence, complex event processing, speech recognition, engineering
modeling, and analysis solutions.
In order to get a deep understanding of the programming model for GPU computing, we build a prototype that solved the NQueens puzzle for large board sizes on GPU
compute devices. We learned that the CUDA programming model relies on SPMD
kernels that work on a complex memory hierarchy in parallel. While some fundamental concepts like blocks, threads, and shared memory are made explicit, others like
coalescing, occupancy, and local memory are hidden to the programmer. Understanding the explicit and implicit characteristics of a CUDA kernel execution is essential to
predict the performance of a CUDA application. We presented our experiences at the
ISPDC’2010 (section 5.1).
At the Summer School of the Universal Parallel Computing Research Center (UPCRC Illinois) (section 5.2) an overview about the various programming models for
parallel shared memory systems was presented. The topics covered task-based approaches like Intels Threading Building Blocks (TBB), parallel for-loops like OpenMP,
lambda expressions, vectorization principles, as well as GPU Computing with OpenCL.
OpenCL [1] is a standard introduced by the Khronos Group - a consortium of CPU
and GPU hardware vendors. OpenCL is a programming model that allows to write programs for CPUs, GPUs and Cell Broadband Engine Architecture (CBEA) processors.
It shares the concept of kernels and memory hierarchy of CUDA. In addition OpenCL
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introduces the concept of streams. The OpenCL API is more low level than CUDA.
Powerful programming models and APIs like CUDA and OpenCL allow time efficient
reformulation of multi-threaded code for CPUs for GPU computing. While this means
little effort to execute parallel general purpose algorithms on GPUs, these will not utilize
the GPU hardware well. Kirk et al. describe the situation this way: "If the application
includes what we call data parallelism, it is often a simple task to achieve a 10x speedup
with just a few hours of work. For anything beyond that, we invite you to keep reading!"
[3]
We created a survey on best practices for optimizing GPU computing applications
in order to really benefit from the acceleration GPU hardware can offer. This survey
will be published in a special issue of IEEE:Software Journal in 2011 (section 5.3).
Although GPU computing is a mature accelerator category, it is still hard to write
GPU computing code, even harder to utilize the GPU appropriately. Even the highly
experienced developers of the National Supercomputer Center in Shenzhen were only
able to reach 43 % of the theoretical peak performance for their hybrid supercomputer
Nebulea. Nebulea is number two in the top 500 list of supercomputers and consists of
NVIDIA C2050 GPUs. The utilization of 43% was reached for a dedicated implementation of the embarrassingly parallel LINPACK algorithm. [5]
Hybrid computing and heterogeneous computing need good programming models
and tool support to overcome these difficulties and enable developers to benefit from
these new system architectures. The industry is also interested in recommendations
for hardware changes. Coming up with good programming models and tools for hybrid
systems is hard. This is highlighted by the fact that the well-established sector of
parallel and multi-core computing is still looking for appropriate programming models
and empowering developer tools.

4

Research Plan

The area of my research is on parallel hybrid systems and accelerator technologies.
I aim to help developers to handle the complexity of such system w.r.t. to coding experience and resulting application performance. Consequently, my focus is on parallel
languages, parallel libraries, and parallel toolkits for hybrid systems.
As high-lighted again at the UPCRC (section 5.2) appropriate tools and programming models for parallel and multi-core computing are still ongoing research topics. In
the field of hybrid systems, programming models and tools have not only to cope with
parallelism, but also with differing execution characteristics of the processors and accelerators in a given system configuration. State-of-the-art programming is done with
CUDA and OpenCL, which extend the C++ language. Especially OpenCL is a very
low-level interface and thus laborious to work with. There are first approaches to reduce the burden for the programmer. Lee et al. [11] show that it is possible to use the
OpenMP-API for GPU computing. Most of the other approaches are simple wrappers
for higher-level languages. The problem with the current approaches is that they do not
map onto the accelerators hardware very well, are only suitable for very special subset
of problems, or lead to severe code bloat. This is where I want to work at.
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In order to accomplish my research goal, the following tasks have to be completed:
1. Identify best practices and patterns for multi-core development and hybrid computing. (section 5.3)
2. Identify hardware capabilities and restrictions of hybrid architectures.
3. Identify common use cases and algorithms for hybrid computing. (section 5.4,
section 5.5)
4. Reduce the complexity for developers using high-level languages by introducing
abstractions and exploiting runtime reflection mechanisms. (first steps in section
5.6)
5. Demonstrate the solution with representative example uses cases and algorithms
(on various platforms).
Until now I worked mainly on milestones one to three. In order to realize step four,
I will start with a selection of examples (section 5.5) and evaluate how each of them
can be applied to a particular architecture. The next step is to apply the optimizations
described in section 5.3 manually and learn which optimizations that can be applied
automatically. The findings will than be formalized and provided as a .NET library.

5 Recent Activities
5.1 Paper presentation at the 9th International Symposium on Parallel and Distributed Computing (ISPDC)
I presented my experiences with the NQueens problem and CUDA at the 9th International Symposium on Parallel and Distributed Computing in Istanbul, Turkey in July
2010. [8]
The conference serves as a forum for engineers and researches and covers topics from parallel to distributed computing. The keynotes were held by D. Keyes and
Wolfgang Gentzsch. They highlighted the current and future challenges for the high
performance computing (HPC) community.
The focus of the first session was GPU computing. Our presentation started with
an overview of the CUDA programming model. The NQueens problem was introduced
and our parallelization approach was described. The main focus was the application
of various optimizations onto our solution in order to achieve a better utilization of the
card. These optimization led to contrary performance implications on the two available
CUDA-enabled card generations of NVIDIA.
The other sessions discussed models and algorithms, multi-cores, Web Services
and Multi-Agent Systems, Interconnection Topologies, Networks and Distributed Systems, Grids and P2P Systems, and Scientific Programming.
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5.2 Visiting the UPCRC Summer School
I was visiting the Summer School of the Universal Parallel Computing Research Center
(UPCRC Illinois). It is a joint research endeavor of the Department of Computer Science, the Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, and corporate partners
Microsoft and Intel. It aims to pioneer and promote parallel computing research and
education.
The school started with an introduction on shared memory parallelism and multicore technology by UPCRC Co-Director Marc Snir. UPCRC Principal Investigator
Danny Dig presented parallelism techniques for object-oriented languages and how
refactoring can be applied to transform sequential applications into concurrent ones.
Clay Breshears and Paul Peterson from Intel illustrated how OpenMP and Threading
Building Blocks can be used for parallelizations. In addition they introduced cuttingedge developer tools by Intel: the Intel Parallel Inspector, the Intel Parallel Amplifier
and the Intel Parallel Advisor. Phil Pennington and James Rapp from Microsoft presented the C++ Concurrency Runtime and the .NET Task Parallel Library (TPL). María
Garzarán gave an overview on vectorization and described various techniques to apply
them. UPCRC Illinois Co-Director and PI for the world’s first NVIDIA CUDA Center of
Excellence Wen-mei W. Hwu introduced OpenCL. John E. Stone of the Illinois Beckman Institute illustrated CUDAs utility with a Electrostatic Potential Maps application.
Marc Snir concluded the school with his Taxonomy of Parallel Programming Models.
As a special final event we were visiting the Petascale Computing Facility at Illinois
which will house the Blue Waters sustained-petaflop supercomputer.
Besides getting a lot of practical experiences with various wide-spread parallel programming tools and libraries, I got an overview on application classes and use case for
parallel computing. In addition I learned about the challenging problems for the area
of parallel computing: programming models that are easy to use and powerful in leveraging parallel platforms. I also learned about the hardware trends that will push the
shift from parallel to heterogeneous computing and thus will increase the importance
of good programming models and execution platforms.

5.3 Journal Paper for the IEEE Software: Survey on Best Practices
for Optimizations in GPU Computing
Modern graphic cards are able to act as additional compute device beside the processor. Parallel computing is therefore no longer a dedicated task for the CPU, the
new trend is heterogeneous computing of main processor and graphics processing
unit (GPU).
Our journal article presents a synthesis of important strategies for utilizing the additional graphic processor power. We explain the primary concepts of GPU hardware
and the according programming principles. Based on this foundation, we discuss a
collection of commonly agreed critical performance optimization strategies. These optimizations are the key factor for getting true scalability and performance improvements
when moving from a multi-threaded to a GPU-enhanced version of your application.
It will be published in a special issue of IEEE:Software Journal in 2011.
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5.4 Knowledge Sink for Use Cases, Tools and Libraries
While we were creating our survey on best practices (section 5.3), we collected a lot
of literature about GPU computing and related topics. This collection is available at [7].
Besides general topics, there are special collections for use cases of GPU Computing,
as well as a collection of tools and libraries.

5.5 Example Implementations of Representative Use Cases
The hands-on labs at the Summer School of the Universal Parallel Computing Research Center (section 5.2) included a variety of algorithms that can be executed on
parallel platforms. These included matrix-matrix multiplication, convolution, prefix scan,
quicksort, and minimum spanning tree. Starting with these, we created a collection of
representative use cases for parallel computing. We used further literature to extend
the collection. [3, 12] These use cases will be used to evaluate our new programming
models.

5.6 Prototype to Run OpenCL-Code from .NET
The current tools and techniques to use the OpenCL API restrict programmers to write
C++ like code. In order to provide a greater audience with easy access to GPU computing, Jan-Arne Sobania and I were cooperating to run OpenCL programs using the .NET
Framework. We used a simple parallel loop approach that is known to .NET developers
because the parallel for loop of Microsofts Task Parallel Library (TPL) has become a
part of the .NET 4.0 Framework. Our prototypic implementation demonstrates that we
can provide OpenCL access similar to the TPL via a .NET library. This way it is easy
and intuitive for a .NET developer to benefit for GPU computing. Recently a similar
approach for Java has been made available by ATI. [2]
Based on our work we want to evaluate which of the best practices for optimizations
that are described in section 5.3 can be applied by our .NET library. We expect that
type and meta data information available in the runtime will be useful for that approach.
Ueng et al. [13] demonstrated that coalescing memory access - a very popular optimization - can be applied automatically. Some other best practices have potential for
runtime support as well.

6 Conclusion
This paper introduces the research area of hybrid systems. Section 2 gives an overview
of the application domains for hybrid computing systems. The High Performance Computing (HPC) always aims at more flops and smaller power consumptions. Business
servers use Accelerators for for OLAP and specific application needs. Home computer need to be high-performing entertainment devices that consume very little energy. Power restrictions are more severe on mobile and embedded devices, but even
in this sector applications become more and more resource intensive. Programming
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models and appropriate developer tools for parallel and multi-core computer systems
are active researched topics. Programming models and tools for the domain of heterogeneous and hybrid systems have not only to cope with parallelism, but also with
differing execution characteristics of the processors and accelerators in a given system
configuration. My research aims at help developers to handle the complexity of such
system w.r.t. to coding experience and resulting application performance. I worked on
surveys on best practices and patterns, hardware architectures and uses cases of hybrid computing. Currently I am working on a library for a high-level language to access
OpenCL-enabled accelerators. With the help of this library I plan to apply selected
best practice optimizations automatically. The usefulness will be demonstrated using
the collection of use case examples I created. Section 5 provides an overview on my
recent work.
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The Fontane project has shown that distributed systems connected via a mobile
phone network become more and more important. This applies to devices of the everyday life as well as to industrial and medical devices. Mobile systems have characteristics like the available bandwidth which may vary strongly and make high demands
on applications. In the context of the Fontane project exists the requirement to transfer
a streaming electrocardiogram. This extends the demands on mobile systems to the
area of real-time applications. An additional layer, the middleware, could be helpful to
reduce demands on the application by concentrating often required functionality at a
central point. But special characteristics of mobile systems are often not addressed
by middleware typically used for distributed systems with wired connections [8, chapter 11].
Another point is if an application wants to adapt its behavior to the variable bandwidth of mobile systems the application have to know first the current value of available
bandwidth. On the one side the direct measurement of the available bandwidth makes
high demands on itself and influences the monitored mobile network. On the other
hand on many mobile nodes like phones the network status is only monitored to be
indicated to human users. This paper gives a short overview of the problem area and
possible proposals to deal with this.

1 Introduction
The popularity of mobile devices, such as laptop computers or mobile phones, is unbroken within the last years. However, not only such typical mobile devices but also
embedded or medical devices or hybrid forms become more and more part of the everyday life. The latter can especially be found in the areas of assisted living and vital
signs monitoring of patients with special diseases like diabetes or cardiac insufficiency.
In the majority of cases these devices can be connected to wireless networks.
Particularly within rural areas mobile phone networks provide the only opportunity for
long distance communication. Applications using mobile connections have to deal with
problems which are typical for this type of communication. For example:
• The network connectivity can temporarily and unexpectedly be lost.
• The available transmission bandwidth varies frequently and is typically lower than
within stationary networks.
• The devices have often limited resources in terms of battery power, CPU operating speed or main memory.
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Because the communication using mobile networks is one of the most power consuming tasks of mobile devices, they are usually involved in rather short sessions.
Another point of interest is the distributed structure of mobile systems. A patient
monitoring system for example, contains typically measurement and control devices
for each patient and central data storage devices, often called the telemedicine center, where medical professionals discover findings. Here mobile devices capture data
and transmit this to a stationary central part. Another example are systems where
autonomous units and a central unit are connected via a mobile network and the autonomous units get their commands from the the central unit. Such system structures
are also called mobile nomadic systems [8, chapter 11] (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Mobile nomadic system

2

Middleware for mobile distributed systems

One main goal of middleware for distributed systems, such as CORBA or Java RMI,
is to provide a higher level of abstraction for the application, hiding the complexity of
the underlying network, protocols, and operating system. In other words the whole
system shall look like a single entity and the distribution should be transparent for
applications. In contrast, middleware for mobile distributed systems shall not hide the
whole complexity of the underlying layers but establish awareness for mobility. This
means that the application developer shall deal with some aspects of mobility, such as
variable transmission bandwidth, possibly lost connectivity, or battery power.
This can be realized using two basic strategies. First, lower layers can provide parameters typical for mobile connections which allow the application to react to changes
of the network. In this case the application itself is responsible for the mobile connection control. Second, an additional layer evaluates the lower layer parameters and
provides special event functions what can be used by the application. The application
does also not necessarily need to handle the aspects of mobility itself but the developer
shall know that they exist and decide about the strategy to deal with.
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Within the Fontane project, in cases of emergency a streaming electrocardiogram
(ECG) shall be transmitted from the patient’s mobile device to the telemedicine center.
A two channel ECG with 512 samples/sec and 12 bit/sample resolution each channel
requires a transmission bandwidth of about 12 kbps. Such a bandwidth cannot be guaranteed as an absolute value but in many cases as mean value within a specific time
period. In general, if real-time application shall be used within a mobile distributed system, additional requirements have to be fulfilled by the network and the communication
control. Typical real-time requirements are:
• The compliance with timing boundaries of given tasks, such as the transmission
of a message or a part of the data.
• The predictability of specific operations.
Because of the expected unpredictable effects which influence the transmission parameters of the mobile distributed network a middleware for such networks cannot
guarantee hard real-time requirements but the middleware can focus on providing soft
real-time guaranties.

3 Effects which influence mobile communication
Todays mobile phone networks in Germany use the frequency ranges about 900 MHz
and 1.8 GHz in the case of GSM (Global System for Mobile Communications) and
about 2 GHz in the case of UMTS (Universal Mobile Telecommunications System). This
section lists environmental conditions that are typically relevant for radio frequencies
in the range above 100 MHz and discusses their influence on different communication
layers.

3.1 Real world effects
The mobile communication between different parties can be influenced by following
effects:
Geographic parameters: Geographic conditions like the distance between transmitter and receiver and their altitude are important because the waves are propagated quasi-optically.
Obstacles within the transmission path: Obstacles formed by buildings, elevations,
vegetation, and animals cause shadowing effects as well as reflection, diffraction,
scattering, and interferences of radio waves.
Atmospheric conditions: Precipitations, such as rain, snow, hail, and fog, attenuate the amplitude of electromagnetic waves. Electrostatic discharges in case of
thunderstorm accompany with strong magnetic fields and are sources of electromagnetic disturbance. Inversions, arrangements of air in different layers with low
temperature at the surface of the earth, diffract radio waves.
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Radio interferences: Interferences caused by other radio services or multipath propagation make reclamation of the original signal on the receiver side difficult.
Architecture of the mobile system: The system architecture has an important influence on the quality of data transmission. Especially the design of the devices,
and here especially the type and arrangement of antenna and the construction
of enclosure, the positioning of radio frequency components (indoor, outdoor, ...),
and the available or chosen transmission power have to be considered.
Radio cell resources: The limited resources of the radio cell itself can lead to a conflict between voice and data communication. Within a data communication the
available transmission bandwidth is shared by all participants.
Radio cell change-over: In the case of a handover, such as inter-cell handover, normally the receive signal level and/or the signal quality within the new cell will be
better than within the current cell [4]. But the transmission bandwidth available
within the new cell can be different and perhaps lower than within the current cell.

3.2 Transmission layer
The effects that influence the transmission path outside the mobile network result in a
variable receive signal level or signal quality. Indicators of signal quality are typically
the carrier-to-noise ratio (CNR), signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), bit error rate (BER) and
frame error rate (FER). The radio access network reacts typically on such influences
by adapting its transmission parameters; the modulation and coding schema (MCS) for
example, in the case of GPRS (General Packet Radio Service) or EGPRS (Enhanced
GPRS) within a GSM network; or the radio access technology (RAT) in the case of an
inter-RAT handover. This actions, on the other hand, influence the available bandwidth
and the connection visible for the layer above.

3.3 Applications layer
The abstraction at applications level leads to the effect that the exact source which influences the receive signal cannot be identified. All above mentioned real world effects
result in a variable transmission bandwidth or in the worst case in a lost connection.
Therefore it is useful not only to measure the currently available bandwidth but also
to retrieve information from the transmission layer in order to get a better understanding
of the current transfer situation within the mobile network (see also section 6).

4

End-to-end measurement of available bandwidth

As first approach to measure the available bandwidth within a GSM network a small
client-server-program was implemented. The client is connected to the GSM network
and sends a train of data packets to the server which is reachable from the Internet
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(Figure 2). Every 30 minutes the client starts a measurement cycle using UDP first
and afterwards TCP.
GSM

Internet

GGSN
Client

Node

BTS

Server
Node

Figure 2: Network Measurement
Within this measurement client and server are not time synchronized. Both of them
use their own high resolution timer. The client puts the transmit timestamps and its
time resolution in the data packets. The server receives the packets and stores the
client timing data and its own measurement data in a file. The assumptions here are:
• The radio link is the link with the smallest capacity and the minimum available
bandwidth along the path.
• All other links along the path do not influence the distance between the packets.

(a) Measured Times

(b) Shifted Transmit Times

Figure 3: Time between consecutive measurement packets
The left diagram in Figure 3 shows one of the measurements made. As one can
see the captured transmit time is extremely low within the first six intervals. The first
packets are filled into an empty transmit buffer and therefore the measurement shows
the speed within the client and not within the network. The right diagram shows the
same measurement but the transmit time values are shifted six intervals left in order
to correct the influence of the transmit buffer size. Now one can see that up to the
interval 50 (left half of the diagram) most of the time values from client and server are
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nearly the same. In the second half the distances between the client and server values
are bigger. Over the whole measurement the time values are spread over more than
one decade. This indicates that some effects, which probably occur on the radio link,
influence the currently transmitted data packets and the packets currently put into the
transmit buffer in the same way. On the other hand, there must be some effects that
have different influence on sender and receiver side.
Within the first measurement cycles many data packets were lost (Figure 4). As
we have found out, the packet loss was caused by connection losses based on interRAT handovers from GSM to UMTS cells or vice versa. After turning-off the multi-RAT
device option, the modem has used only the GSM network and no data packets were
lost. This shows that even if the available bandwidth is relatively high the connection
can temporarily be lost.

Figure 4: Effect of inter-RAT handover
The later experiment runs over a period of two days. The results are displayed in
Figure 5 which shows the relative frequency of the mean values of each measurement
cycle separated by the used transmission protocol.

Figure 5: Transfer rates measured over a period of two days
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Both diagrams show two separated groups – a small one at 20 kbps up to 25 kbps
and broader one between 55 kbps and 100 kbps in the case of TCP and 50 kbps and
110 kbps in the case of UDP.

5 Proposals for solution
Depending on the tasks of the mobile devices within mobile nomadic systems, different
approaches exist at applications level to deal with the specific aspects of mobility. Here
two situations will be discussed. First, the mobile node can only be a data provider and
second, the mobile node may act as worker node or autonomous unit.

5.1 Mobile device as passive node
Within this scenario the mobile nodes, such as sensors or patient monitor devices, capture data, preliminary analyze this data optionally and transmit it then to the stationary
central part of the system. A typical way to adapt the functionality of an application on
the mobile device to variable transmission bandwidths is to adapt the amount of data
to be transmitted. Basically the following two methods are possible:
• Data reduction
• Data compression
Data reduction means to decrease the amount of transmitted data by dividing the
captured data into more and less significant parts and disregarding the less important
ones. On the contrary, data compression means to reduce the size of the data format.
While the first method is lossy in every case, the second one can be lossy or lossless.
An alternative solution can be to buffer the captured data if the available bandwidth
is too small and to send this data at a later time if the available bandwidth is again high
enough.

5.2 Mobile device as active node
Within the second scenario the mobile nodes are instructed by the central part of the
system to achieve tasks. Afterwards the mobile nodes report their results back to the
instructing party. In order to be responsive to variable bandwidth and lost connections
the work can be handed out to more than one mobile nodes. Generally the following
models are feasible:
• Alternative worker nodes
• Redundant worker nodes
Within the first model the instructing party is looking for alternative worker nodes if
the primary node is not reachable. The second model based on the parallel execution
of one task on more than one worker nodes. According to the underlying failure model
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the instructing party can use the first result or can use more than one result value
to vote for the most probable one. For the result values the methods mentioned in
section 5.1 can be used to react to variable bandwidth.
As an alternative solution the instructing party can transmit more than one task to
a worker node. If the worker could not transmit a result, he can process the next task
and try to transmit the result values together.

6

Adaptation to different conditions

At application level we want to manage the connection and/or the available bandwidth.
There are three different situations which should be considered:
1. No cell change: – The connection is probably stable and only the available bandwidth is assumed to vary.
2. Soft handover: – The new connection is established parallel to the current one.
For a short time both connections exist. The new connection provides probably
another bandwidth.
3. Hard handover: – The current connection is closed and afterwards a new connection is established. While the handover process is not finished the connection
is lost and the new connection provides probably another bandwidth.
The required information can be directly measured or can be derived from lower
layer parameters that in the case of mobile phone networks can be captured as status
or monitor values from the modem.

6.1 Measurement of information
At the first glance, measurement of the available bandwidth seems to be an easy and
straightforward way because the required values are directly detected. But this way
raises the following questions which should be always kept in mind:
• How many time does one measurement need?
• How many measurement cycles are required to calculate a mean value?
• How long is the network state stable? (or) How long is the mean value valid?
In addition, there are the costs for transferring data over a public mobile network regarding available bandwidth, influence to other data transmissions and money. Based
on this points an effective algorithm is needed in terms of short measurement duration and low network load and if possible a combination of usual data transfers and
measurement.
In the past, different tools, such as Pathload [6,7], Pathchirp [10,11] or Spruce [12],
were developed to measure parameters of the transmission path or single links within
the path. All mentioned tools are specialized to measure the available bandwidth but
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each of them uses its own algorithm. Each tool assumes that FIFO queuing is used
at all routers along the transmission path, cross traffic packets have an infinitely small
size and cross traffic average rate changes slowly and is constant while a single measurement cycle [12]. This tools were evaluated by Han, et al. [5].
In [9] some problems, for example the time variation of link capacity, are discussed
which are especially relevant to end-to-end measurements within mobile phone networks, here EGPRS networks.

6.2 Derivation of information
Another approach is to derive information about the available bandwidth from status
values captured from the modem. Therefore a special interface, the AT commands also
known as the Hayes command set, was standardized [1, 3]. But which information is
required? To answer this question, we can, for example, look for conditions that trigger
the handover process. In [4, subclause 3.4] the strategy for an inter-cell handover is
defined as follows:
Intercell handover from the serving cell to a surrounding cell will normally
occur either when the handover measurements show low RXLEV and/or
RXQUAL on the current serving cell and a better RXLEV available from a
surrounding cell, or when a surrounding cell allows communication with a
lower TX power level. This typically indicates that an MS is on the border of
the cell area. ...
The abbreviations used above are defined in [2]:
RXLEV – Received Signal Level
RXQUAL – Received Signal Quality

TX – Transmit
MS – Mobile Station

The received signal level and the signal quality can be requested using the command AT+CSQ [3, subclause 8.5]. The signal level is specified over the range from
-51 dBm to -113 dBm in steps of -2 dBm. The signal quality is specified in eight steps
as defined in [4] subclause 8.2.4. One problem with this command is, it is optional!
First inquiries have shown that some modems do not support this command to the full
extent. For example, the Hewlett Packard un2400 and the Huawei V100R001 report
the received signal level but not the signal quality; the Motorola C24 reports both but
instead of the BER the FER is used to characterize the signal quality.
Other AT commands that could be helpful within this context are:
• AT+COPS – Public land mobile network (PLMN) selection [3, subclause 7.3]
• AT+CPSB – Current packet switched bearer [3, subclause 7.29]
• AT+CPWC – Power class [3, subclause 8.29]
• AT+CBC – Battery charge [3, subclause 8.4]
The problem: The implementation of all these commands is also optional!
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In contrast to modems, which are typically used within consumer products, industrial
modems, for example from Sierra Wireless, Sixnet or Huawei, provide usually more
network information about the serving and the neighbor cells. The problem here is that
this AT commands are vendor specific!
Back to the original problem: What do status values of the modem reveal about the
available bandwidth or the connection? All effects that occur within the radio frequency
path influence direct or indirect the received signal level and/or the signal quality. The
network itself react on this influence and changes its transmission parameters with the
objective of being able to correct possible transmission errors on the receiver side. We
can draw conclusions from the status values about possible reasons for variation of
available bandwidth or connection status. On the other hand, effects what occur inside the network and influence the available bandwidth cannot be detected with status
values of the modem.

7

Conclusions

Often the application must adapt their behavior to the current quality of mobile communication. A middleware for mobile systems has to establish awareness for mobility
because controlling of available bandwidth and connection status is only meaningful if
the system as a whole is able to react to. This can be done by passing network parameters through to the application or by providing callback events depending on the
current situation.
On the over hand, if the middleware want to manage the mobile communication it
has to know the current network status and the amount of available bandwidth. The
amount of available bandwidth can, depending on the capabilities of the underlaying
layers, be deduced from status values of the network or directly be measured. In the
case of measurement the effectiveness, especially the accuracy of the captured values
and their duration of validity, as well as the influence on the transfer medium and other
data transfers have to be considered.
With a view to real-time requirements it is important to notice that the middleware
is subject to unpredictability of the underlaying mobile network. Therefore, the middleware cannot guarantee the compliance with hard real-time requirements. Instead, the
middleware should focus on providing soft real-time guarantees.
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The understanding of service implementations, with a special focus on internal details that constitute functionality, is an important aspect during the development of services. Actual run-time data supports the comprehension of service implementations
like examples support the explanation of abstract concepts and principles. However,
the required run-time analysis is often associated with an inconvenient overhead that
renders current tools impractical for frequent use.
We propose a practical, lightweight, and incremental approach to dynamic analysis
based on entry points that describe reproducible system behavior. By observing and
enriching such concrete examples of behavioral paths, we investigate new perspectives
on service implementations that improve comprehension of execution semantics. We
are providing perspectives for exploring one execution path in detail, for comparing
multiple paths with each other, and for understanding the internal behavior from the
user’s point of view.

1

Introduction

Developers of object-oriented software systems, including service implementations,
spend a significant amount of time on program comprehension [4]. They require an indepth understanding of the code base that they work on; ranging from the intended use
of an interface to the collaboration of objects. Gaining an understanding of a program
by reading source code alone is difficult as it is inherently abstract.
Run-time information supports developers in coping with this complexity. Collected
run-time data reports on the effects of source code and thus helps understanding it. At
run-time, the abstract gets concrete; variables refer to concrete objects and messages
get bound to concrete methods. For example, a program’s run-time helps to answer:
"How is a particular method called?" or "How does the value of a variable change?"
Unfortunately, the overhead imposed by current tools renders them impractical for
frequent use. This is mainly due to two issues; setting up an analysis tool usually requires a significant configuration effort and performing the required in-depth dynamic
analysis is time-consuming. Both issues inhibit immediacy and thus discourage developers from using these tools frequently.
We propose a new approach to dynamic analysis that enables a feeling of immediacy that current tools are missing. Based on entry points that describe reproducible
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behavior, we split the costs of dynamic analysis over multiple runs—an initial shallow analysis followed by detached in-depth on-demand refinements. For our implementation, we leverage test cases as such entry points, as they commonly satisfy the
necessary requirements. Triggered by their execution, we observe and enrich behavioral examples to improve the comprehension of execution semantics. We develop the
Path tool suite, which allows developers to explore a specific execution path in detail
(PathFinder), to compare multiple paths with each other (PathMap), and to understand
the internals from the user’s point of view (PathTrace).
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents our approach to dynamic analysis that collects data exactly when needed. Section 3 describes the Path tool suite. Section 4 demonstrates how program comprehension is
supported by our tools. Section 5 concludes and presents next steps.

2

Dynamic Service Analysis

Dynamic service analysis is a practical, lightweight, and incremental approach to dynamic analysis for understanding system and service implementations. It is build on
reproducible entry points such as test cases that act as concrete examples of service
behavior. These behavioral examples concrete the abstract entities of source code
with meaningful information and so support program comprehension.
By executing entry points multiple times, we can split the dynamic analysis costs
over multiple runs. Starting with an initial shallow analysis for navigating behavioral
paths, developers get only a subset of all possible run-time data. When they require
more detailed information such as object states, this additional data is collected in detached on-demand refinements by executing entry points multiple times. This approach
enables a feeling of immediacy that current dynamic analysis concepts are missing.
For an easy setup of analysis tools, our approach can seamlessly be integrated
into current development environments. Developers only have to define their subsystem of interest and a collection of entry points. While the first must be done with the
declaration of packages only once, the latter can be automized if test cases or API
examples are available. Furthermore, by continuously maintaining a coverage relationship between executed entry points and covered methods [12], it is possible to embed
arbitrary methods into meaningful examples at all times.
Figure 1 summarizes our approach. First, reproducible entry points such as test
cases are executed to produce behavioral example paths (Section 2.1). Second, dynamic analysis is applied to these examples for exploring a specific path in detail or
comparing multiple paths with each other (Section 2.2). Finally, the meaning of entry
points can be enhanced with links to requirements for recovering traceability information automatically (Section 2.3).

2.1 Entry Point Characteristics
Dynamic service analysis requires the ability to reproduce arbitrary points in a program
execution. Therefore, we assume the existence of entry points that specify determinis90
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Figure 1: Dynamic service analysis allows for exploring behavioral paths through service implementations. Triggered by the run of entry points (here test cases) (1), we analyze specific or multiple paths (2) to support program comprehension. Furthermore,
by linking entry points and requirements (3), we recover traceability data automatically.
tic program executions. For our implementation, we leverage test cases as such entry
points, as they commonly satisfy this requirement [13]—a test case describes what
the system is expected to do, its execution reveals how it is realized. Moreover, tests
are meaningful behavioral examples of the system and its parts; they can be executed
repeatedly, fast, and without any side effect before and after their execution; and they
are an integral part of several development processes, especially agile processes.
Leveraging test cases as entry points is not a requirement for dynamic service
analysis. Our tools work best if test coverage for the developed application is high,
but resorts to manually specified entry points if no covering test is found. This, however, requires more knowledge about the system under observation than relying on
test coverage: it is not always trivial to anticipate control flows leading to methods of
interest.

2.2 Step-wise Run-time Analysis
Traditional approaches to dynamic analysis are time-consuming as they capture comprehensive information about the entire execution up-front. Low costs can be achieved
by structuring program analysis according to user needs or, more specifically, dividing
the analysis into multiple steps.
Step-wise run-time analysis [8] splits the analysis of a program’s run-time over multiple runs: A high-level analysis followed by on-demand refinements. A first shallow
analysis focuses on the information that is required for presenting an overview of a
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program run. Further information about method arguments or instance variables are
not recorded. As the developer identifies relevant details, such data is recorded ondemand in additional refinement analysis runs. The information required for program
comprehension is arguably a subset of what a full analysis of a program execution
can provide. While our approach entails multiple runs, the additional effort is kept to a
minimum, especially when compared to a full analysis that has no knowledge of which
data is relevant to the user. We reduce the costs by loading information only when the
user identifies interest. This provides for quick access to relevant run-time information
without collecting needless data.
The concept of step-wise run-time analysis is also adaptable to multiple execution
paths. Instead of running only one entry point, several entry points can also be executed and analyzed one after another. Only required run-time information is collected
and if necessary summarized with dynamic metrics. In this way, behavioral paths, different states, or coverage data can be compared with each other. Analogous to the
dynamic analysis of a specific path, we collect only initial run-time information for the
task at hand. When more detailed information is required, it can be refined in detached
runs. Thus, dynamic analysis can also be divided into fine-granular and incremental
steps for multiple entry points and their execution paths.

2.3 Link Entry Points, Get Traceability
Additional links between entry points and their primary objectives support program
comprehension as developers can understand the reasons for exemplary system behavior. So far, entry points offer examples into system behavior but their real purpose
is hidden in external requirements, the development history, or implementation artifacts. Especially, test cases were implemented with a particular reason in mind such
as verifying a specific requirement. With the connection between entry points and requirements (or other development entities), the meaning of subsequently behavioral
paths can be enhanced.
Links between entry points and requirements in combination with dynamic service
analysis allow for recovering traceability information automatically [6]. Requirements
traceability is considered to be important for software understanding as it supports answers for questions such as why a particular source code entity was implemented.
Adapting the concepts of feature localization [2], annotated entry points are executed
and behavioral paths are related to entry points and requirements in question. Afterwards a requirement is traced to a source code entity if it has been executed at
least once in a specific entry point that is linked to this requirement. Depending on
the coverage of entry points, large parts of the system can be traced and classified to
requirements automatically.
Future work deals with the automatization of the manual linking step. We are working on the integration of acceptance test frameworks with dynamic service analysis.
As some acceptance test frameworks store or explicitly represent the relation to tested
requirements, this information can be reused for replacing the manual linking process.
Consequently, we have a fully automatic requirements traceability approach from requirements via dynamic analysis of tests through to traced source code entities.
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Figure 2: PathFinder is our interactive dynamic analysis tool that allows developers to
explore a specific behavioral path through the service (ToDo Web application [9]).

3 An Overview of the Path Tool Suite
The path tool suite realizes the concepts of dynamic service analysis and supports the
understanding of behavior. By means of examples, being triggered by reproducible
entry points, our tools observe, analyze, and present behavioral paths for developers.
At the same time, our tools distribute the costs of dynamic analysis across multiple runs
and so enable a feeling of immediacy when program behavior is explored—a property
that cannot be provided by fully dynamic analysis approaches.
Our tools are combined with each other in order to refine behavioral questions step
by step and from different perspectives. PathFinder (Section 3.1) reveals one specific
behavioral path, its state, and object interactions. PathMap (Section 3.2) summarizes
run-time information with the help of several metrics and presents it inside the system’s
architecture. PathTrace (Section 3.3) connects the user’s and developer’s point of view
as it traces requirements down to source code entities. At the end, all tools are supposed to answer behavioral questions for one or multiple execution paths from several
points of view—a characteristic that is only minimal supported by current tools [5, 11].

3.1 PathFinder: Interactive Dynamic Views
PathFinder [8] is our dynamic analysis tool for interactively introspecting the behavior of one specific execution path. Based on a lightweight call graph representation
used for navigation (shallow analysis), developers can state their points of interest and
all further information is computed on demand by re-executing the chosen entry point
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in background (refinement analysis). We distribute the overhead of dynamic analysis
over multiple runs so that there is no need to collect all data at once. Thereby memory consumption and performance impacts are kept low. Thus, we have a practical
approach for behavioral views that will be evaluated regarding its improvements for
program comprehension in the near future.
Figure 2 presents PathFinder while a service request of our ToDo Web application [9] is processed. The internal behavior is revealed for this specific request and
developers can follow what inside the application happens. If they are interested in
further details, the request is executed again and more detailed information such as
method arguments is collected and presented. Thus, behavioral reachability questions
concerning only one execution path [5, 11], for instance, "what happens before executing the renderContentOn: method?" or "how does the request object change?", can be
answered with the help of PathFinder. Its interactive dynamic views allow for navigating
call and object trees in both forward and backward direction so that developers get insights into the execution and state history without any restrictions. Furthermore, almost
all run-time information including the initial shallow analysis is provided in less than a
second (less than 300 milliseconds for 95% of about 4.400 test cases [8]). These features should encourage developers to use PathFinder at least as often as they use
tedious and time-consuming debugging strategies for program comprehension [5].

3.2 PathMap: What We Can Learn from Tests
PathMap summarizes multiple behavioral paths and merges static and dynamic views
of a system under observation. In contrast to PathFinder, it has a stronger focus on
test cases as entry points but the presented concepts are still independent of that fact.
PathMap is integrated into a standard test runner and enhances the value of running
test cases by analyzing their execution, rendering dynamic metrics, and suggesting
meaningful entities, which can be further explored with the aforementioned PathFinder
tool. We investigate new system perspectives that are intended to support several
software engineering tasks such as guiding developers to potential locations for traced
requirements, hot spots, or untested code. Moreover, we compare dynamic paths and
reveal anomalies for more suitable fault localization or hints at design disharmonies.
Figure 3 illustrates the PathMap and the test quality analysis of the Seaside Web
framework [1]. Seaside’s system structure is rendered within a tree map layout where
packages include classes which in turn include method entities. The entire Web framework (more than 3,700 methods) is presented in the space of a 500 pixel square,
which can be explored interactively. Furthermore, the static view can be colorized with
a static metric such as lines of code, complexity or as in this example the developer of
a method. Having analyzed the execution of all test cases, PathMap darken method
entities that has been covered by at least on entry point. As a consequence in this
example, we are able to answer the questions "who has written insufficiently tested
methods?" or "which subsystems need more attention during quality assurance?".
PathMap provides answers to behavioral reachability questions that deal with multiple execution paths [5, 11]. We support the following scenarios:
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Figure 3: PathMap executes multiple entry points and summarizes the analyzed behavior within the system’s architecture (Seaside Web framework [1] - Test coverage in
relation to the developer of a method).

Test Quality Combining arbitrary static metrics with coverage information allows for
assessing software quality in terms of application structure and testing activities.
Concerns Traceability Based on the concept of feature localization [2], we trace arbitrary concerns to covered entities and support developers in comprehending the
system from different points of view.
Fault Localization With the comparison of passed and failed test cases [10], failures
can be localized more closely to real causes.
Profiling Instead of looking at one execution profile, we summarize multiple executions and identify hot spots for processing time, number of objects, or method
calls.

3.3 PathTrace: Understanding the User’s Point of View
PathTrace is a semi-automated approach for the post-traceability of requirements that
allows developers to comprehend the system from the user’s point of view. Based on
the concepts of feature localization, we manually link entry points with requirements,
analyze their behavioral paths, and trace requirements to covered source code entities
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Figure 4: AcceptIt allows for writing acceptance tests in a business-readable domain
specific language so that requirement descriptions and related tests are one and the
same. Based on such entities, PathTrace can automatically recover traceability data.

automatically [6]. Other development tools can use the gathered traceability information to improve understanding of user requests and their related implementation details.
Thus, answers for typical software maintenance questions such as "how is this requirement implemented?" or "which source code entities are related to the user’s failure
report?" [11] are better supported.
To complete our approach to a fully automatic traceability technique, we are working on a new acceptance test framework called AcceptIt1 . AcceptIt provides a way
of merging requirements and tests into one executable source code entity. In other
words, linking becomes redundant as links are implicitly available. Tests are described
in a business-readable domain specific language (BR-DSL). This BR-DSL is mapped
to ordinary library methods. In consequence, acceptance tests are executable as usual
and readable (maybe also writable) by customers. The difference between an acceptance test and a scenario description becomes blurred.
Figure 4 presents the current state of AcceptIt with its BR-DSL, its language extension, and a part of the source code library (example taken from our ToDo Web
application [9]). On the left side, the "login" scenario as part of a user story is defined
and can be understood without any knowledge of the implementation—given declares
preconditions, when describes actions, and then asserts a specific event or state. On
the right side, the given step is mapped to the corresponding library method and its
implementation. At a later time, libraries should offer a lot of generic mappings so that
they are reusable in several scenarios.
AcceptIt introduces a new kind of entry point. On the one hand PathTrace is extended to be completely automatic on the other hand PathFinder and PathMap analyze
entry points with clear objectives. So, developers have not only the answer to what a
1
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Figure 5: After selecting and running failing tests (1), PathMap compares test run
results and colorizes suspicious methods (2). Subsequently, PathFinder allows for
exploring a specific path to the cause of a failure (3).

test case describes and how it is realized, they have also its purpose. In the sense of
program comprehension, we can enhance the meaning of behavioral paths.

4 Case Study: Fault Localization in Seaside
For demonstrating dynamic service analysis and our Path tool suite, we have done a
case study about fault localization in the Seaside Web framework [1]. Since fault localization or in other words "debugging" usually requires much knowledge about system
behavior, it is an ideal use case for presenting the benefits of our approach.
We have introduced a defect into Seaside’s Web server—inside the header creation
of buffered responses, we inserted a "Content-Lenght" typo. For that reason, service
requests with buffered responses produced invalid results but streamed responses still
worked correctly. Seaside’s test suite answered with 9 failed and 53 passed test cases
for all response tests. Starting the standard debugger at an failed test led to a violated
assertion within the test itself. This means that the execution history was lost and
the failure cause was not comprehensible. The assertion was thrown for the whole
response object without any pointers to the invalid state. The typo was far away from
the observable malfunction. Such a situation is the rule rather than the exception [14].
Figure 5 shows how the defect could be identified with the help of our Path tools.
First, PathMap replaced the standard test runner, rendered the whole Seaside sysFall 2010 Workshop
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tem within a tree map, executed the response tests, analyzed the behavioral paths of
passed and failed test cases with the "Ochiai" metric [10], and colorized the map with
suspiciousness and confidence values. In short a method has a higher suspiciousness (hue towards red value) if it was executed in more failing than passing tests and
a method has less confidence (brighter color) if it was not executed in all failing tests.
Second, the computed values suggested only three methods in full red (100% suspiciousness and 100% confidence). All other methods were paler and not so hot. Third,
for understanding all three methods, we opened PathFinder on a failed test as we expected that all three methods (same class) were related to each other. PathFinder
showed that the methods writeContentsOn: and writeHeadersOn: were called in sequence within writeOn: (here, we ignored the third method as it was only a simple
accessor). While using PathFinder, we navigated the execution history in both directions and with the help of on-demand refinements we verified assumptions concerning
corrupted object states. For instance, the method argument aStream already included
a valid response code. On closer examination we understood the implementation of
both methods and found the failure’s cause.

5

Summary and Next Steps

A current study [5] reveals that developers ask reachability questions, which are
"searches across feasible paths through a program". The authors show that developers often failed to understand program behavior and modified the code relying on
false assumptions. Especially, the lack of adequate tool support was a reason for the
developers’ problems with answering reachability questions.
Dynamic service analysis [7] and our Path tool suite enable developers to experience a feeling of immediacy when they explore program behavior. Run-time views support exploring run-time behavior and facilitate answering reachability questions such
as: In what context is a particular method used or where is the cause of a failure? Our
approach encourages frequent use of our tools and thus promotes the validation of
assumptions rather than relying on guess work.
Besides an empirical evaluation for program comprehension in the near future, we
are investigating how the concepts of dynamic service analysis can facilitate answers
for behavioral reachability questions. In particular, we expect benefits by extending our
PathFinder to a lightweight back-in time debugger and by summarizing sane behavior
within dynamic contract layers [3]. For instance, we could debug test cases backwards
in time, answer why questions, or verify generated assertions at run-time.
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1

Introduction

At the 5th Symposium on Future Trends in Service-Oriented Computing, Peter Lorenz
in the talk "The SAP Vision on Cloud Computing"1 was underling a set of characteristics
that have a great impact on the current cloud based environment (a different world as he called it): business models are changing, customer relationship is changing,
software on demand, instant use. "In cloud computing , on demand software is very
different. Users - easy consumption. That’s the story: Instant use, you want to have
this you can use it. No big debate, no hand books, no I don’t go to Waldorf for 4 month
of training [...]. This is gone. We need to change. And we need to change to something
which is simple to use software, instant but powerful. This is not dumb software. [...]
The rest is I would say standard: mobile, everywhere, browsers, various devices all of
those things." 2
These characteristics emphasize deep architectural impact, they change the nature
of application and raise questions how to design, model and execute this new type of
applications.
A set of requirements that this new type of applications should comply with can be
distilled from here. A fundamental characteristics is software on demand. The user
sees something and wants to use it, then he must be empowered with proper tools to
be able to use the service by himself, as much as possible. No long and exhausting
training, instant use. If the user has to do it by himself, it must be user friendly. The
user should not have to take care about technical issues.
The Web 2.0, as it has been unveiled by O’Reilly [7], is an advance of technologies
that are applied to build distributed software on the Internet, but also refers to a shift in
people’s perception of the Web and a paradigm shift in how they use it.
Mashups are a novel genre of Web applications that fosters innovation and creativity
in a generative environment, which Zittrain denotes as the “future Internet” [15], and are
probably “one of the more powerful capabilities coming out of the Web 2.0 wave” [11].
A series of approaches that tackle mashups, mostly technical approaches, have
been defined. The widget/gadget based approaches although user friendly are too
restrictive in functionality, e.g. functionality and data can not be composed / aggregated
1
2

http://www.tele-task.de/archive/lecture/overview/5014/
http://www.tele-task.de/archive/video/flash/10012/
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Figure 1: DbWorld excerpt
only under special assumptions and environments. Only a list of predefined services
can be used. Thus the characteristics previously underlined are strongly restricted.
Our objective is to fulfill the characteristics underlined. A browser based approach it
is desirable because as argued in [1] browser based mashups are pure mashups. Beside this the browser by nature facilitates the fulfillment of some of the characteristics
emphasized: allows portability, run everywhere, services are accessed in an unique
way, the fundamental interaction with the services is unique, no matter the service, the
users already know how to interact with the services. What is still missing is an intelligent and easy way for the users to design, model, combine in an intelligent and simple
way on demand services, data and behavior, and to execute these collaborations.
The main focus of this technical report is not about the execution of such applications as the execution has been discussed already (e.g. see [9]) but about the design
of such applications. A use case example that complies completely with the described
problem is the issue of searching and then storing conferences of interest in a calendar.

2

Use Case

For scientists in the filed of IT the DbWorld Mailing List is the well known place where
they can search for an IT conference. A series of information is provided here, but most
important is the subject, deadline and the web page of the event published (see Figure
1 for a small excerpt of the DbWorld service). From a technical perspective DBWorld
does not provide an API to allow programmatically access and interrogation of the
service. Thus with respect to current approaches this services is useless. Google
Calendar is one of the most known Google Apps services. For Google Calendar the
important information are the title of the event, the date and description (see Figure 2).
Opposed to the DbWorld services, Google provides for this service beside the regular form also an API to access the contents. However we are interested in an uniform
way of dealing with all the services, and also the user should not be required to face
technical issues (i.e. APIs).
The regular way to achieve this goal, of having the conferences stored in Google
Calendar by their deadline, is manually. The user is required to maintain two open tabs
in the browser; even though there might be several entries that comply with a search
term, the user must deal with the events one by one as DBWorld does not provide
built in search functionality, only manual search; it would be difficult to remember all
the information about an event entry, the user will have to move between the two open
tabs several times, in order to store only one event in the calendar.
Recorder/play like tools can’t be used in this scenario either because the application must react according to user’s behavior and according to specific search results.
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Figure 2: Google Calendar Event Creation
For example a particular search might return 5 entries or another one might return 2
entries. Next session will explain how this model can be model by means of processes
and choreographies enriched with contextual information. These enriched processes
and choreography models can be automatically transformed into rules. The resulting
set of rules constitute the run-able application, the run-able mashup.

3 Enriching choreography models with contextual information
In order to achieve the desired outcome, to have stored a list of conferences in a
calendar the user, must perform a collaboration between two services. As discussed
in Section 2 between DbWorld and Google Calendar. The user himself/herself is part
of the collaboration as he/she knows which is for example the subject of interest after
which the search has to be performed. The user must interact with the services at
least to search for the conferences. To automate this process of storing conferences
information in a calendar, someone must be able to design and then execute such a
collaboration. This collaboration must handle both user and machine behavior. We call
this type of applications: mashups.
In [9] we have introduced and discussed how mashups can be executed by means
of rules. According to [13] process choreography is used to define cooperation between
process orchestrations. Moreover this collaboration is specified by collaboration rules.
[9] argues that rule-based modeling and execution of mashups are nothing else but
collaboration rules and the mashup itself is a browser-based service choreography.
[13] states that "while domain-specific process choreography standards are important in their particular fields, they lack the flexibility to define new types of businessto-business collaborations that are important for supporting cooperation between companies in todayŠs dynamic market environments. Therefore, new approaches for the
definition and implementation of process choreographies are required".
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Figure 3: DbWorld Search Process - Variant 1

Figure 4: DbWorld Search Process - Variant 2
We believe that mashups are exactly such a particular type of choreographies that
require flexibility, they require new means of modeling and execution. Browser based
mashups are created by human users and more over their lifecycle requires the intervention of the user. The user is the one that powers the application, by interacting with
systems, via events, via inputs etc.
Lately, context and context awareness has attracted a lot of attention (i.e. [2, 3]).
Coutaz et al. argues in [2] that context is key in the development of new services.
Furthermore explicit relationship between environment and adaption are the key factors
that will unlock context-aware computing at a global scale [2].
Dey in [3] defines context as any information that can be used to characterize the
situation of an entity. An entity is a person, place, or object that is considered relevant to
the interaction between a user and an application, including the user and applications
themselves. Similarly for Coutaz et al. [2] the context is a structured and unified view
of the world in which the system operates.
The use of contextual information in the field of business processes and workflows
has been already addressed (see for instance [12, 14]).
An interesting aspect about the services in the form of web pages is that they allow
the user to define its own process on how to use the service. Figures 3 and 4 exemplify
this aspect. A user could search conferences only based on the subject (Figure 3) or
both based on the subject and deadline (Figure 4). The process is quite intuitive, the
user must insert a search term, which will be checked / compared with the subject,
field. Every entry it is checked in this way. Each entry that matches the check it is
remembered as its information must be stored in the calendar.
The process to create a basic Google Calendar event is depicted in Figure 5.
We use BPMN 2.0 [6] specification to represent our processes. The processes
depicted (Figures 3, 4 and 5) both for the DbWorld and Google Calendar are based on
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Figure 5: Create Event in Google Calendar Process
the Figures 1 and respectively 2.
As mentioned earlier we need to design a choreography to model the mashup. The
design is based on the individual processes that we have already described.
In [10] we have argued that context gives concrete meaning to the processes. Context can be taken into account both at design time and also at run time. The approach
we introduced in [10] proposes a solution based on a unified ontology that connects
together context with process ontology thus facilitating a unified way of representation
and reasoning.
To model the context in our models we use the idea introduced by Wieland in [14].
Wieland uses annotations to enrich BPEL models with contextual information.
Figure 6 depicts the simple choreography involved in this scenario. Basically every time a conference entry it is identified, then the information is stored as a calendar
event in Google Calendar. Thus based on the processes we have already introduced in
Figure 3 or Figure 4 DbWorld sends a message to Google Calendar service, containing
the entry information. The information contained in the message has been clearly modeled via associated annotation. To be able to automatically store the information into
the correct fields a mapping must be defined. Via annotation the mapping is straight
forward.
Dey defines in [3] a set of major context categories: identity, location, status and
time. These categories are recurrently reused, for example in [14]. In the scenario
presented here, it is an obvious need for defining the location.
For the human user it is very easy to locate Subject field in the page and then to
use that particular column to search for conferences. In addition the fact that the information is organized in a table is also very easy to observe for the human user. In the
browser information is presented in an organized way, for example there is a specific
structure used to define a table and to present this information as a table. Thus we
take advantage of this knowledge and we define patterns to be able to map contextual
concepts defined as annotation and then reason about the structure of the page to locate concepts in the page. This process of reasoning about contextual information and
also about the processes modeled is a cognitive process. For an extensive discussion
about cognitive processes one could refer to [5].
Figure 7 depicts a basic example where an element of a process has been annotated with contextual information. Recall that we use a unified representation for the
concepts no matter that they represent context or process elements. To do so we take
advantage of the approach we introduced in [10]. The check "Subject" element has
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Figure 6: Simple DbWorld - Google Calendar Choreography

Figure 7: Element in DbWorld Process Annotated

been annotated with contextual information. This information refers to the Subject
concept and identifies the location as being in a table, in the 3rd column.
The simple choreography depicted in Figure 6 already contains location information
for the two services involved (e.g. http://www.cs.wisc.edu/dbworld/browse.html).
Via a cognitive process which uses the context enriched models as well as a set of
predefined patterns (process that is performed without any other intervention from the
user) the executable rule set that constitutes the run able mashup is created.
Figure 8 depicts an excerpt of such a rule. For a more detailed description about
the run able mashup one can refer to [8, 9].
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{
...
ev en tE xp re s s io n " : {
" type " : " c l i c k " ,
" t a r g e t " : { " v a r i a b l e " : { " name " : " $X " } }
},
" condition " : [
{" description " : {
" t y p e " : " HTMLButtonElement " ,
" b i n d i n g " : { " v a r i a b l e " : { " name " : " $X " } } ,
" constraints " : [
{ " propertyRestriction " : { " property " : " id " ,
" o p e r a t o r " : " EQ" ,
" v a l u e " : " mashSearchButton "
}
}
]
}
},
{" description " : {
" t y p e " : " INPUT " ,
" b i n d i n g " : { " v a r i a b l e " : { " name " : " $cSearch " } } ,
" constraints " : [
{ " p r o p e r t y R e s t r i c t i o n " : { " property " : " type " ,
" o p e r a t o r " : " EQ" ,
" value " : " t e x t "
}
},
{ " propertyRestriction " : { " property " : " id " ,
" o p e r a t o r " : " EQ" ,
" v a l u e " : " mashSearchInput "
}
},
{ " propertyBinding " : { " property " : " value " ,
" v a r i a b l e " : { " name " : " $sValue " }
}
}
]
}
},
{" description " : {
" t y p e " : " TD" ,
" b i n d i n g " : { " v a r i a b l e " : { " name " : " $dbEntry " } } ,
" constraints " : [
{ " propertyBinding " : { " property " : " f i r s t C h i l d " ,
" v a r i a b l e " : { " name " : " $what " }
}
},
{ " propertyBinding " : { " property " : " nextSibling " ,
" v a r i a b l e " : { " name " : " $Z " }
}
}
]
}
},
...
}

Figure 8: Rule: Perform search in DBWorld
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Related work

The approach presented here is similar to the outcome of the Adaptive Service Grid
(ASG)3 platform. The characteristics of the ASG approach are discussed in [4]. In
comparison with the ASG project where the main focus is to discover and compose
services to subprocesses using semantically specified data structures and services,
based on domain ontologies using WSML [4] here the services are already selected by
the human user. In addition this approach strongly takes into account interaction with
the human user, as the human user is the one who drives to some extent the application, the mashup. Here we are dealing with special type of environment, where the user
must be able to define its software on demand. The user defines the behavior of the
application via choreographies and processes enriched with contextual information.

5

Conclusions

This report has introduced a choreography based approach which has been enriched
with contextual information in order to model and later directly execute user defined
applications. A new type of applications is addressed here. Applications that are created on demand, by the users. These applications combine and aggregate data and
behavior provided by arbitrarily chosen services. Once such an application has been
modeled, it can be of course updated with new information but most important it can
directly executed and can be shared / sold via a marketplace. The approach has of
course its own limitations. One of these limitations is that the approach can access
only information that is accessible via DOM; for example having an image that depicts
the word "Search", but acts as a button, won’t have no other meaning to the application,
than being an actionable button.
Current implementation is able to execute mashups defined by means of run able
rules.
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Software systems operating under highly dynamic and unpredictable conditions must
be adaptive or even self-managing. Several approaches use one architectural model
as a causally connected runtime representation of a managed system for monitoring,
analysis and performing adaptation. These architectural models are often closely related to the system’s implementation, thus at a low level of abstraction and as complex
as the implementation. This impedes reusability and extensibility of autonomic managers working on these models. Moreover, the models often do not cover different
concerns, like security or performance, and therefore they do not simultaneously support several self-management capabilities.
In contrast, we propose a model-driven approach that provides multiple causally
connected runtime models reflecting the architecture at different levels of abstraction
for adapting a managed system. Each runtime model focuses on a specific concern
and abstracts from the underlying system and platform leveraging reusability and extensibility of managers. The different models are maintained automatically at runtime
using model-driven engineering techniques that also reduce development efforts. Besides causally connected architectural models, other kinds of models are generally
used at runtime. Based on the current state of the research field, we present a categorization of runtime models, conceivable relations between those models, and how
runtime management using multiple models can benefit from megamodel concepts.

1

Introduction

Runtime adaptability or self-manageability is often required for software systems operating under highly dynamic and unpredictable conditions [14, 32]. Self-management is
enabled through a feedback loop [11,32] that usually distinguishes between a managed
system and an autonomic manager. The manager monitors and analyzes a managed
system, and if changes are required, adaptations are planned and executed to the
system. Separating a self-managing system in a manager and a managed system,
reusability and extensibility of managers are potentially supported. However, appropriate representations of a running managed system for managers are required [4,22,42].
To represent a running systems, an architectural runtime model that is causally
connected to a managed system is often used (cf. [4, 9, 20]). The causal connection,
a concept originating from the research field of computational reflection [35], ensures
that changes in the system are reflected in the model (monitoring), and that changes
in the model are reflected in the system (adaptation).
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Most approaches, like [12, 22, 42], use one runtime model. Typically, such models
are rather specific to the managed systems’ implementations, complex, at a low level of
abstraction, and they cover different, but mostly one concern, like performance for selfoptimization. In contrast, we argue that it is beneficial to simultaneously have more than
one kind of architectural model at runtime as each of them can be independent of the
system’s platform and implementation, less complex, at a higher level of abstraction,
and it can focus on a specific concern of interest. This supports the reusability of
managers working on these models and can simplify the work of the managers.
Therefore, we proposed a model-driven approach that provides multiple architectural runtime models at different levels of abstraction as a basis for the feedback loop
activities of monitoring, analyzing, planning and executing adaptations [50–54]. Modeldriven engineering techniques, especially the incremental and bidirectional model synchronization, are employed to automatically maintain the runtime models and to reduce
the development efforts for self-managing systems. While at the Fall 2009 Workshop
of the HPI Research School a solution for monitoring and parameter adaptation has
been presented [50], this time a solution for structural adaptation will be discussed.
Moreover, our approach of using multiple runtime models for adaptation raised
questions and led to a discussion about coping with interdependent and related models
at runtime [5]. Therefore, we proposed to use megamodel concepts [55]. Based on a
categorization of runtime models, we demonstrated that multiple models are likely to
be used simultaneously and how megamodel concepts can help in coping with them.
The rest of the report, which summarizes in particular our work published in [51,55],
is structured as follows: Section 2 discusses structural adaptation based on abstract
runtime models. Section 3 presents a categorization of runtime models and how megamodel concepts help in coping with multiple runtime models and their relations. Finally,
the report concludes and gives an outlook on future work in Section 4.

2

Structural Adaptation and Abstract Runtime Models

The generic architecture of our proposed approach is depicted in Figure 1. A Managed
System realizing the business logic provides Sensors and Effectors that are interfaces
for observing and adapting the system, respectively. A Source Model as a runtime
representation of the system is provided by these interfaces. This model is causally
connected to the system, such that it can be directly used by Autonomic Managers to
perform the feedback loop activities of monitoring and analyzing the system, and of
planning and executing adaptations on the system if changes are required.
However, a source model is usually complex, related to the specific implementation and platform of a managed system, and thus, rather at a low level of abstraction.
Instead of working on models, like the source model, that are oriented to the solution
space of a system, autonomic managers should rather work on models providing views
related to problem spaces. For example, a manager responsible for self-optimization
is primarily interested in optimizing the system performance and not in details about
the implementation or other concerns, like failures or security. Raising models from solution to problem spaces leverages the reusability of managers that focus on problem
spaces shared by different managed systems.
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Figure 1: Generic Architecture
Therefore, several so called Target Models are derived from a source model at
runtime. Each target model abstracts from the source model and potentially from the
underlying system platform, and it provides a specific view on a system required for an
addressed concern of interest, like performance in the case of self-optimization. Thus,
target models are less complex than a source model and they are rather related to
problem spaces.
Based on these different characteristics of source and target models as outlined in
Table 1, managers preferably should use target models instead of a source model to
perform the feedback loop activities. This requires that each target model is causally
connected to the source model. Thus, changes in the source model are reflected in
target models for monitoring, and vise versa for adaptation. Model-driven engineering (MDE) techniques are applied to maintain different target models at runtime and
to realize causal connections between each target model and the source model. A
Model Transformation Engine [23, 25] based on Triple Graph Grammars (TGGs) [46]
incrementally synchronizes changes of the source model to the target model, and vice
versa. This requires that each model conforms to potentially different user-defined
Metamodels and that all models share the same meta-metamodel. TGG Rules specify
declaratively at the level of metamodels how two models as instances of the corresponding metamodels are synchronized with each other.
Source Model
Complex
Lower Level of Abstraction
Platform-Specific
Solution Space

Target Model
Less Complex
Higher Level of Abstraction
Platform-Independent
Problem Space

Table 1: Characteristics of Source and Target Models
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Synchronizing source model changes to target models for monitoring is not critical
since target models are at higher levels of abstraction than a source model. During
synchronization, concepts represented in a source model but not in a target model
are simply discarded. This causes the intended abstraction. Recently, this monitoring
approach [50, 52, 54] has been extended with structural adaptation capabilities.
Generally, there are two ways for adapting software. Parameter adaptation modifies
variables of a program and structural adaptation changes the software architecture by
adding, removing or replacing components and connections among components [38].
Using our approach for parameter adaptation requires that values of variables need
to be synchronized from target models to a source model. As variables are generally
of primitive data types, there is usually a bijective mapping between variables in the
source and in the target models, which facilitates parameter adaptation as described
in [50, 51]. Thus, there is no abstraction gap between source and target models regarding adaptable parameters. In contrast, we encountered and met at least three
challenges for structural adaptation [51]:
(1) Refinement for Adaptation: Performing adaptations based on target models
that are at higher levels of abstraction than a source model, changes performed by
autonomic managers are also at a higher level of abstraction. The abstraction gap
between a target and a source model can lead to a relation between both models that is
only partial and not necessarily bijective. Consequently, a bidirectional synchronization
between both models is hindered since information about how to refine abstract target
model changes to the concrete source model could be missing. Such information has
been discarded during monitoring to cause the intended abstraction of target models
from the source model.
To overcome the refinement problem, Factories as depicted in Figure 1 are employed. If target model changes cannot be synchronized to a source model due to
missing information, factories are invoked through a target model to perform these
changes on the source model where the abstraction gap does not occur, followed by
synchronizing these source model changes to the target models. Thus, factories are a
pragmatic extension of the model transformation engine for the adaptation case if the
abstraction gap between source and target models is too large. In MDE, this problem is
generally discussed [29,49] and in case of structural adaptations, it is similar to refining
a software architecture [21, 40].
(2) Restrictions to Adaptation: Another challenge is the interface between a manager and a target model. The interface has to define the kind of changes that are
allowed on an abstract target model and how they are performed. As a target model
abstracts from a managed system, it can theoretically allow a variety of changes that
however could not be executed on the system, for example due to stronger system
constraints. Moreover, a target model can be changed by directly adding, removing
or modifying model elements, associations among elements, or attribute values, or by
invoking operations provided by elements.
This challenge has to be met for each target metamodel by specifying adaptation
operators that determine a set of specific actions a manager can perform on elements
of corresponding target metamodel instances. A similar solution for this challenge is
applied in the Rainbow framework [22].
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(3) Ordering of Adaptation Steps: Finally, the last challenge considers structural
adaptations involving a set of atomic changes or steps that have to be synchronized at
once from the target to the source model and even to the system. Rather than propagating each single target model change to the source model and system by triggering
the model transformation engine, a set of changes should be propagated by one run of
the engine. Usually, there exists dependencies among atomic steps, like a component
should only be started when it is appropriately configured. Thus, the order of changes
matters and the order of changes performed on a target model might differ from the
order of performing corresponding changes to the source model or to the system. Not
suitable orders might affect the consistency of a system.
Using our approach, three options are available to order adaptation steps. First,
a manager can trigger the synchronization to the source model and managed system on demand between sets of atomic changes performed on a target model. All
changes done before the triggering are executed on the system, which can be followed
by further changes and triggers. Second, the design of TGG rules can influence the order of synchronizing model changes in one run. For example, a rule for synchronizing
changes of a certain type can be designed in a way that it can only be applied if another
rule and therefore a change of another type has been applied before. Thus, changes
within one synchronization run can be coordinated by this option. Third, a set of source
model changes performed by the model transformation engine is generally ordered for
executing them on the system, which depends on the type of each change. At first,
components that should be stopped are stopped, then connections and components
are removed, new components are deployed, connections are created, parameter values are set, and finally, components are started. Thus, a basic ordering of adaptation
steps is supported by the last option, while it is possible to determine more specific
orders at design time by modeling appropriate transformation rules (cf. second option)
or at runtime by triggering intermediate synchronizations (cf. first option).
Having met these challenges, our approach supports parameter and structural
adaptation in addition to monitoring. The whole approach has been implemented on
top of the mKernel infrastructure [10] that provides sensors and effectors for managing
software systems being realized with Enterprise Java Beans 3.0 (EJB)1 technology for
the GlassFish v2 2 application server. The metamodels, models and model-driven engineering techniques are based on the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF)3 , though
the whole infrastructure can run decoupled from the Eclipse workbench.
Our approach of simultaneously using multiple runtime models for self-adaptive systems raised questions and led to a discussion about coping with these models at runtime since they are not independent from each other [5]. For example, any adaptation
being triggered due to the performance state of a running system, which is reflected by
one runtime model, might violate architectural constraints being reflected in a different
model. Thus, there exists relations, like trade-offs or dependencies, between different
concerns or models, which have to be considered for runtime management. In this
context, we proposed concepts of megamodels as discussed in the following section.
http://jcp.org/aboutJava/communityprocess/final/jsr220/index.html (Sep 30, 2010)
https://glassfish.dev.java.net/ (Sep 30, 2010)
3
http://www.eclipse.org/modeling/emf/ (Sep 30, 2010)
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3

Runtime Models, Relations and Megamodels

Based on the current state of the research field of runtime models, especially the past
Models@run.time workshops [1], we present a categorization of runtime models. The
categories demonstrate that multiple models are likely to be simultaneously employed
at runtime since different kinds of models serve different purposes. The categorization as shown in Figure 2 supports the generality of our claim to use multiple models.
Therefore, models are categorized according to their purposes and what they represent. Usually, runtime models (M1) of all categories are instances of metamodels (M2)
that are specified by meta-metamodels (M3), which leverages typical model-driven engineering techniques, like model transformation, at runtime (cf. [47, 51, 54]).

Figure 2: Categories of Runtime Models
Implementation Models describe the running system and they are similar to models
used in the field of reflection that employs causally connected models based on the
system’s solution space (cf. [9]). Examples are models used in reflective programming
languages [31,34], or coupled to platforms like CORBA [15] or EJB [51,54] (cf. Source
Model in Section 2). Such models can be class or object diagrams and scenariobased sequence diagrams covering the interaction between objects or generally traces
of a system [26, 31, 37]. Finally, behavioral models in the form of statecharts, state
machines, or generally automatons are also used [27, 30, 36].
Configuration and Architectural Models also describe the running system, but at
higher levels of abstraction than Implementation Models. Thus, they are often causally
connected to the system. Such models are rather related to problem spaces by reflecting the current system configuration or architecture [22, 41, 42, 48, 51, 54]. Thus, these
models are often similar to component diagrams, which are enhanced with elements or
attributes to address non-functional properties as a basis for runtime analysis [22, 54].
At a even higher level of abstraction, process or workflow models are also feasible to
provide a business-oriented view [44]. Moreover, model types of the Implementation
Models category are also conceivable in this category, but at a higher level of abstraction. Overall, models of this category enable the self-awareness of a self-adaptive
system and they are the basis for the feedback loop (cf. Target Models in Section 2).
Context and Resource Models describe the operational environment and context
of a running system, which is especially required for systems that react to changes in
their context. To represent a context, a variety of models can be used: semi-structured
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tags and attributes, object-oriented or logic-based models [45], some form of variables,
like key value pairs [41, 45], or even feature models [2]. Moreover, the operational
environment consists of logical or physical resources a running system requires or
currently uses for operation.
Configuration Space and Variability Models define potential variants of a running
system, while Configuration and Architectural Models reflect the currently used variant.
Thus, models of this category specify the system’s configuration space and variability
and they are used for finding adaptation points and options in a running system. Examples for such models are component type diagrams [24, 51], feature models originating
from software product lines [13, 17, 41], or aspect models for Configuration and Architectural Models [19, 41].
Rules, Strategies, Constraints, Requirements and Goals may refer to any model
of the other categories. Models in this category specify, among others, when and how
a running system should be adapted. These models are reconfiguration strategies
usually in some form of event-condition-action rules [2, 16, 22], or they are based on
goals a running system should achieve and on utility functions guiding the adaptation [17, 41, 43]. Moreover, for runtime validation and verification, constraints on models of the other categories regarding functional and non-functional properties are employed. Constraints can be expressed in the Object Constraint Language (OCL), like
in [28,54], or formally in some form of Linear Temporal Logic (LTL), like in [27]. Though
constraints can be seen as requirements that are checked at runtime, recently the idea
of requirements reflection has emerged, which explicitly considers requirements as
adaptive runtime entities that can be reflected in goal models, like KAOS [6].
The presented categories show the different roles of models at runtime and demonstrate that different kinds of models, also depending on the specific approach, are likely
to be simultaneously employed. However, employing several models, these models are
usually not isolated from each other, but they rather compose a network of models.
For example, Morin et al. [41] employ an architectural runtime model reflecting the
running system, a feature model describing the system’s variability, a context model
describing the system’s environment, and a so called reasoning model that can take
the form of event-condition-action rules. These rules specify which feature should be
(de-)activated on the architectural model depending on the context model. Thus, the
employed models are related with each other and all of them are used for adaptation.
Another example is our approach presented in Section 2 using multiple target models that belong to the category of Configuration and Architectural Models. Each target
model provides a view on the same managed system, but each one is focused on a
different concern, like performance or failures. Adaptation of the system to optimize
performance based on a performance target model can however interfere with other
concerns covered by other target models. Thus, different concerns or their models are
related with each other by means of trade-off or dependency relations. These relations have to be considered at runtime to balance competing concerns. Further kind of
relations that are conceivable between runtime models are described in [55].
A similar issue of considering multiple models and relations between models occurs
in the model-driven development of software. Starting from abstract models describing the requirements of a software, these models are systematically transformed and
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refined to architectural, design, and implementation models until the source code level
is reached [20, 39]. Thus, a multitude of development models and relations between
those models exist and they have to be managed. Therefore, the idea of megamodels
has emerged. Basically, a megamodel is a model that contains models and relations
between those models or between elements of those models [3, 7, 8, 18].
Since existing approaches using models at runtime rather deal with multiple models
and relations among those models in an ad-hoc manner, we proposed to use megamodel concepts at runtime to systematically address these issues [55]. Megamodel
concepts can provide benefits for self-managing systems as megamodels are defined
by metamodels, which leverages MDE techniques for managing models and relations.
Moreover, megamodels for the model-driven software development serve organizational and utilization purposes that should also be utilized at runtime. Organizational
purposes are primarily about coping with the complexity of multiple models. Therefore,
megamodels help in structuring and organizing different models together with their
relations by storing and categorizing them. Likewise, megamodel concepts can be employed at runtime to organize and describe runtime models and their relations in the
domain of self-managing systems since several related models can be simultaneously
employed (cf. Section 2). This results in a kind of registry for models.
Utilization purposes of megamodels are about navigation and automation. Megamodels can be the basis for navigating through models by using relations between
models. Thus, starting from a model and following relations, all related models can be
reached in a model-driven manner. Navigating between models at runtime is essential
for self-managing systems using multiple related models. Automation aims at increasing the efficiency by treating relations between models as executable units that take
models as input and produce models as output. Therefore, a megamodel containing
multiple of such units can be considered as an executable and automated process.
Thus, megamodels make relations between runtime models explicit and therefore,
amenable for automated analyses. As an example, a megamodel can be used to
automatically perform an impact analysis of model changes to other related models.
Therefore, relations can be used to synchronize model changes to related models and
these synchronized models are then analyzed to investigate the impact of the initial
changes. This can be used at runtime to validate or verify a planned adaptation on
different models before the managed system is actually adapted. This idea might be
applicable to the different target models in our approach presented in Section 2.

4

Conclusion and Future Work

In this report our approach of simultaneously using multiple runtime models for adaptive
and self-managing systems has been discussed. Our approach and the presented
categorization of runtime models demonstrate that multiple runtime models are likely
to be used simultaneously. Moreover, initial ideas of applying megamodel concepts to
cope with multiple runtime models that are related with each other have been outlined.
As future work, the following points are considered. A solution for coordinating several autonomic managers working on different models is required to balance competing
adaptations. Moreover, extending our approach to a distributed setting, which includes
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mechanisms to synchronize distributed models, is currently work in progress. An initial
prototype that incrementally synchronizes distributed models sharing the same metamodel has been realized on top of the Open Message Queue4 middleware. This prototype must be enhanced with support for transactions and model versioning to ensure consistency. Moreover, the design of autonomic managers will be elaborated by
investigating which runtime models can be used for which management tasks, and
how the models and tasks can be structured. Therefore, our categorization of runtime
models and the generic architecture for self-managing systems proposed by Kramer
and Magee [33] might be the starting points. Furthermore, our categorization of runtime models should be refined by including other preliminary classification approaches,
like [4, 9, 20]. Finally, when using runtime models as interfaces within the architecture
of autonomic managers, and for monitoring and adapting managed systems, the semantics of runtime models and operations on these models must be clearly defined.
Ontologies and work on model-driven interoperability form a basis for this issue.
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Context-oriented Programming is a technique for dynamic adaptation of software
systems. In the course of our research project we applied the approach to the Java
programming language, adapted to specific properties of statically typed languages,
and evaluated in several application domains including server-based and distributed
applications. Our main goal is to provide programming language and tool support to
meet the needs for dynamic adaptation of complex, distributed systems. This report
presents our recent research results on context-oriented programming: a case-study to
support context-dependent concurrency control and a implementation study on novel
virtual machine support for dynamic invocation in Java 7.

1 Introduction
In object-oriented programming, functionality is encapsulated in methods that can be
refined through inheritance mechanisms such as overriding. Inheritance supports behavior specification in fixed hierarchies. However, dynamic variations cannot be explicitly represented this way. Context-oriented Programming (COP) adds an orthogonal
dimension to inheritance by addressing the explicit representation of behavioral variations and their dynamic composition. In COP, behavioral variations are functionality
that should be executed in addition or instead of the base functionality. Behavioral
variations are encapsulated into layers that can be de-/activated at runtime.
In the course of our research project we applied concepts of COP to the Java programming language. We evaluated this approach with several case studies, including
mobile and ubiquitous computing [6], user interface applications [4], and distributed,
server-based systems. Based on our experiences developing applications in these
domains, we developed new layer declaration features and adaptation scopes. We implemented our concepts in prototypes and compiler-based language extensions [3, 6].
JCop [5], our current context-oriented Java language extension, fuses features of
context- and aspect-oriented programming to support event-based COP and provides
first-class context objects. Besides several applications, we implement an RMI (remote
method invocation) framework supporting distributed programming with JCop.
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In this paper we will report on our research activity in the past six month. Part of
this work is to compare the expressiveness of JCop to alternative languages concerned
with separation of concerns and dynamic adaptation. As an example, we introduce a
DSL for concurrency control that we are currently implementing with JCop.
The JCop compiler translates source code to Java bytecode. This process contains
a transformation of a JCop AST (abstract syntax tree) into a Java AST. JCop’s dynamic
adaptation constructs are henceforth internally represented by Java elements.
Since Java’s support for dynamic adaptation has been limited until Java 6, a performance bottleneck of our compiler implementation is run-time maintenance and lookup
of layers. We describe an implementation study, in which we use the upcoming InvokeDynamic bytecode instruction – to be supported by the standard Java virtual machine
starting with the release of Java 7 – to implement layered method dispatch. We compare the resulting implementation approach with that of the existing JCop compiler.
The rest of the report is structured as follows. Section 2 presents our approach
of context-oriented concurrency control. Section 3 describes Java’s new feature InvokeDynamic and its application within the JCop compiler implementation. Section 4
summarizes the paper and discusses next steps.

2

Context-oriented Concurrency Control

Throughout this research project, we apply our new language mechanisms to several
use cases to validate their usability. Currently, we are evaluating COP mechanisms
for concurrency control1 . With the wide-scale deployment of multi-core processors
and the accompanying demand for parallel software, concurrency control receives increasing attention. Classic concurrency control guards critical resources with locking
mechanisms [10] such as semaphores [9] and monitors [14]. However, handling these
primitives in large systems can be difficult since they require a low-level implementation rather than policy specification. Some alternative approaches, such as view-based
concurrency control, attempt to overcome this limitation.

2.1 View-based Concurrency
Literature describes approaches dedicated to provide a more abstract perspective on
concurrency rules that, for example, support specification on object interface level. The
views approach [8] introduces a new concept to access resources. A view declares
both a partial object interface and a list of incompatible object views. A partial object
interface lists a subset of the object’s methods and fields; a thread must hold the given
view to access the part of the object’s interface protected by the view.
Concurrency control is provided by enforcing incompatibility specification of views.
Two views are incompatible if two different threads cannot simultaneously hold both
views on the same object. With that, views can statically detect many data races.
Views have been implemented as domain-specific language (DSL) extension to Java.
1
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1
2
3

view read {
incompatible write, rezize;
size, capacity, array : readonly;

4
5

Context-oriented Concurrency Control

public layer Read
without Write, Resize {
public int getSize() {return size;}
public int getCapacity() {return capacity;}
public int[] getArray() {return array;}

6
8
9

public int get(int i) {...}
public int capacity() {...}

get(int i);
capacity();

7

}

}

public void someMethod() {
acquire (this@read) {
someValue = get(somePos);
}
}

public void someMethod() {
with(Read) {
someValue = get(somePos);
}
}

10
11
12
13
14
15

Figure 1: Implementations of partial resource interfaces using the views DSL [8] (left)
and JCop (right).
Figure 1 (left) presents an example for a view read that provides access to three fields
and a method get. To access get, one needs to acquire read for the dynamic extend
of a method block.

2.2 JCop Approach
We are currently developing a JCop-based context-oriented concurrency control subsuming a dedicated views-like DSL. COP resembles most language features introduced by views, given a COP language that supports the specification of layer incompatibilities. Views, as units of modularization of partial interfaces, correspond to layers.
Views contain class members that are accessible by a thread that acquires the view,
much like partial methods and fields are activated with their enclosing layer. Hence,
we are using layers as a means to realize a views-like resource representation. In
addition to partial method definitions that adapt base methods at run-time, layers in
JCop can also contain layer-local methods that are only accessible if their enclosing
layer is active. An object that attempts to access such method outside an activation of
the method’s layers will cause a run-time exception. We are employing this features to
define partial object interfaces. A view can define incompatibilities to other views using
the incompatible keyword. The specification of layer (resource) incompatibilities can
be expressed by feature descriptions [17]. A declaration of feature descriptions for layers has already been developed for the Lisp-based ContexL [7]; we will adopt this work
and carry the ideas forward to JCop. The right listing of Figure 1 declares the layer
Read to be incompatible with Write and Resize using the without keyword. The views
DSL allows for restricting field access to none, readonly, and readwrite. In our JCop
implementation, we only allow indirect control the field access through the accessor
methods. For instance, to declare access to size, capacity, and array to be read only,
the layer shown in Figure 1 (right) provides getter methods. Figure 1 compares a viewand layer-based implementation of a resource interface. It shows the declaration of a
layer Read that excludes the joint activation with Write and Resize.
View allocation boils down to layer activation and can be expressed – with a slight
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extension – by JCop’s with statement. Like JCop, the statement acquire(this@read)
in Figure 1 (left) acquires read for its dynamic extent. However, read is only activated
for a specific object (this) within this control flow. In JCop, a layer Read would be
activated for all objects within the dynamic extent. We will support a finer-grained layer
composition mechanism that allows for instance specific layer activations within control
flows.
At present, our context-oriented concurrency control implementation is not complete and requires some further refinements of JCop. The restriction of a layer activation to one thread at time – which is the core requirement of concurrency control
– cannot be specified by JCop at present. One solution that we are pursuing in our
ongoing work is to declare a layer to be atomic, meaning that its activation is mutual
exclusive.

3

Compiler Optimization

JCop is implemented as a JastAdd [12] compiler extension, offering a convenient syntax extension and generating plain Java bytecode. JCop’s layer-aware method dispatch
performs a thread-local lookup of the appropriate partial method to be called in a composition object. This lookup is implemented by means of plain Java such as thread local
objects, hash tables, and inheritance. The upcoming Java 7 release includes a powerful extension to the language’s meta programming facilities: the invoke dynamic (ID)
instruction2 [15]. With ID and the accompanying Java compiler extensions, it is possible to generate method calls that are resolved at run-time by user-provided code. In
other words, ID introduces the ability to specify arbitrary method lookup semantics –
including changing late-bound methods.
In previous work [2], we conducted several micro-benchmarks to measure possible performance decreases of our implementation of layer-aware method lookup. Results showed a certain execution overhead of layer-aware lookup compared to a naïve
Java implementation of the same behavior. Optimization possibilities of the internal
Java representation generated by our compiler are restricted. Especially, thread-local
access to layer composition is expensive even when caching mechanisms are used.
Therefore, we investigated the applicability of Java’s new dedicated support for dynamic invocation to our JCop compiler implementation. In the following we present a
working implementation of layered method dispatch using ID as an alternative to the
current JCop architecture. The implementation is a hand-made proof-of-concept style
feasibility study; an adoption of the compiler generation has to be implemented in future
work.

3.1 Invoke Dynamic Bytecode Instruction
The ID instruction, defined in Java specification request 292, supports the insertion
of late-bound method calls in Java code that the VM resolves at run-time, using user2

http://jcp.org/en/jsr/detail?id=292
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provided resolution logic3 . In Java source code, a method call of the form
1

InvokeDynamic.<T>message(arg1, arg2, arg3)

denotes sending a message, passing the given arguments, and interpreting the result
as having the type T. No assumptions about the arguments are made; it is not the case
that arg1 is necessarily interpreted as the message receiver.
Each such dynamic call corresponds to precisely one CallSite object carrying information about the invocation. Most importantly, a CallSite instance stores the particular
method to which the site is bound. Since that method is not known prior to run-time,
the programmer is required to provide a so-called bootstrap method per class containing dynamic invocations. The VM will invoke the bootstrap method as it encounters
dynamic calls for the first time during execution. Bootstrap methods are responsible for
creating and returning the respective CallSite instances, and they can also bind those
call sites to target methods. While the application is running, it is possible to re-bind
call sites by assigning new target methods.
The method messageImpl() simply prints the passed int to standard output. The
first parameter from the ID call, this, is implicitly used as the receiver of the virtual
method call. Note that this does not have to be the case: had the ID call site been
bound to a static method instead, it would have had to accept two parameters as given
in the ID instruction in go().
Even though the binding is established once the bootstrap method returns the initialized CallSite, this does not mean that it is fixed. It is always possible to send
setTarget() to the CallSite to bind it to a new target method.

3.2 Implementing Layer-aware Method Lookup
JCop’s method dispatch has been described in previous publications [1, 3]. In the
following, we will sketch up that implementation and describe an ID-based implementation, and discuss the conceptual differences in both approaches. We show both
implementations along the classic COP example of a class Person that provides a layered method toString for which a partial method is defined in the layer Address [13].
The JCop implementation of this example is shown in Figure 2, where the address
layer is implemented as a member of Person4 .
3.2.1

JCop Mapping

During compilation, a JCop program’s AST (abstract syntax tree) is transformed into a
plain Java AST that contains additional auxiliary classes and methods. Since our experimental ID-based implementation only supports this core features, we only refer to
core COP features that have been developed in our previous work on ContextJ [3] including layer and partial method definitions as class members and control-flow specific
layer composition blocks. For illustration, Figure 2 shows a source code representation
3

For details on the API that we describe here, we refer to http://java.sun.com/javase/7/
docs/api/java/dyn/package-summary.html.
4
JCop supports layer definition within classes and as top level module [5].
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public class Person {
private String name, address;
public Person(String name, String addr) {
this.name = name;
this.address = addr;
}
public String getAddress() {
return this.address;
}
public String toString() {
return name;
}
layer Address {
public String toString() {
return proceed() + ", " + getAddress();
}
}
}

public class App {
void m() {
Person p = new Person("Bob");
with(Address) {
System.out.println(p.toString());
}
}
}

Figure 2: Person example in JCop.
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public class Person {
...
public String toString() {
Composition c = Composition.getCurrent();
return c.first().Person$$toString(this, c);
}
public String toString(Address l, Composition c) {
String addr = ", " + getAddress();
return c.next(l).Person$$toString(this, c) + addr;
}
public String toString$$base() {
return getName();
}
}
public class App {
void m() {
Person p = new Person("Bob");
Composition comp = Composition.getCurrent();
Composition old = comp.addLayer(Address);
try {
System.out.println(p.toString());
}
finally {
Composition.setCurrent(old);
}
}
}

public class Layer {
...
public String Person$$toString(Person tar,
Composition c) {
return tar.toString$$base();
}
public class ConceteLayer extends Layer {
...
public String Person$$toString(Person tar,
Composition c) {
return c.next(this).Person$$toString(tar, c);
}
}
public class Address extends ConcreteLayer {
...
public String Person$$toString(Person tar,
Composition c) {
return tar.toString(this, c);
}
}
public class Composition {
...
}

Figure 3: Internal representation of layer-aware method dispatch in JCop.
of the generated byte code for our Person example. For brevity, the following listings
do not present the Composition methods getCurrent() and setCurrent(Composition)
that provide access to the thread local composition object, first() and next() that allow for its traversal, and addLayer(Layer) that adds a layer to a composition. Layers are
transformed into classes; each application-specific layer is a subtype of ConcreteLayer,
which in turn inherits from Layer. They provide delegation methods for their partial
methods; the actual behavior of partial methods are implemented by layer methods
which are defined in their corresponding class and called by their delegation methods.
At run-time, a composition object holds references to activated layers. It is accessed
upon layered method execution to decide to which of the method’s variations execution
should be delegated. The lookup algorithm is implemented as follows:
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public class Person {
...
public String toString() {
InvokeDynamic.<void>Person$$toString(this);
}
public String toString$$Address() {
InvokeDynamic.
<void>#"proceed:Person$$toString:Address"(this)
+ ", " + getAddress();
}
public String toString$$base(){
return getName();
}
}
public class App {
void m() {
Person p = new Person("Bob");
with(Address);
System.out.println(p.toString());
without(Address);
}
}
public class Layer extends Layer {
...
}
public class ConcreteLayer extends Layer {
...
}
public class Address extends ConcreteLayer {
public MethodHandle[] getPartialMethods() {
...
}
public String getName() {
...
}
}

Compiler Optimization

public class Composition {
private static Hashtable<String, CallSite> cSites =
new Hashtable<String, CallSite>();
...
public static void with(Layer layer) {
Composition.getCurrent().addLayer(layer);
updateTarget(layer);
updateProceedChain(next(layer));
}
public static void updateTarget(Layer l) {
for(MethodHandle handle : l.getHandles()) {
CallSite cs = cSites.get(handle.toString());
if(cs != null) {
MethodType handleType = handle.type();
MethodType rType =
MethodType.methodType(handleType);
String mName = cs.name() + "_" + name;
MethodHandle target = MethodHandles.lookup().
findVirtual(cs.callerClass(), mName, rType);
cs.setTarget(target);
}
}
}
private static updateProceedChain(Layer layer){
// implementation similar to updateTarget();
}
private static CallSite createCallSite(Class c,
String name, MethodType type) {
CallSite cs = new CallSite(c, name, type);
MethodHandle h = MethodHandles.lookup()
.findVirtual(c, name, type.dropParameterTypes(0,1));
callSites.put(h.toString(), cs);
Layer first = Composition.getCurrent().first();
updateTarget(first.getName(), h);
return cs;
}
public static void register(Class c) {
MethodType bt =
MethodType.methodType(CallSite.class, Class.class,
String.class, MethodType.class);
MethodHandle bm = MethodHandles.lookup().findStatic(
Composition.class, "createCallSite", bt));
Linkage.registerBootstrapMethod(c, bm);
}
}

Figure 4: Representation of layer-aware method dispatch using INVOKEDYNAMIC.
• If no layer is active, a composition only consists of one Layer element denoting
the base layer. For each layered method m declared in class C, Layer provides
a delegation method that simply calls m’s base definition (which is declared in its
corresponding class).
• If the first layer in the composition provides a partial method for m, it contains a
delegation method that calls the partial method representation in C.
• If the current layer does not provide a partial method, the composition list must be
traversed. Since the current layer does not override m’s delegation method, the
definition of the super class ConcreteLayer is executed, which simply delegates
the call to the next layer of the composition.
Layer activation is implemented by two static methods that replace the with/without
blocks and allow to add and remove items from the list.
3.2.2

INVOKEDYNAMIC Implementation

In the JCop implementation, every execution of a layered method performs the aforementioned layer-aware method dispatch. Thus, behavioral variations are adapted as
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late as possible. This design decision allows for the definition of flexible, “late bound”
lookup mechanisms such as event-based layer activation [5].
However, this strategy might cause performance penalties if methods are frequently
executed with the same composition chain. Furthermore, this late-bound lookup is
not required to support basic COP features. Alternatively, the lookup table can be
manipulated on composition change, for which we can employ ID. We developed an IDbased version of layer lookup for Java for which we adapted our JCop implementation.
Figure 4 presents the source code of our running example using ID. We modified JCop
lookup logic as follows:
• Layered methods delegate to an ID object, instead of performing a composition
lookup. On first execution, a bootstrap method creates a CallSite object that is
stored in a thread-local hash map in Composition.
• Layers provide a MethodHandle list for their partial methods instead of delegation
methods. This list can be collected and generated at compile time using static
analysis.
• Composition statements (with/without) trigger recomposition in terms of updating call site target objects. First, all partial method call sites defined by layers
included in the new composition are collected. The required call sites are gathered using the hash table of Composition, where the MethodHandle objects of
the layers are used as keys. Finally, a new MethodHandle pointing to the partial
method definition (methods with suffix ‘_<layer name>’) is set as target for the
call sites.
• The proceed pseudo method is also implemented by ID calls and points to the
next partial method of the composition. Their target objects are redirected by
calling the methods with and without.
The complete ID-based COP implementation consists of some more classes that
are not shown here for brevity. The application-specific implementation presented in
Figure 4 contains boilerplate code, such as defining layer classes and method handles
for their partial methods, dynamic invocation statements and explicit layer (de)activation
statements that developers should not have to care about. However, such code could
be eventually be generated by a JCop compiler.

4

Summary and Next Steps

Context-oriented programming is an approach for dynamic adaptation. In previous
work, we developed JCop, a Java language extension providing COP’s core features
and additional support for declarative, event-based adaptation. In this report, we describe a case-study implementing context-oriented concurrency control and a compiler
optimization employing a novel Java virtual machine support for dynamic invocation.
Next steps will focus on tool support and evaluation of JCop.
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Language Evaluation In addition to our case studies, we will apply JCop to a large
scenario including implementation of new application features, refactorings, and
testing. We will validate this application development process with respect to
modularity metrics and code comprehension.
Formal Semantics We will provide a JCop language specification and a formal semantics. Related work already describes a semantics for cj, a minimal COP language for the delMDSoc environment [11, 16]. Cj’s features are similar to JCop’s
core features but its declarative adaptation mechanism and first-class context objects have not been considered, yet.
Enhanced Tool Support We will enhance JCop’s tool support. COP and other approaches to multi dimensional separation of concerns allow for more concise
and declarative specifications of dynamic crosscutting concerns than pure objectorientation. For instance, COP extends object-oriented method dispatch to consider context information in addition to the method’s signature and receiver. This
new dimension requires development tools that support comprehension of program behavior and source code navigation.
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Towards Service-Oriented,
Standards- and Image-Based Styling of
3D Geovirtual Environments
Dieter Hildebrandt
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The server-side, service-oriented rendering of massive 3D geovirtual environments
(3DGeoVEs) has the potential to enable users with lightweight clients to access high
quality, image-based visual representations of the environments without having to download massive amounts of geodata. Image post-processing (IPP) is a well-known concept that allows for decoupling the process of generating an image from applying enhancement processes to already generated images. Moreover, several visual effects
are implemented most efficiently and effectively as image post-processes. However, so
far no proposals exist for providing image post-processing of 2D images of projective
views of visual representations of 3DGeoVE in a SOA and based on standards.
In this paper, we investigate how IPP functionality and the functionality of styling of
visual representations of 3DGeoVE based on IPP can be provided in a SOA based on
standards. First, we introduce the concepts of IPP and styling. Then, we present an
analysis of different characteristics of styling and IPP and design dimensions relevant
when building a system for styling and IPP. From the analysis, we derive a set of requirements for a concept and system providing IPP and styling functionality based on
IPP. We present a preliminary concept for a system meeting the identified requirements
and report on initial implementation and evaluation results.

1

Introduction

The server-side, service-oriented rendering of massive 3D geovirtual environments
(3DGeoVEs) has the potential to enable users with lightweight clients to access high
quality, image-based visual representations of the environments without having to download massive amounts of geodata. Image post-processing (IPP) [2] is a well-known
concept that allows for decoupling the process of generating an image from applying
enhancement processes to already generated images. Moreover, several visual effects
are implemented most efficiently and effectively as image post-processes. In a serviceoriented architecture (SOA), providing the functionality of image post-processors as
dedicated, loosely coupled services as an application of the principle of separation
of concerns offers several advantages. These services easily can be reused and recomposed with further services to form different distributed applications, the increased
modularity has the potential to improve the maintainability and flexibility of the resulting
systems, and existing applications and services can be extended to take advantage
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of image post-processing functionality without having to implement the functionality
themselves. Providing this functionality based on open standards such as approved
by the W3C and the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) [7]) facilitates building effective, open and interoperable systems. However, so far no proposals exist for providing
image post-processing of 2D images of projective views of visual representations of
3DGeoVE in a SOA and based on standards.
In this paper, we investigate how IPP functionality and the functionality of styling of
visual representations of 3DGeoVE based on IPP can be provided in a SOA based on
standards. First, we introduce the concepts of IPP and styling. Then, we present an
analysis of different characteristics of styling and IPP and design dimensions relevant
when building a system for styling and IPP. From the analysis, we derive a set of requirements for a concept and system providing IPP and styling functionality based on
IPP. We present a preliminary concept for a system meeting the identified requirements
and report on initial implementation and evaluation results.
This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the fundamentals of
IPP and styling. We present an analysis of characteristics and design dimensions of
IPP and styling and a set of derived requirements in Section 3. The preliminary design
of the concept is presented in Section 4, initial implementation and evaluation results
in Section 5. Section 6 concludes this paper with a summary, conclusions and next
steps.

2

Fundamentals

2.1 Image Post-Processing
Digital image processing encompasses processes whose inputs and outputs are images and, in addition, encompasses processes that extract attributes from images,
up to and including the recognition of individual objects [9]. In the context of computer graphics, performing image processing after rendering is called image postprocessing (IPP) [2]. We define IPP effect as a unit of image post-processing with
a specific functionality and purpose. IPP effects can be efficiently implemented on
current graphics processing units (GPUs) [2]. The concept of IPP can be applied for
different applications. In this paper, we focus on the use of IPP for styling 2D images of
projective views of 3DGeoVE. On the contrary, in general, styling can be implemented
without the use of IPP.
As input and output for IPP, 2D images representing G-buffer [23] can be used. For a
projective view of a visual representation of a 3DGeoVE, a G-buffer encodes per pixel
a specific type of information such as color, depth, normal, and material properties.
Figure 1 depicts example G-buffer containing different, exemplary types of information.
In this context, several characteristics and benefits of IPP are important. IPP allows for decoupling the process of generating an image from applying enhancement
processes to already generated images. Moreover, several visual effects are implemented most efficiently and effectively as image post-processes. The complexity of
representing a perspective view in an image and applying IPP to the image depends
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(a)

(b)
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(i)
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Figure 1: Examples of different types of information encoded per pixel in a G-buffer:
(a) depth, (b) normal, (c) albedo (color texture), (d) ambient lighting, (e) diffuse lighting,
(f) specular lighting, (g) object ID, (h) colorCode (encoding semantics of objects with a
color), (k) shadowMap (depth of scene as seen from a light source), and (i) projective
texture (a texture to be applied to the scene via projective texturing).
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only on the image dimensions and not the complexity of the scene [16]. Furthermore,
images as inputs and outputs for IPP are conceptually simple, robust, commonly used
and supported. Additionally, image formats exist (e.g., JPEG, PNG) that are standardized, commonly used and supported, and storage and processing efficient. Using the
G-buffer concept [23], multiple information layers of a 3D model (e.g., 3D position, normal, color, and object ID of surface elements) can be encoded into 2D images. Thus,
images can be used as an alternative representation for 3D models that sample 3D
models in a discreet and multidimensional way and reduce the diversity and heterogeneity of their original representations (e.g., points, triangles, NURBS, voxel) to a
simpler, unified representation.

2.2 Styling
According to the OGC, the importance of the visual portrayal of geographic data cannot
be overemphasized. The skill that goes into portraying data (whether it be geographic
or tabular) is what transforms raw information into an explanatory or decision-support
tool. Fine-grained control of the graphical representation of data is a fundamental
requirement for any professional mapping community [19, 21]. In this context, styling
can be defined as the mapping of data to geometry and/or appearance attributes.
The are efforts from the OGC to standardize the styling of 2D and 3D portrayal of
geospatial data in a SOA. Symbology Encoding (SE) [21] represents a language for
defining rendering parameters for specific features and coverages. SE describes the
symbolizer (line, polygon, point, text, raster) to use for rendering the feature geometry,
which appearance parameters to consider, and for which scale this styling is applicable.
The Styled Layer Descriptor (SLD) Profile for WMS [19] allows for user-defined styling.
Together with the GetMap request an SE-encoded SLD description is transmitted inline
or as URL reference. Therefore, the Web Map Service (WMS) [8] interface is extended
for retrieving the feature types of a layer. In contrast to styling the 2D portrayal from a
WMS, until now no OGC standard exists that defines the styling of 3D portrayal from a
Web 3D Service (W3DS) [24] and the Web View Service (WVS) [12,13]. Nevertheless,
Haist et al. [14] and Neubauer et al. [22] propose separate extensions for the SLD and
SE for 3D portrayal.
Within the visualization pipeline [11], functionality for styling can be conceptually
located in the filtering, mapping, rendering or even after the rendering stage. Widelyused is styling in the mapping stage (M-styling). The already introduced concepts of
SLD and SE for 2D and 3D portrayal in the context of standardization apply styling in
the mapping stage. However, styling can also applied in or even after the rendering
stage (R-styling). For styling 2D images of projective views, IPP can be applied in or
after the rendering stage.

3

Analysis

In this Section, we analyze different characteristics of styling and IPP and design dimensions relevant when building a system for styling and IPP. From the analysis, we
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derive a set of requirements for a concept and system providing IPP and styling functionality based on IPP.
Granularity of IPP Effects On the lowest level, images can be processed by iterating
in one pass over all pixel of the target image and applying an algorithm for calculating
for each pixel the resulting value from the input images (e.g., alpha blending of two
input images). On a higher level, specific effects can only be calculated by combining
several basic passes and using outputs of passes as inputs for other passes (e.g.,
image abstraction by structure adaptive filtering [18]).
Programmable vs. Configurable When the processing of IPP is offered as a service, it can be programmable and/or configurable. The processing is programmable if a
service consumer can provide the service with an algorithmic description of the effect
that service provider is supposed to execute. The focus is on offering processing as a
service. The Web Coverage Processing Service (WCPS) [4] is an example of such a
service that offers processing of coverages. The processing is configurable if a service
provider already implements and offers one more IPP effects. The service consumer
can choose from the offered effects and can configure their behavior. In this case, the
service provider offers IPP effect implementations as well as processing as a service.
IPP Effect Composition (Service Interface) Services that provide the functionality
of IPP and IPP-based styling must provide an interface to service consumers that allows accessing this functionality. The interface must allow specifying which IPP effects
in what configuration are to be applied to what geospatial data and what output images
are required.
For specifying how input images are transformed by a set of IPP effects into output
images, the concept of data flow graphs (DFG) [27] is commonly used. Nodes represent IPP effects and directed edges the flow of data between the nodes. The resulting
graphs are directed acyclic graphs (DAG) with the tendency to form a tree with the inputs as leafs and the result as root node. This concept is used in commercial software
products such as Adobe Pixel Bender [1] and Apple Quartz Composer [3].
For styling 2D portrayal in the mapping stage (M-styling), the OGC proposes the
concepts of SLD and SE. In essence, these concepts allow a service consumer to
specify which symbolizer from a predefined list in what configuration is to be applied
to which features (selected as layers of features with a set of predefined selection
operators). As a simpler alternative, image generating services (such as the WMS)
allow choosing a style from a predefined list of styles for each layer that is selected for
portrayal.
Semantic-based and Selective Styling and Application of IPP Efficient and effective communication of geospatial information in 3DGeoVEs typically requires that for
subsets of the geospatial data specific, adequate representations are choosen. The
mapping of geospatial data to visual representations is accomplished by styling. It follows that, generally, effective styling requires that different styling can be applied to
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different subsets of the geospatial data. As an example, to guide the viewers gaze to a
focus area in a visual representation, the focus area could be visually highlighted and
represented in detail (e.g., by applying photorealistic rendering techniques) whereas
the surrounding context area would be represented abstracted and with less detail
(e.g., by selectively applying non-photorealistic rendering techniques).
Geospatial data is commonly organized in features and collections of features called
layers. When using a semantic data model such as CityGML [10], features are enriched
with semantic information. Layers of features or individual features can be selected
explicitly or rule-based (e.g., all features within a buffer region from a road or with a
specific semantics or thematic attribute) and styled individually. For selecting features
from collections of features, the OGC proposes a dedicated filter language [28]. When
applying IPP for styling, additional methods for selection become viable. Applying IPP
to the whole scene or on spatial regions across feature and layer boundaries can be
accomplished efficiently and effectively.
Architecture From an architectural perspective, in a SOA, the functionality of IPP
and IPP-based styling can be located in three places:
1. Integrated with the service that provides images as input to the IPP (e.g., WVS),
2. Provided as a dedicated service that receives input images from other services
or the calling service consumer and provides the service consumer with output
images, or
3. Integrated with the interaction service [15] that a human user directly interacts
with.
From the analysis we derive the following set of requirements for a concept and
system that provides IPP and styling based on IPP in a SOA based on standards:
• Standardization: The service interface and employed data models and encodings
in the interface should adhere to or build on existing open standards.
• Granularity of IPP Effects: Service consumers can specify IPP on low-level (e.g.,
single-pass IPP effect) and high-level granularities (e.g., multi-pass IPP effects).
• Programmable vs. Configurable: Service providers can provide IPP effect implementations and their processing to service consumers. Service consumers can
algorithmically specify IPP effects, and transmit the specification to the service
provider for execution.
• Architecture: The IPP functionality must be accessible as a dedicated service
and integrated in a image rendering service (i.e., the WVS). Integrating IPP in
the interaction service is not recommended unless unavoidable to keep the interaction service as lightweight as possible and the IPP functionality reusable as a
service.
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• Selective Application of IPP: Subsets of geodata for styling must be selectable on
the level of parts of space and features, individual features, layer, whole scene.
• IPP Effect Composition (Service Interface): Services providing IPP functionality
must provide an interface based on data flow graphs. Services providing functionality for styling based on IPP must provide an interface that is based on SLD
and SE.

4 Design
In this Section, we briefly sketch the preliminary concept for services providing the
functionality of IPP and IPP-based styling.
A service consumer can specify IPP with a data flow graph (DFG) expressed in
XML. A DFG is directly suitable for being processed by the service provider. For specifying IPP-based styling, the current proposals for SLD and SE are extended to support
the specific characteristics of IPP-based styling. The SLD/SE-based styling description
is more abstract than the DFG-based description, while the latter is more expressive.
We assume that the SLD/SE-based styling description can be mapped to a DFG-based
description that then can be directly processed.
Service providers can offer a predefined set of IPP effect implementations that can
be referenced in DFG-based and SLD/SE-based IPP descriptions. Additionally, service
providers allow users to provide their own executable code for IPP effects. We plan to
evaluate both the open standards OpenGL Shading Language (GLSL) and OpenCL
for this purpose.
The IPP and IPP-based styling is implemented as a library that is used for implementing a dedicated service and for integration in the WVS. The dedicated service is
based on the OGC’s generic Web Processing Service (WPS) [25] proposal.
We have identified a first collection of general-purpose, reusable IPP effects that
enable the composition of web view services for 3DGeoVEs operating on G-buffer
images. The collection includes:
• 3D image synthesis effects generate the base G-buffer.
• Shadow mapping synthesize effects generate and apply shadow maps [29] in
screen-space.
• Ambient occlusion synthesis effects generate approximated ambient light intensities in screen-space (SSAO, [26]).
• Non-photorealistic image processing effects emphasizes edges and remove detail from surfaces [2, 18].
• Depth-of-field effects infiltrate an artificial object-based focus area in the view [2].
• Projective texture effects superimpose projective textures on the given view [2].
• Highlighting effects emphasize the silhouette of selected objects.
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• Generic G-buffer and image converter, blending, and convolution operators.

5

Implementation and Evaluation

In this Section, we briefly report on the initial implementation and evaluation of the
concept for services providing the functionality of IPP and IPP-based styling.
As a basis, we implemented a library for specifying and executing IPP based on
data flow graphs in C++. Second, we implemented a set of exemplary low-level and
high-level IPP effects in C++, OpenGL and GLSL. A list of the implemented IPP effects
is presented in Figure 2.
We implemented ambient occlusion synthesis effects that generate approximated
ambient light intensities in screen-space (SSAO, [26]). For evaluation, we implemented
two different techniques: [17, 20] and [5, 6].
We implemented non-photorealistic image processing effects that emphasize edges
and remove detail from surfaces [18]. For evaluation, we implemented two different
techqniues. The first NPR technique “NPR1” is based on image abstraction by structure adaptive filtering [18], and requires only one color image as input.
The second NPR technique, “NPR2 ColorBlend and EdgeEnhance”, requires as
input two color images, depth, and diffuse lighting. The two color images are intended
to be both appearance representations of the 3D scene. However, the first one is
expected to be a more abstract representation than the second one. In our implementation and evaluation, the first color image represents a color coding of semantics of
the scene objects. Each pixel in the image is assigned a color that is based on the
semantics of the object that the pixel belongs to. We used a color scheme that was
inspired by common 2D web mapping applications. For the second color image, in our
evaluation, we used the output of the first technique NPR1 based on image abstraction. The two color code images are then blended (via mix) based on the distance of
each fragment from the virtual camera. Optionally in this blend, the second image is
modulated by the first image to preserve its effect. The effect of the blending is that
the more detailed representation dominates fragments near the virtual camera while,
optionally, the color coding is still visible. This representation is gradually blended with
the more abstract representation that dominates fragments farther from the camera.
Subsequently, the diffuse lighting is applied to the new appearance image that results
from the blend. Finally, edges in the image are detected using discontinuities in the
depth and color code images. Found edges are enhanced by darkening respective
fragments.
For evaluating the implementation, we performed experiments. We build a graph
specifying a complex IPP (Figure 3) using the implemented IPP effects. As input to
the graph, the ten G-buffers depicted in Figure 1 are used. Intermediate G-buffer processing results of the data flow graph are presented in Figure 4. The final result (color
buffer) is displayed in Figure 5. Figure 2 reports on the processing time for the individual effects. The experiment is performed on a Core2Duo E6600 with 2.4Ghz, nVidia
GTX 260. Measurements were performed on G-buffer resolutions of 800x600 and averaging the timings of 5.000 processing calls. The timings indicate that even complex
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Figure 2: Overview of the implemented IPP effects, their average processing time
(measured on Core2Duo E6600 with 2.4Ghz, nVidia GTX 260, resolution 800x600),
view independence characteristic, and number of passes.
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Figure 3: Data flow graph of a complex IPP effect composition using the implemented
IPP effects build for the evaluation experiment.
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Figure 4: Intermediate G-buffer processing results of the data flow graph. (a) color as
the most important input appearance data, (b) output of the NPR (Image Abstraction)
node, (c) output of the SSAO node, (d) output of the Shadow Mapping node, (e) output
of the first Blend (Mul) node, (f) output of the NPR (ColorBlend and EdgeEnhance)
node, (g) output of the Projective Texturing node, (h) output of the Depth of Field node,
(i) output of the second Blend (Mul) node, (j) output of the Color Adjust node, (k) output
of the Composite node, (l) output of the Highlight node.
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Figure 5: Final result (color buffer) of processing the data flow graph build for the
evaluation experiment.
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6

Summary, Conclusions, and Next Steps

IPP-based styling can be performed at interactive frame rates on current consumer
hardware. As expected, IPP effects have the tendency to take more time the more
complex they are (in terms of algorithmic and memory access complexity per pixel)
and the more passes they require. Surprisingly, the SSAO (screen-space ambient occlusion) effect turned out to be comparatively costly with respect to its contribution to
the final result.

6 Summary, Conclusions, and Next Steps
In this paper, we investigated how IPP functionality and the functionality of styling of
visual representations of 3DGeoVE based on IPP can be provided in a SOA based on
standards. We introduced the concepts of IPP and styling and presented an analysis of different characteristics of styling and IPP and design dimensions relevant when
building a system for styling and IPP. From the analysis, we derived a set of requirements for a concept and system providing IPP and styling functionality based on IPP.
We presented a preliminary concept for a system meeting the identified requirements
and reported on an initial implementation and evaluation results.
The first results indicate that IPP functionality and the functionality of styling of visual representations of 3DGeoVE based on IPP can be provided in a SOA based on
standards. Furthermore, IPP-based styling promises to offer powerful ways of styling
visual representations with interactive frame rates decoupled from the process of image generation.
My next steps include extending the SLD/SE for IPP, integrating IPP and IPP-based
styling in the WVS and offering it as a dedicated service, and allowing service consumers to specify IPP effects by providing executable code.
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Service-oriented architecture enables more flexible IT solutions. At the level of
the architecture the runtime binding of service contracts, starting new component instances and terminating components result in a dynamic assembly and runtime reconfiguration of complex open IT landscapes. As new services contracts can be added
at runtime as well, the dynamics goes even further and permit that the IT landscapes
evolves at the level of its components as well as service contracts. In this report I
will shortly outline which problems concerning modeling and verification arise in the
domain service-oriented systems and identify requirements which an approach that
targets these problems has to fulfill. Further I will give a rough overview of the state of
the art for the formal verification and modeling of service-oriented systems.

1

Introduction

Service-oriented architecture enables more flexible IT solutions. At the level of the architecture the runtime binding of service contracts, starting new component instances
and terminating components result in a dynamic assembly and runtime reconfiguration
of complex open IT landscapes. As new services contracts can be added at runtime as
well, the dynamics goes even further and permit that the IT landscapes evolves at the
level of its components as well as service contracts. In the service-oriented approach
orchestration describes a collaboration with a single dedicated coordinator that enacts
the collaboration between the other parties. The choreography interaction scheme in
contrast support the free interplay of different roles within a collaboration.
The service-oriented approach in contrast to standard component-based architectural models employs collaborations describing the interaction of multiple roles in form
of service contracts (cf. [1,8]). Current approaches for modeling service-oriented architectures, however, do either only support scenarios where the dynamics and evolution
are restricted to static collaborations with fixed service contracts [1] or an appropriate
rigorous formal underpinning for the model for the conceptually supported dynamics
is missing. While orchestration is often described by business processes or activity
diagrams [22, 26, 27, 29], for choreography it is less clear which kind of behavioral description is best suited [29].
Further, service-oriented systems differ from classical component-based systems
as they reside in so called open-world setting [3]. The term open-world setting or
open-world assumption expresses the observation that the assumption of a known
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and unchanging border between system and environment is no longer valid in todays
software systems.
Proposals for the formal verification of service-oriented architectures are even more
restricted and do only support scenarios where the evolution has been so restricted that
checking a bounded formal model is sufficient [12].
Therefore, the current proposals for modeling and verification do not support the
beforehand outlined dynamics and evolution of IT landscapes with orchestration and
choreography but only checking specific configurations.
Given a fixed system configuration you can of course use tests to detect compatibility problems.
Systems can be distinguished concerning the degree and the type of dynamism
they allow. Typically one distinguishes static, top-down and bottom-up style systems
(cf. [10]). In a static system the system’s structure – i.e. which components exist in
the system and how are the components connected to each other – does not change
at run-time. Adaptive systems – i.e. systems that change their structure at run-time –
can be further separated into top-down and bottom-up adaptation. In a system that follows the top-down adaptation approach, few components determine in which way other
components, contained in the systems, have to change. These changes can range
from mode changes, internal to a component, to changes to the system’s structure,
including the addition and removal of components. Further top-down adaptive systems
can be organized in several layers, which form a hierarchy. In contrast to a top-down
adaptive system a bottom-up adaptive systems does not have a small set of special
component, that are responsible for applying changes, but each single component itself has the capabilities to change it’s mode and establish and terminate connections
to other components. In a bottom-up adaptive system the desired behavior emerges
from the behaviors of the system’s components.
Going back to service-oriented systems one easily notes that the concepts of topdown and bottom-up adaptive systems appear in this architectural style, too. In the
literature on service-oriented systems the top-down approach is called orchestration
and the bottom-up approach is called choreography.
Following for service-oriented systems we have two major influences: the open
world assumption and the relationship to adaptive systems. These two influences lead
to the observation, that, in general, a system can have an infinite number of structural
configurations. This is because in an adaptive system the structure is not fixed and can
be changed almost arbitrarily. Further, the open world assumption states that at any
time new component-types can be introduced into the system and contained types can
be removed. In the following we will use the term service landscape for the set of all
available service- and component-types and landscape configuration for an instance
of a specific service landscape.
Given such a complex scenario it can be easily seen that standard verification and
validation techniques – i.e. simulation, testing, monolithic formal verification – fail due
to the systems’ complexity. While in case of in-house service-oriented architectures
testing can thus provide some coverage in case the dynamics and evolution of IT landscapes is restricted to the tested cases, for more dynamic scenarios the high if not
unbounded number of possible configurations results in a low coverage. Furthermore,
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in case of more advanced scenarios such as cross-organizational service-oriented architectures, digital ecosystems [19] or ultra-large-scale systems [20], no overarching
governance exists and thus the open and dynamic character of these systems prevents that all possible combinations of components and service contracts can be systematically tested before they could become active. Thus testing is only applicable to
service-oriented systems if the landscape configuration can be fixed for some reasons,
otherwise the test coverage will be much too low.
Similar arguments hold for simulation. A simulation run can only cover one specific
execution trace of the system and hence the results of the simulation can hardly be
generalised for the whole system. Formal verification – as a monolithic approach –
also is not applicable to the class of systems we are interested in, as to the best of our
knowledge, no technique exists that can cope with the additional complexity introduced
by the infinite number of possible structural configurations.
In my thesis I will concentrate on the aspect of service choreographies. The functional correctness of choreographies is especially important because often choreographies are used for the communication between two companies and according to [29]
any failure in the communication has direct influence to the companies’ operational
business. Further, with ultra-large-scale systems [20] services-oriented architectures
will become more important in the domain of safety-critical systems. For this domain
verification is strictly required. Nevertheless, the approach I will develop in my thesis is
also applicable to service orchestrations.

2 Requirements
Given the above description we have to develop a technique that is applicable to
service-oriented systems and that is scalable. A technique is considered scalable if
it is able to verify – where verification includes testing, simulation and formal verification – a potentially extremely large landscape configuration. However, recalling the fact
that landscape configurations are not fixed in a service oriented system, we also have
to verify landscape configurations that are reachable from a given one.
In order to be applicable to service-oriented systems an approach has to be able to
cope with the fact that no consistent, global view of the system is available at any time.
Further new systems constituents can be introduced into the system uncoordinatedly.
Both facts result in situations where no one is aware of neither the currently valid service landscape nor the landscape configuration representing the system’s current state.
However in order to test whether, e.g., a component works properly the developer has
to know with which other components the new one can possible interact.

2.1 Modeling
Verification of software systems always requires a rigorous modeling beforehand the
verification can start. Beside the system the specification the system has to fulfill have
to be modelled, too. Thus, every verification approach requires a suitable modeling
approach that provides the information needed by the verification technique.
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For the modeling aspects the requirements that have to be met by appropriate modeling approaches are similar to the requirements that have to hold for the verification.
A modeling approach has to be scalable, i.e. it has to be possible to express potentially large landscapes and landscape configurations. Further, an approach also has
to be applicable to the modeling of service-oriented systems. Applicability of a modeling approach is especially important if the system gets modified after it has been
deployed. Again the non-existent consistent view of the system’s state and thus the
improper knowledge of the system’s constituents is the limiting factor. If a modeling
approach requires a complete model of the system to extend the system’s model, such
an approach will not be applicable to service-oriented systems.

3

State of the Art

Modeling using roles and focusing on collaborations rather than components is not
new: Since the 1970s the OOram Software Engineering method [23] has been developed which provides a clear distinction between roles and objects and separates
different collaborations in form of role models. The idea of contracts, which has been
introduced in [15], also already supports a number of participants and in addition results in some contract obligations the classes that take over the role of the participants
have to fulfill. Also a less clear historical connection between roles/collaborations and
design pattern [14] exists, which is reflected today by the fact that design patterns can
be modeled in UML using collaborations. The use of collaborations for the modeling
of services has been proposed by several authors (cf. [8, 25]) as well as all proposals
for a UML Profile and Meta-Model for Services [1, 7, 18]. In [25] static but hierarchic
UML collaborations and the distinction between the collaboration and the collaboration
use are presented. However, the authors omit the definition of the roles’ behavior. An
approach not using UML that overcomes this limitation is presented in [8] which uses
sequence diagrams for potentially incomplete early behavior specifications. The UML
Profile [1] is conceptually similar to [25]. It further extends [25] also supporting behavior
specifications for the different roles.
UML class diagrams for the structure and graph transformations for the behavior
modeling are also employed in [4] to model service-oriented architectures, but in contrast to our approach services are not modeled as collaborations. We can conclude
that none of the modeling concepts supports dynamic collaborations as addressed in
this work.
The use of UML collaborations for the modeling of services has been proposed by
several authors (cf. [1, 25]). In [8] also collaborations have been used but not UML
collaborations. However, none of the three modeling concepts supports dynamic collaborations. In [25] static but hierarchic collaborations and the distinction between the
collaboration and the collaboration use are presented. Further the authors omit the
definition of the roles’ behavior. This has been done in [8] but only partially - Broy
et al. use sequence diagrams for the behavior specification. [1] is similar to [25] but
extends [25] with behavior specifications for the different roles.
All the presented collaboration concepts could be seen as advancements of the
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idea of contracts, which has been introduced in [15]. A contract consists of a number
of participants each of them having some contract obligations to fulfill. Contracts also
support the idea of roles that have to be mapped to classes. Again contracts only
support a constant number of participants and do not provide support for adding or
removing participants to contracts at run-time.
The OOram Software Engineering method (cf. [23]), which has been developed
since the 1970s, already used the distinction between roles and objects. Whereas
roles and objects are often counted to the object oriented paradigm, OOram assigned
each role a specific behavior and used behavior synthesis to derive the final behavior.
Obviously the behavior synthesis is a hard task and can only be generalized for a
restricted set of problems
To our best knowledge no work exists which especially addresses the problem to
verify dynamic collaborations, however, a number of related approaches for the verification of service-oriented systems exist. Model checking has been employed to check
business process models with varying number of active process instances. In [11],
for example, standard BPEL models are enriched by resource allocation behavior to
ensure the correct detection of deadlocks and safety violations for web services compositions under resource constraints. In [9] an approach dedicated to the compositional
verification of middleware based software architectures is presented. The verification
of a software architecture is divided into the verification of properties, which hold for the
middleware and those, which hold for the complete architecture. However the approach
does not cover structural dynamics and is restricted to finite state systems.
For systems with structural dynamics like our earlier work [6] some work has been
published, which does not cover dynamic collaborations to their full extent: An approach which has been successfully applied to verify service-oriented systems [4] is
the one of Varró et al. It transforms visual models based on graph theory into a modelchecker specific input [28]. A more direct approach is GROOVE [24] by Rensink where
the checking works directly with the graphs and graph transformations. DynAlloy [13]
extends Alloy [16] in such a way that changing structures can be modeled and analyzed. For operations and required properties in form of logical formulae it can be
checked whether given properties are operational invariants of the system. In [17] a
petri net variant is employed for the modeling and verification of some issues of an
intelligent transportation system and it is suggested to use classical model checking
techniques. Real-Time Maude [21], which is based on rewriting logics, is the only approach we are aware of covering structural changes as well as time. The tool supports
the simulation of a single behavior of the system as well as bounded model checking
of the complete state space, if it is finite. However, all these approaches do not fully
cover the problem as they require an initial configuration and only support finite state
systems (or systems for which an abstracted finite state model of moderate size exist).
There are only first attempts that address the verification of infinite state systems
with dynamic structure: In [2] graph transformation systems are transformed into a
finite structure, called Petri graph which consists of a graph and a Petri net, each of
which can be analyzed with existing tools for the analysis of Petri nets. For infinite
systems, the authors suggest an approximation. The approach is not appropriate for
the verification of the coordination of autonomous vehicles even without time, because
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it requires an initial configuration and the formalism is rather restricted, e.g., rules must
not delete anything. Partner graph grammars are employed in [5] to check topological
properties of the platoon building. The partner abstraction is employed to compute
over approximations of the set of reachable configurations using abstract interpretation.
However, the supported partner graph grammars restrict not only the model but also
the properties, which can be addressed a priori.

4

Goals of the Thesis

In my thesis I want to achieve the following goals: First, I want to develop a formal modeling technique that allows the exact specification of service-oriented systems without
suffering from restrictions concerning applicability or scalability. Thus the specification
technique to develop should be able to cope with the special requirements that have to
be met, when developing service-oriented systems, such as reuse of already existing
parts and reduced knowledge of development activities going on in parallel. Further,
the formal modeling technique will be mapped to the standardized modeling language
SoaML by the Object Management Group (OMG).
Second I want to deliver a reasoning scheme for compositional reasoning about
service-oriented systems, modeled using the above modeling and specification technique. I will give some general restrictions the specified systems have to meet, to be
suited for the reasoning scheme. The benefit of the developed compositional approach
is that only partial knowledge of the current landscape configuration and service landscape is required. Further, it is possible to reuse verification results, which significantly
reduces the verification task’s complexity.
Third, I give a concrete way for the development of service-oriented systems that
conforms to both the modeling and specification technique and the compositional reasoning scheme. I will introduce a verification technique that is able to verify possible
infinite state rule based systems and that can be used together with the reasoning
scheme. However, the compositional reasoning scheme is independent of the developed verification technique. Any other suited technique can be used as well.
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Parsing Behavior: The Hierarchical
Nature of Concurrent Systems
Artem Polyvyanyy
Artem.Polyvyanyy@hpi.uni-potsdam.de

Behavioral models are the conceptual models that capture operational principles of
real-world or designed systems. A behavioral model defines the state space of a system
and the way the system can operate within its state space. A concurrent system allows
for several threads of computation to execute simultaneously in the system. Parsing is a
technique for discovering the structure of a behavioral model. The result of a parsing
is a hierarchical decomposition of a model into logically independent units of behavior.
In this paper, we report on two parsing techniques applicable for two different types of
behavioral models. Sect. 1 discusses a technique for parsing workflow graphs, whereas
Sect. 2 is devoted to parsing ordering relations. Finally, in Sect. 3, we sketch how
these two parsing techniques can be related to provide a solution to the problem of
structuring unstructured acyclic control flow specifications of concurrent systems under
the behavioral equivalence notion which preserves the level of observable concurrency
in the resulting structured model.

1 Parsing Workflow Graphs
Concurrent systems are often modeled using some kind of a directed flow graph, which
we call a workflow graph, e.g., these are systems modeled in BPMN, EPC, UML activity
diagrams, Petri nets, etc. A workflow graph can be parsed into a hierarchy of subgraphs
with a single entry and single exit (SESE fragments, or fragments). Such a fragment
can be addressed as a logically independent part of a concurrent system, in which the
semantics of the fragment must be clarified based on the semantics of the respective
modeling language. The result of the parsing procedure is a parse tree, which is the
containment hierarchy of all fragments of a workflow graph.
The Refined Process Structure Tree (RPST) is a technique for workflow graph parsing
which has various applications, e.g., translation between process languages, controlflow and data-flow analysis, process comparison and merging, process abstraction,
process comprehension, model layout, and pattern application in process modeling.
The RPST has a number of desirable properties: The resulting parse tree is unique
and modular, where modular means that a local change in the workflow graph only
results in a local change of the parse tree. Furthermore, it is finer grained than any
known alternative approach and it can be computed in linear time. Finally, the RPST of
a workflow graph is the set of its canonical fragments, where a fragment is said to be
canonical if it does not overlap on the set of edges with any other fragment of the graph.
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In [17], we proposed an alternative way to compute the RPST that is simpler than the
one developed originally [20]. In particular, the computation is reduced to constructing
the tree of the triconnected components [5, 18] of a workflow graph in the special case
when every node has at most one incoming or at most one outgoing edge.
A triconnected graph is a graph such that if any two nodes are removed from the
graph, the resulting graph stays connected. A pair of nodes whose removal renders the
graph disconnected is called a separation pair. Triconnected components of a graph are
again graphs, smaller than the given one, that describe all separation pairs of the graph.
Each triconnected component belongs to one out of four structural classes: A trivial (T)
component consists of a single edge. A polygon (P) component represents a sequence
of components. A bond (B) stands for a collection of components that share a common
separation pair. Any other component is a rigid (R) component.
In this report, we only sketch the simplified procedure for construction of the RPST,
whereas for the details we refer the reader to [17]. The simplified procedure for computing the RPST of a workflow graph can be summarized as follows: First, we normalize a
workflow graph by splitting nodes that have more than one incoming and more than one
outgoing edge into two nodes. We then compute the RPST of the normalized workflow
graph, which coincides with its tree of the triconnected components, cf., Sect. 3.1 in [17].
Finally, we project the RPST of the normalized workflow graph onto the original graph
and obtain its RPST.
Figure 1(a) shows a workflow graph and its triconnected components. Triconnected
components are defined by dotted boxes, i.e., a triconnected component is composed
of edges that are inside or cross the boundaries of the corresponding box. The workflow
graph in Figure 1(a) is composed of two non-trivial triconnected components: P1
and B1. Note that names of components hint at their structural class. Figure 1(b)
shows the tree of the triconnected components of the graph in Figure 1(a), which is an
alternative representation of all triconnected components of a graph. Each node of the
tree represents a triconnected component that is composed of components that are its
descendants in the tree.
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Figure 1: (a) A workflow graph and its triconnected component subgraphs, (b) the tree of the triconnected
components of (a), and (c) the normalized version of (a) and its triconnected component subgraphs

Figure 1 demonstrates the concept of node-splitting. If the splitting is applied to node y
of the graph in Figure 1(a), it results in the new graph given in Figure 1(c) with three
fresh elements: nodes ∗y and y∗, and edge l. After splitting nodes y and z in the
graph in Figure 1(a), the graph in Figure 1(c) is a normalized version of the graph in
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Figure 1(a).
After normalization, the simplified algorithm for constructing the RPST proceeds
by computing the tree of the triconnected components of the normalized graph. This
tree coincides with the RPST of the normalized graph, cf., [17]. Next, this tree must
be projected onto the original graph by deleting all the edges introduced during nodesplittings. The deletion of the edges may result in fragments which have a single child
fragment. This means that two different fragments of the normalized graph project onto
the same fragment of the original graph. We thus clean the tree by deleting redundant
occurrences of such fragments. The final stage of the algorithm for computing the RPST
of the workflow graph in Figure 1(a) is exemplified in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: (a) The tree of the triconnected components of the workflow graph in Figure 1(c), (b) the tree
from (a) without the fresh edges l and m, (c) the RPST of the workflow graph in Figure 1(a), and (d) the
workflow graph from Figure 1(a) and its canonical fragments

The tree of the triconnected components of the normalized graph, cf., Figure 1(c),
consists of four triconnected components: P 1, B1, P 2, and B2. Figure 2(a) shows the
corresponding tree of the triconnected components. One can see the RPST without
trivial fragments that correspond to the fresh edges l and m in Figure 2(b). Observe
that P 2 now specifies the same set of edges as B2. Therefore, we omit P 2, which is
redundant, to obtain the tree given in Figure 2(c). This tree is the RPST of the original
graph that is given in Figure 1(a). Finally, Figure 2(d) visualizes the graph again together
with its canonical fragments. In comparison with the triconnected decomposition shown
in Figure 1(a) and Figure 1(b), by following the described procedure we additionally
discovered canonical fragment B2. P 1, B1, and B2 are all the canonical fragments of
the workflow graph. For the proof of the fact that resulting tree is indeed the RPST of
the original graph we refer the reader to [16].

2 Parsing Ordering Relations
Concurrent systems can be described with the help of ordering relations between pairs
of tasks or pairs of occurrences of tasks. There exist different notions of ordering
relations, e.g., unfolding relations, cf., [4, 11, 12], behavioral profile [21], relations of the
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α mining algorithm [19], etc. These relations are, essentially, behavioral abstractions
that capture core behavioral characteristics of a system at different levels of detail.
Examples for such behavioral characteristics are causality, conflict, and concurrency. In
this section, we discuss a technique of parsing ordering relations that can be applied
to any given notion of ordering relations. The parsing decomposes ordering relations
into clans, each with clear behavioral characteristics specific to the employed notion of
ordering relations. To make parsing possible, we give a structural characterization to
ordering relations, i.e., ordering relations are treated as a generalization of a directed
graph.
The adjacency array representation of a directed graph D = (V, E) is a coloring of
a set E2 (V ) = {(v1 , v2 ) | v1 , v2 ∈ V, v1 6= v2 }, where E ⊆ E2 (V ), with two colors, e.g., 0
and 1. Therefore, an adjacency array of a directed graph can be given by an indicator
function IE : E2 (V ) → {0, 1}. The notion of a two-structure is a generalization of the
notion of a graph [3]. A two-structure allows an arbitrary coloring of the set E2 (V ). A
two-structure is an ordered pair S = (N, R) such that N is a nonempty finite set of
nodes, and R is an equivalence relation on E2 (N ).
A two-structure can be seen as a complete directed graph with labeled (colored)
edges, where α : E2 (N ) → C is a coloring function corresponding to the edge classes
such that e1 R e2 , if and only if α(e1 ) = α(e2 ); C is a set of colors. Observe that a coloring
function α is not unique, as the choice of colors can be arbitrary.
Given the ordering relations, we treat them as a two-structure where nodes are tasks,
over which relations are defined, and colors of edges encode different types of relations.
An equivalence class of the equivalence relation of such a two-structure represents all
ordering relations of the same type, e.g., causality.
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Figure 3: (a),(d) Directed graphs, and (b),(c),(e) two-structures
A directed graph that is defined by the pair (V, E), where V = {a, b, c, d} and
E = {(a, c), (c, a), (a, b), (c, b), (c, d)}, is shown in Figure 3(a), whereas Figure 3(b)
presents one of the possible corresponding two-structures (N, R). The two-structure
has two equivalence classes of edges, where one class contains edges E (drawn with
solid edges) and the other one contains edges E2 (N ) \ E (drawn with dotted edges).
Figure 3(c) shows the same two-structure using a simplified notation, i.e., symmetric
edges are drawn as two-sided arrows. Notice that the correspondence between the
two-structure and the graph is rather arbitrary, as one can also accept the two-structure
as such that corresponds to the graph in Figure 3(d) by exchanging the roles of its
equivalence classes. Alternatively, one can define a correspondence by using larger
sets of colors, e.g., the 2-structure given in Figure 3(e) uses four equivalence classes.
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One of the central notions of the theory of two-structures is the notion of a clan. Let
S = (N, R) be a two-structure. A node n ∈ N distinguishes nodes m, k ∈ N , if and only
if (n, m) and (n, k) are of different colors or (m, n) and (k, n) are of different colors. A
clan of a two-structure S = (N, R) is a set X ⊆ N , such that for all x, y ∈ X and for all
z ∈ N \ X holds (z, x) R (z, y) and (x, z) R (y, z).
Let S = (N, R) with |N | > 1 and P be a partition of E2 (N ) induced by R. It follows
immediately that ∅, N , and the singletons {n}, n ∈ N , are clans of S. These clans
are the trivial clans of S. S is complete, if and only if |P | = 1. S is linear, if and only
if |P | = 2 and there exists a linear order (n1 , . . . , n|N | ) of elements of N , such that the
edges {(ni , nj ) | i < j} form an equivalence class of R and the edges {(nj , ni ) | i < j}
form an equivalence class of R. S is primitive, if and only if it contains at least three
nodes and all clans in S are trivial.
Construction principles of a two-structure are defined by its decomposition into
factors and a quotient that gives the relations between the factors. Let S = (N, R) be a
two-structure. A partition χ = {X1 , . . . , Xk } of N into nonempty clans is a factorization
of S. The quotient of S by a factorization χ is a two-structure S/χ = (χ, Rχ ), where
(X1 , Y1 ) Rχ (X2 , Y2 ), if and only if (x1 , y1 ) R (x2 , y2 ) for some xi ∈ Xi , yi ∈ Yi , Xi , Yi ∈ χ.
A decomposition (SX1 , . . . , SXk ; S/χ) of S consists of the factors SXi with respect to a
factorization χ = {X1 , . . . , Xk } and the quotient S/χ.
A nonempty clan X of S is prime, if and only if for all clans Y of S holds that X and
Y do not overlap. We denote by C(S) the set of all clans of S. We denote by P(S) the
set of all prime clans of S. A prime clan is maximal, if it is maximal with respect to
inclusion among proper prime clans of S, where a clan is proper if it is a proper subset
of N . We denote by Pmax (S) the set of all maximal prime clans of S; if |N | = 1, then
Pmax (S) = {N }.
The maximal prime clans Pmax (S) of a two-structure S form a partition of N , i.e., the
domain of each two-structure can be partitioned by the domains of its maximal prime
clans. For each two-structure S, the quotient S/Pmax (S) is either primitive, or complete,
or linear, cf., [3].
By iteratively discovering maximal prime clans and deriving the quotient for each
factor that corresponds to an element of the decomposition one builds a hierarchy of
quotients. Such a hierarchy is unique for a given two-structure and can be seen as its
structural characterization.
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Figure 4: (a) A two-structure, (b) clans of (a), and (c),(d) the hierarchy of clans of (a)
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Figure 4 exemplifies the decomposition of a two-structure. Figure 4(a) shows a twostructure which is composed of five nodes and has four equivalence classes on edges.
Partition χ = {{a}, {b, c}, {d, e}} is factorization of this two-structure. Two-structures
induced by subsets of nodes {a}, {b, c}, and {d, e} are, respectively, a trivial, a complete,
and a linear clan of the original two-structure. Clan P 1 (of class primitive), cf., Figure 4(b),
is the quotient of the two-structure by factorization χ; observe that clan names hint at
their class. Finally, Figure 4(c) organizes clans in a hierarchy; each quotient and each
nontrivial clan is enclosed in a dotted box with rounded corners, whereas containment
of boxes represents the parent-child relation of quotients and clans. Figure 4(d) shows
a tree representation of the decomposition.

3

Structuring Acyclic Concurrent Systems

Concurrent systems modeled as graphs can have almost any topology. However, it is
often preferable that they follow some structure. In this respect, a well-known property of
concurrent systems is that of (well-)structuredness [6], meaning that for every node with
multiple outgoing arcs (a split), there is a corresponding node with multiple incoming
arcs (a join), such that the set of nodes between the split and the join form a SESE
fragment. For example, Figure 5(a) shows an unstructured system, while Figure 5(b)
shows an equivalent structured system. Note that Figure 5(b) uses short-names for
tasks (a, b, c . . . ), which appear next to each task in Figure 5(a). We assume a simple
modeling language, i.e., a concurrent system is composed of tasks, events, gateways,
and sequence flow edges. We allow exclusive and parallel gateways. Our modeling
language can be seen as a basic subset of BPMN.
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Figure 5: (a) Unstructured concurrent system and (b) its equivalent structured version
This section sketches the main idea of the solution to the problem of automatically
transforming acyclic concurrent systems, whereas the details can be found in [15]. The
motivations for such a transformation are manifold. Firstly, it has been empirically shown
that structured models are easier to comprehend and less error-prone than unstructured
ones [8]. Thus, a transformation from an unstructured to a structured system can
be used as a refactoring technique to increase model understandability. Secondly,
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a number of existing analysis techniques only work for structured systems [2, 7]. By
transforming unstructured models into structured ones, we can extend the applicability of
these techniques to a larger class of models. Thirdly, a transformation from unstructured
to structured models can be used to implement converters from graph-oriented process
modeling languages to structured process modeling languages, e.g., transforming from
BPMN models to BPEL executable code.
As mentioned above, the problem of structuring concurrent systems is relevant in
the context of designing BPMN-to-BPEL transformations. However, BPMN-to-BPEL
transformations, such as [14], treat rigids as black-boxes that are translated using
BPEL links or event handlers, rather than seeking to structure them. A large body
of work on flowcharts and GOTO program transformation [13] has addressed the
problem of structuring rigid fragments composed of exclusive gateways. In some cases,
these transformations introduce additional boolean variables in order to encode part
of the control flow, while in other cases they require certain nodes to be duplicated.
In [6], the authors show that not all acyclic rigids composed of parallel gateways can
be structured. They do so by providing one counter-example, but do not give a full
characterization of the class of models that can be structured nor do they define any
automated transformation. Instead, they explore some causes of unstructuredness. In
a similar vein, [9] presents a taxonomy of unstructuredness in process models, covering
cyclic and acyclic rigids. However, the taxonomy is incomplete, i.e., it does not cover
all possible cases of models that can be structured. Also, the authors do not define an
automated structuring algorithm.
The RPST of a well-structured system contains no rigid fragments. If one could
transform each rigid fragment into an equivalent structured fragment, the entire model
could be structured by traversing the RPST bottom-up and replacing each rigid by its
equivalent structured fragment. Observe that in Figure 5, the only rigid fragment R1 in
Figure 5(a) is replaced by an equivalent polygon fragment P2 in Figure 5(b).
Our goal is that the structured system preserves the level of observable concurrency
of the equivalent unstructured system, i.e., we require that both systems are fully
concurrent bisimilar [1]. The core idea of the structuring method proposed in [15] is to
compute the ordering relations, in particular the unfolding relations [4, 11, 12], of every
rigid fragment, and to synthesize a structured fragment from these ordering relations (if
such a structured fragment exists). To this end, the unfolding relations are computed on
the alternative representation of a system, viz. its complete prefix unfolding [11]. An
unfolding is a “compact” representation of all concurrent runs (instance subgraphs) of a
system. A complete prefix unfolding is a part of the unfolding that contains information
about all states that are reachable by the system.
For the technical details on computing unfolding relations we refer the reader to [15]. A
two-structure in Figure 6(a) shows the unfolding relations computed for fragment R1 of
the system in Figure 5(a). The equivalence relation contains four equivalence classes
that represent causality, inverse causality, conflict, and concurrency relations. Figure 6(a)
must be read as follows: Solid edges represent the conflict relation ({(a, b), (b, a)}).
Dotted edges stand for the concurrency relation ({(c, d), (d, c)}). The causality relation is
encoded by dash dotted lines ({(a, c), (a, d), (b, c), (b, d)}). Finally, the inverse causality
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Figure 6: Ordering relations of systems in Figure 5(a) and Figure 5(b) given (a) as a two-structure and
(b) as a directed graph. (c) Modular decomposition of (b) and (d) its tree representation.
relation is given by dashed lines ({(c, a), (d, a), (c, b), (d, b)}). Because of the nature of
unfolding relations, the corresponding two-structure can always be represented by an
equivalent directed graph, cf., Figure 6(b). We call such a graph the ordering relations
graph. In this graph, two-sided arrows hint at conflict, absence of an edge between a
pair of nodes signals for concurrency, and a directed edge stands for causality.
The important observation in the context of the structuring problem is that the system
in Figure 5(b) also exposes unfolding relations that can be represented by the ordering
relations graph in Figure 6(b) [15]. However, the well-structured system is not given,
rather it needs to be synthesized from the ordering relations graph. To this end, we
employ the technique for parsing ordering relations, cf., Sect. 2. Decomposition of a
directed graph into clans is known as modular decomposition and can be accomplished
in linear time [10]. Figure 6(c) shows the decomposition, whereas Figure 6(d) gives its
tree representation.
Finally, we conclude that there exists an equivalent well-structured system, if and
only if decomposition of the ordering relations graph of the unstructured system contains
no primitive clan, cf., [15]. A complete clan can be represented as a bond fragment as
all nodes of a complete clan are pairwise in the same ordering relation. If this relation is
the conflict relation, then one can construct a bond with exclusive gateways; in the case
of the concurrency relation, on the other hand, one can construct a bond with parallel
gateways. A linear clan can be represented by a polygon fragment in the resulting
well-structured fragment. Therefore, in order to construct a well-structured fragment,
one needs to traverse the hierarchy of clans bottom-up and synthesize a bond fragment
for each complete clan and a polygon fragment for each linear clan. For instance,
complete clan C1 in Figure 6(d) corresponds to bond B2 in Figure 5(b), C2 corresponds
to B3, and L1 corresponds to P2.

4

Conclusion

In this report, we have discussed two techniques for parsing two different representations
of concurrent systems. Parsing can be used to learn the hierarchical structure of a
concurrent system. First, we sketched the simplified algorithm for computing the Refined
Process Structure Tree—a technique for workflow graph parsing. Second, we discussed
a technique that can be used to parse concurrent systems specified as ordering relations
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between pairs of tasks or pairs of occurrences of tasks. Finally, we showed how these
two techniques relate to each other in a solution to the problem of structuring acyclic
concurrent systems.
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This report summarizes my PhD activities of the past year. Creating a first outline of
the thesis revealed some missing parts, which I aimed to fill during these past months.
In this report, I am giving a more detailed description of what we call Attribute Verification Context Classes and show how we use them to better match an identity providers
haves with the needs of a relying party by considering not only the trustworthiness of
the identity provider as a whole, but also for single attributes an identity provider can
assert. This allows us to aggregate identity attributes from various sources to fulfill a
relying party’s policy, herewith providing a more flexible use of digital identities.

1 Introduction
In open environments such as Service-oriented architectures or the Web, participants
as users, service providers and service consumer often do not know each other, but
nevertheless require information from each other to perform meaningful transactions.
Just think of an online store, which requires personal information as our name, address and credit card number to deliver goods and to hold us liable in case anything
bad happens. Identity assurance is the degree of confidence another party, such as
the online shop, can have in the belief that our identity in the digital world actually
matches with our Òreal-lifeÓ identity. Depending on what our identity data is used for,
a relying party can have different requirements for the degree of required assurance.
In order to achieve a certain assurance level, the relying party usually implements and
enforces adequate verification processes. However, with the emerge of open identity
management system, the problem of identity assurance is not an isolated problem of
the relying party anymore, but has moved to the open world of the Internet. In open
identity management systems, identity information is not necessarily hold by the party
that is using it. Instead, designated services, so called identity providers, hold identity
information of users for the purpose of provisioning it to parties, that are willing to rely
on it.
Current approaches for identity assurance foster a model that assesses identity
providers as a whole, meaning an identity provider can conduct an independent audit,
that assesses all processes, used technologies and protection mechanisms in place
that have an influence on the trustworthiness on the statements of this identity provider.
However, this approach has some limitations.
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1.1 Limitations of current assurance frameworks
Different trust levels for the same attribute – Referring to the identity as a whole
makes it hard to reflect trust requirements of specific attributes. An identity provider
could for example manage self-asserted attributes besides verified attributes to meet
different trust requirements of relying parties. In fact, in blogs and forum discussions,
users often prefer using pseudonyms rather than using their real life identity.
Change of trust levels over time – Also, using existing assurance frameworks, it
is hard to reflect possible changes of a user’s identity trust level over time. As identity
proofing processes are cost-intensive and time-consuming due to the effort required to
verify a user’s identity attributes, a verification of an attribute might not be desired as
long as a user is not involved in transactions that demand a higher trust level. Therefore
a user might decide to register with an identity provider without proper identity proofing, having for example his/her name self-asserted and getting involved in the identity
proofing only upon concrete requirement. This requires a different trust level per user
and does not allow to rate an identity provider as a whole.
Diversity of identity providers – Furthermore, identity providers are inherently different due to their affiliation with an organization or institution and might be suitable for
asserting certain identity attributes only to a limited extent. For example, a banking
identity provider will be in particular suitable to assert that a user can pay for a certain
service, but might have weak records of the user’s status as a student while for a university’s identity provider it would probably be the opposite.
In my research, I am developing a more flexible solution to express trust requirements for identity attributes issued by various identity providers. The following Section
2 shows an example scenario to demonstrate the research focus. Afterwards Section 3
depicts briefly the underlying two layered trust model and describes our categorization
of identity trust and how we use this information in policies and attribute requests to
allow a more flexible choice of identity providers.

2

An Example Scenario

Let’s have a look at the following scenario. The scenario has three different identity
providers and an identity consumer. The identity providers issue identity information
as attributes conveyed in security tokens as well as meta information about these attributes. The identity consumers, so called relying parties, have a policy, in which
they state which attributes they require. Current technologies as OpenID or Information Card only offer the possibility to express (a) which attributes are required and (b)
whether any identity provider or a specific one should be used. Using Web Service
Technologies possibilities are a bit wider: WS SecurityPolicy allows to state a list of
required attributes per issuer (identity provider).
In our scenario, we go further and aim at expressing attribute needs with assurance
requirements as in the following examples:
• The relying party requires an attribute name from the user who proved his name
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by registering in-person at a federated identity provider.
• The relying party requires a verified eMail address issued by any identity provider
and the name and age of the user issued by an authorized eID Service (electronic
ID card).
• The relying party requires a verified student attestation from an identity provider
with an ICAM [1] trust level of at least 3.
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Figure 1: A motivating scenario.

In the scenario, we have different assessments for the parties taking the role of the
identity provider as "highly trusted" or "trusted" that are based on the relying party’s
assessment. And we have different attribute verification classes that contain meta
information about the verification of the attribute. Based on this information, the relying
party formulates its policy and a client resolves the possible sources for retrieving the
identity attributes. Hereby it is possible (and maybe even necessary) to request these
attributes from multiple sources and to aggregate them for the authorization step.
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3

Two Layered Trust Model

As can be seen also in the example above, we distinguish two different layers of trust
in our trust model: organizational trust and identity trust. First, a trust relationship is
required between the service provider and the identity provider in order to trust the
correctness of the assertions (= organizational trust) and second, for a concrete transaction, the service provider has to decide whether the identity-based information in the
assertions are sufficient to reach a certain trust level which is required to perform the
request (identity trust).
Our two layered trust model comprises the following elements: facts, attributes,
attribute verification contexts, identity provider, relying parties, organizational trust, organizational trust level (identity provider trust level), identity trust as well as the concept
of a knowledge base.
An identity provider is an agent which provisions attributes to independent relying
parties who are willing to rely on them. A relying party is a trusting agent that is
consuming identity data.
A fact is a statement about an identity provider, such as "Identity Provider I1 can
assert attributes A1 and A2 ". A trusted fact is a known fact, that is trusted by the relying
party. The set of facts that a relying party knows constitutes its knowledge base about
an identity provider.
Organizational Trust describes the relationship between an identity provider and
a relying party and is characterized by an organizational trust level. Identity Trust describes the believe into the identity of a subject and its behavior. An identity of a subject
is reflected by several digital identities in the digital world. Each digital identity comprises a set of attributes that characterizes a subject’s identity. An attribute has a wellknown identifier and a value, that is hold by an identity provider on behalf of a subject.
An Attribute Verification Context is the justification that an attribute can be trusted.

3.1 Categorization of Identity Trust
As described above, Identity Trust refers to the trust an entity such as a service provider
has into the identity of a subject and its behavior. As described in previous reports,
identity trust comprises different aspects, such as (a) trust into the authentication process and the subject-to-account mapping, (b) trust into the token and (c) trust into a
subject’s attributes. In this report, we focus on the trust into the subject’s attributes and
provide a classification (ontology) of Attribute Verification Context Classes that represent how an attribute has been verified by the identity provider. Figure 2 shows our
ontology to describe various verification methods and their applicability to identity attributes. Our attribute verification context classes denote general verification schemes
that can be applied to several attributes, but might be implemented in different ways.
For example, the verification of an attribute by an independent back channel can be
done for eMail addresses by sending an email to the claimed address with a verification link in it. The same scheme can also be used to verify a bank account. In this
case a small amount of money (1 cent) is usually transferred to the claimed account
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Figure 2: Identity Trust Ontology.

with a password in the transaction data, that the user needs to enter later on to prove
that s/he is the owner of the account.
For each verification context class, we state the attributes that are eligible to be
verified in the given manner. However, for the sake of readability, figure 2 only shows
the suitable verification context classes for the two attribute email and lastname. A
complete assignment for a common set of globally know attributes is given in table 2
below.
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3.2 Verification Classes for Identity Attributes
This sections describes each of the attribute verification context classes depicted in
our identity trust ontology in figure 2 in more detail. The list is a proposal based on
experience with existing assurance frameworks and can be extended and adapted to
match the needs of a given use case.
In-Person proofing

Back-channel
proofing

Issuer-controlled

User-entered

Proof by electronic
ID card
Proof by certificate

Verified attribute

Unverified attribute

3.2.1

is an attribute verification class that is also used in most assurance frameworks. As required evidence for the attribute
value, the verifying authority has to ensure that the applicant
is in possession of a primary Government ID document that
bears a photographic image of the holder and that this image matches with that of the applicant. Furthermore it has
to be ensured that the presented document appears to be
a genuine document properly issued by the claimed issuing
authority and valid at the time of application.
denotes a verification method by which a claimed attribute
value is proven by sending some information via another
communication channel than the one used to claim the
value.
is a verification class that can be used when the holder of
the identity information is equal to the creator of the identity
information or is in control of this identity information, as for
example in case of email providers for email addresses or a
company in case of affiliation claims .
denotes a verification class that is used when identity data
is entered by the user or received from a user-like source
without any further verification.
This verification class is used when an electronic ID card
has been read by service approved by the government (in
Germany: eID Service Providers)
This verification class is used when a certificate has been
presented by the applicant and it has been ensured that the
presented certificate was valid at the time of application.
is a a very high level attribute context class that subclasses
all context classes that are based on a verification method
or a verified source.
is also a very high level attribute context class that denotes
that an attribute has not been verified by an accepted verification method nor issued by an accepted verified source.

Assigning Identity Attributes To Verification Methods

The following table assigns attributes to the attribute context classes defined in the
previous section.
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Verification Context Class
In-Person Proofing
Back-channel Proofing
Issuer-controlled
User-entered
Proof by electronic ID card
Proof by certificate

Formalisation and Implementation

applies to
given name, family name, gender, date of birth, address
eMail, telephone number, address, credit card number (given name), (family name)
eMail, telephone number, credit card number, (address)
eMail, given name, family name, gender, date of
birth, telephone number
given name, family name, gender, date of birth, address
given name, family name, email, (etc.)

Table 2: Globally known Attributes and Applicable Attribute Verification Context
Classes

4 Formalisation and Implementation
We formalized and implemented our model using horn clauses as an effective way to
represent the knowledge base. As said above the set of trusted facts constitutes a
relying party’s knowledge base about its trusted identity providers and their ability to
assert attributes with a certain attribute verification context. Given this formalization,
we can easily reason over this knowledge base and express policies.

4.1 Formalization
We formalize this knowledge base in the following way:
fact1:= Attribut(A)

A is an attribut

fact2:= IdentityProvider(I)

I is an identity provider

fact3:= IdPTrustLevel(T )

T is a trust level of an identity provider reflecting the organizational trust relationship.

fact4:= attributeVerificationContext(V )

V is an attribute verification context class

fact5:= applies(V ,A)

Attribute verification context class V can be
applied to Attribute A

rule1:=corresponds(V1 , V2 )

Attribute verification class V1 equates to attribute verification class V2

fact6:= hasTrustLevel(I, T )

Identity provider I has trust level T

fact7 := federatedIdP(I)

Identity provider I is a federated identity
provider

fact8:= trustedIdP(I)

Identity provider I has been marked trusted
by the relying party
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rule2:= isTrusted(I) :=trustedIdP(I) ∨ Identity provider I is trusted if I is marked
hasTrustLevel(I, T ) ∨ federatedIdP(I) trusted by the relying party or if I has a trust
level of at least T or if I is a federated identity provider
fact9:= assert(I, A, V )

4.1.1

Identity provider I can assert attribute A
with verification level V

Revisiting the Example Scenario

Revisiting the example scenario from Section 1, we can express the example requirements from the Section 1 in the following way:
• Given Attribut(name), Attribut(isStudent), attributeVerificationContext(In-Person
Proofing), attributeVerificationContext(verified), corresponds(In-Person Proofing,
verified), etc.:
• The relying party requires an attribute name from the user who proved his name
by registering in-person at a federated identity provider.
assert(I, name, In-Person Proofing) ∧ federatedIdP(X) = true
• The relying party requires a verified student attestation from an identity provider
with an ICAM trust level of at least 3.
assert(I, isStudent, verified) ∧ hasTrustLevel(X,ICAM3) = true

4.2 Implementation
We use Prolog as a functional programming language to reason over the relying party’s
knowledge base and to match requirements of the relying party with the possible
sources.
Given our model and formalization, we can express identity provider characteristics
and relying party’s requirements in an easy and extendable way. In order to support
a complete web service and web-based scenario, we extend existing web and web
service technologies as OpenID, SAML and WS-Security Policy by mechanisms to
1. express a relying party’s requirements as policy, e.g. as WS-Security Policy or
inside the <object-tag> using Information Cards
2. choose an identity provider from a set of possible identity providers
3. formulate a request for identity attributes with a certain verification context to the
prospective identity providers
4. assert requested attributes with a certain verification context
5. aggregate identity information from multiple sources and pass it to the authorization component of the relying party
Parts of this implementation have for example been described in [2].
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5 Conclusion and ongoing work
The need to trust on information received from a foreign party is inherent to open identity management systems. If a relying party has to rely on identity information received
from a foreign party, the need for assurance that the information is reliable is a natural requirement prior to using it. Unfortunately, existing identity assurance frameworks
assess identity providers mostly as a whole which leads to the situation, that identity
attributes are mostly requested from a specific trusted identity provider if the trust requirements are high or from any identity provider, if there are no trust requirements. In
our model, we aim at providing trust information on the level of identity attributes, especially about the verification process, and to use this information in policies and attribute
requests to allow a more flexible choice of identity providers as well as an aggregation
of identity attributes from multiple sources. Therefore, we defined Attribute Verification
Context Classes that describe these differences of attribute trust in on ontology that is
easily extendable and adaptable to a particular use case. We formalized our model, in
a way, which allows us to express the haves and needs of identity providers and relying parties and to match them by not choosing only one identity source, but allowing a
dynamic aggregation of identity information from multiple sources.
Evaluation As a proof of concept we are currently implementing our approach using
different technologies such as OpenID and web services, hereby extending them to
meet our needs. We also work on setting up a small simulation environment to compare
the flexibility that we achieve with our approach with current solutions and to provide
an evaluation for our concepts.
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Enabling Reputation Interoperability
through Semantic Technologies
Rehab Alnemr
rehab.alnemr@hpi.uni-potsdam.de

In this technical report I show my contribution in designing and implementing a semantic artifact for reputation representation that agrees with the theoretical and social
formation and processing of reputation information. This report also illustrates how the
research pieces that i have worked on fit together as well as the last step to finalize my
PhD.

1

Introduction

Reputation is a complex concept that has a major role in fields like social sciences,
economics as well as computer science. Representing it as a simple form of propertyrating or a vector of ratings strips it from its original notion and postulation. It does
not also facilitate the derivation of meaningful conclusions from it. This work presents
a semantic model for the representation of reputation as a complex object; Reputation Object (RO). The model facilitates reputation interoperability and portability using
semantic technology. In previous work, the line of argumentation went through:
• showing why representing simple rating is not enough, how can a design of a
reputation object help in capturing the social formation of reputation information,
and explaining the formal model [3] [5] [1] [4],
• tools and applications of this design [14] [8] [2],
• how it is implemented and integrated in several domains [4] [10] [13].
In this report I continue with explaining the details of the ontology and the implemented library, and also introduce the latest use cases; reputation management approach for a reasoning agent-based systems called Rule Responder [11] (accepted
in the upcoming RuleML2010 Conference1 [10] and a reputation service for a cloud
service provider selection [13] (accepted in the upcoming CIKM ClouDB2010 workshop2 ). Recent publications include: [2] [13] [10] [4] and one paper in review [12]. In
the conclusion and future work section, the last step in the thesis is explained.
1
2
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2

Reputation Object: Model and Ontology

The issues raised in previous work led to the development of the model described in
this section. Here, I describe the model and its benefits abstracted/detached from the
semantic technologies used. This object is constructed to hold a profile of the behavior
or performance of an entity in several contexts. For example, in the e-market domain a
seller’s reputation object reflects his expected performance and rating in several criteria
such as product-quality, payment-methods, and delivery. Each criterion in this list has
a numerical value, a string, or a reference to an object value describing the evaluation
of this particular criterion. Moreover, a set of criteria (e.g. price, payment method) can
be aggregated to be represented by one context (i.e. financial). Aggregating a set of
criteria to a single context can be done to enhance the usability of the reputation object
(i.e. if it is visible to users or agents) and also to ease the ontology matching process
when comparing between two reputation objects (i.e. to relate a criterion’s meaning
like a “payment method“ to its general domain or topic which is “financial“ ).
The Reputation Object (RO), however, is more than a flat list. The model structure
(Figure 1) contains a description of how this value is collected (e.g. by community
ratings or monitoring service), the computation function (for this criterion) used to aggregate - or recompute - the values each time a new one is entered, and a history
list (previous values dated back to a certain time slot). This enables the destination
system to map its perception (or its reputation computation function) to the one used in
computing this value (i.e. a “very-good“ value in system A can be “good“ value in system B). The reputation object in this case is seen as a profile of the entity’s expected
performance which is constructed using different information sources. The degree of
visibility for these criteria to the community’s users (i.e. how many criteria presented
for users in a web site) depends on the community (i.e. a web site can limit the number
of criteria for usability reasons). The model therefore achieves several goals:
• the reputation of an entity is more meaningful because it is associated with the
context in which it was earned
• automation of criteria assignment is possible by declaring a relevant resource as
a criterion (ex. URI1 is_a _:criterion)
• one can easily extend these criteria list dynamically by adding to the list of contexts/criteria in the reputation objects
The goal of the work is to have a standard way to represent the reputation of one entity
to be understood by any other entity in a different system or domain. Therefore, the
aim is to embed more information within the reputation statements with an explanation
(or the semantics) of how to interpret it. This model is generic enough to be used
in any domain, but also can be domain-specific by incorporating information (i.e. its
contexts, criteria list, and quality processes) that is specific to this domain. In a service
oriented environment (SOA), a service registry can use combined sources for service’s
quality assessment (which leads to building the reputation object) such as service description, invocation analysis, history, rating, meta-data, and elements in Service Level
Agreements (SLAs).
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Figure 1: Reputation Object Model
One of the benefits of using such model is that regardless the domain that using it,
there will be enough information for better decision making. In SOA, having a profile
about a service performance (i.e. its reputation object) facilitates customized service
selection. The same applies for domains like e-markets (selecting a seller based on
a consumer’s preferences), in cloud environment (selecting a cloud provider based on
the company’s customized priorities), in agent-based communities (constructing trust
relationships by gossiping about agents’ reputation), and in SLA-breach management
(identifying violation-prone services at service selection phase [8]). Not to mention the
future vision of being able to exchange reputation information between related communities such as eBay and Amazon, credit cards databases and C2C money transfer
systems, social networks, etc.

3

Model development using Semantic Technologies

Achieving the goals described in the previous section requires a technology that provides common data representation framework as well as a way to connect concepts
with their definitions. Semantic Web is developed with a main objective of facilitating
data integration, enhancing information usage by connecting it to its definitions and
context. [6] RDF is used as a mechanism for data integration across applications and
the web.3 Therefore, it was only to be expected that Semantic Web is the technology
of choice to achieve reputation portability and interoperability. Developing the model
using semantic web technologies achieves:
• seamless interaction between agents of different domains
• the goal of exchanging reputation information (and knowledge) and its meaning
3

RDF Vocabulary Description Language: http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-schema/
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• reputation interoperability
• the development of context-aware reputation
• customized service-provider selection
• understandability and reusability of the embedded reputation information

3.1 A Simple View: Reputation Objects in RDF Graphs
A reputation statement usually describes the target of the statement, the topic of
evaluation, and the value of this evaluation (i.e a judgment or a result of monitoring
process). When talking about someone’s reputation most of the time one would describe it in a set of such statements. These type of statements correspond to the RDF
statements (or triple) form of: <subject, predicate, object>, where the reputation
statement in this case is: <target, context, value>. The same as an RDF graph
which is a set of RDF triples, the set of reputation statements therefore form a reputation RDF graph. Lets assume that we are rating a seller in an e-market identified by
<foaf:Person rdf:nodeID="Bob"> then a simple description of his reputation can be
viewed as declaring the statements in table 1. If Bob’s servie-quality, delivery, and payment are identified by URIs and evaluated by the literal values 0.87 and ”very good”,
this table corresponds to the RDF graph instance shown in figure 2 where the edges
represent the context. This is a snippet of the reputation object instance that describes
Bob’s reputation in different criteria:
RO={<Bob,quality,0.87>,<Bob,delivery,``very good`` >,<Bob,payment,gr:MasterCard>}
Target
Criterion
Bob Service Quality
Bob
Delivery
Bob
Payment

Value
0.87
”very good”
purl.org/goodrelations/v1/MasterCard

Table 1: Reputation Statements about Bob

"Bob"
http://ex.org/quality

0.87

foaf:name

http://ex.org/delivery
"Very fast"
http://ex.org/Payment
http://....goodrelations/
v1/MasterCard

Figure 2: A graph describing part of Bob’s reputation
For the same person ”Bob” who is identified by a given URI, more statements can
be asserted about him and easily merged to the graph representing his reputation if the
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predicate is a new criterion. If a new statement has an equivalent criterion, then the
reputation value (object) is aggregated (or recomputed, according to the computation
function) to produce a new current value for this criterion.

3.2 Reputation Expressiveness via Reputation Object Ontology
The next step was to formalize and develop the model components and concepts using a proper technology. RDFS (RDF Schema) can be used to describe the model
classes (ex. Reputation,ReputationObject,Context,Criterion, etc.) and properties
(ex. reputationValue,hasCriterion, etc.). However, after developing the schema and
testing it using some use cases, we found that the model needs to be described using
more expressive method. Restrictions and axioms of the model should be incorporated
in its description such as: how is the reputation value obtained, can a criterion refer
to another concept (criterion matching) in other platforms, how to aggregate values of
this concept if a new evaluation value is entered, can a set of criterion be aggregated in
one context, how many reputation objects can an entity have, can the reputation object
be extended, cardinality, inverse relationships, influencing factors, etc.. In such case,
ontologies are used to provide such level of expressiveness. We have developed an
OWL ontology to represent an entity’s (foaf:Agent) reputation object. Tables 2 and 3
have a description of the classes and their properties. A ReputationObject has:
1. hasCriteria: one or multiple instances of class Criterion or QualityAttribute
(for a service, the criterion describing service reputation is referred to as a quality
attribute). The criterion is collected using a
CollectingAlgorithm and hasValue ReputationValue.
2. hasReputationValues: each criterion instance has a ReputationValue (which includes the currentValue, its time stamp, and a simple list of its previous values
called historyList) that in turn has the range of values defined in PossibleValues.
It describes the data type that the criterion can have or a specific set of values (literals or resources URI) evaluating this criterion (e.g. a set of integers
{1, 2, 3, 4} describing 4 trust levels or a set of Strings {00 good00 ,00 bad00 ,00 excellent00 }
describing a user opinion). Each time a criterion is being evaluated (i.e. a
new entry value for this criterion), a new currentValue is calculated using the
ComputationAlgorithm which is the reputation computation function used with
this criterion such as sum, average, etc..
Since it is not always the case to identify intuitively what the highest reputation value
is -among the defined possible value set, for instance-, the PossibleValues class has
an orderedList that is ordered from the relatively highest reputation value to the lowest
(e.g.{00 excellent00 ,00 good00 ,00 bad00 }). It has also the possibility to define a comparison and
ordering function; OrderFunction. For example: if the criterion is a student gradefloat number from 1 to 4 representing the GPA- the function is ”greater than” when it is
American GPA (4 is the highest) and the function is ”less than” when it is German GPA
(1 is the highest). In the presented ontology, the pattern OWL-List [7] is used to retain
the order of the list. The ontology makes use of other vocabulary such as OWL, RDFS,
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FOAF, XSD, and can integrate with vocabulary such as Trust or RDF Review to describe
one criterion in a reputation object. Using this ontology, the object representing the
reputation can be transferred within a domain or to another domain without negotiating
on its format or semantics. The advances in ontology matching techniques ensures
the matching between the criteria of a reputation object in one platform to be used in
another platform.
Classes
Reputation

Description
An abstract Reputation

Rating

A single Rating representing an entity’s reputation, refers to other ways of representing reputation,
subclassof:Reputation and has one owner

ReputationObject

A Reputation Object of an entity related to multiple criteria, subclassof:Reputation and has one owner

ReputationValue

contains the current value of the criterion along with its
past values if they exist

PossibleValues

A set of possible values that a criterion in a reputation
object can have (literals or resources) which can be a
static predefined set or a general range

Context

A reputation context that represent multiple criteria

Criterion

A reputation criterion to be evaluated and saved in a reputation object

QualityAttribute

A reputation criterion regarding quality measuers

Algorithm

A methodological method, entry point, or an engine

ComputationAlgorithm

The method used to compute or aggregate several reputation values (i.e. reputation function)

CollectingAlgorithm

The engine or method used to collect the value of a reputation criterion

Table 2: Reputation Object Model Ontology Classes

3.3 Implementation
We used Protégé-OWL tools4 in the development of the ontology. Currently, the ontology is being tested for stability using the default reasoning engines and adjusted
accordingly. Implementation for reading, writing, and processing an RO along with the
selection method (given a consumer priority list) was developed in Java using JenaAPI5 which facilitates the integration of the model in any system on the implementation
layer.
4
5

Protege OWL: http://protege.stanford.edu/overview/protege-owl.html
Jena framework: http://jena.sourceforge.net/
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Properties
hasReputation

domain:
foaf:Agent

range:
ReputationObject,
Rating

hasCriteria

ReputationObject

Criterion or QualityAttribute

hasReputationValue

Criterion or QualityAttribute

ReputationValues

historyList

ReputationValue, list of the past values Collection of Possiblefor a criterion in a particular time slot
Value

currentValue

ReputationValue, describes the current PossibleValues
value of a criterion

hasRange

Criterion or QualityAttribute

orderedValuesList

PossibleValues, describes the order of OWLList
the possible values for a criterion to be
able to compare between 2 values

orderFunction

PossibleValues, describes the compari- Algorithm
son function (i.e. between two given reputation values) and is used as an alternative to order a dynamic set of possible
values if a static list is not given

calculatedBy

Criterion or QualityAttribute

ComputationAlgorithm

collectedBy

Criterion or QualityAttribute

CollectingAlgorithm

hasRatingValue

Rating

type:literal

PossibleValues

Table 3: Reputation Object Model Ontology Properties

In order to test the use of ROs in a reasoning environment, we have been working
on integrating ROs in the Rule Responder system6 . For declarative processing of the
semantic reputation objects we make use of rules. Reputation objects are attached
to the rule-based services (agents). Rule Responder allows to deploy distributed rule
inference services running a local rule engine such as Prova or Drools on an enterprise
service bus. [11] The rule services, which can act as multi-agents, can communicate
with each other using Reaction RuleML7 as a standard rule interchange format. The
reputation values can be used in the agent’s rule logic, e.g. to implement access policies, information dissemination rules or decision management strategies. For instance,
an agent might reveal more information to a trusted requestor or might internally prioritize incoming requests from other agents according to the details in their reputation
objects. That is, an agent in Rule Responder can manage reputation locally in its
knowledge base, but can also communicate reputation objects to other agents. For the
implementation of the application scenarios in the following section (4.1) we used the
6
7

Rule-Responder: http://responder.ruleml.org
RuleML Initiative: http://ruleml.org/
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Prova Semantic Web rule engine8 in Rule Responder, which supports using Semantic
Web ontologies as type systems and allows queries to RDF data. [9]

4

Applications

As explained before, the model can be used in several domains and it was shown in
previous publications how it can be beneficial to these domains. Here, I show our latest
work on integrating the RO model in the two presented domains.

4.1 Reputation Management in Rule Responder
We developed a new architectural design artifact for a reputation management system
which is distributed on the (Semantic) Web. This work is recently published in [10]. In
this paper we introduced a reputation management system based on distributed rule
agents, which uses Semantic Web rules for implementing the reputation management
functionalities as rule agents and which uses Semantic Web ontologies for representing
simple or complex multi-dimensional reputations. For the architecture we presented a
distributed Reputation Processing Network (RPN) consisting of Reputation Processing
Agents (RPAs) that have two different roles:
1. Reputation Authority Agents (RAAs): act as reputation scoring services for the
reputee entities whose Reputation Objects are being considered or calculated in
the agents’ rule-based Reputation Computation Services (RCSs). A RCS runs
a rule engine which accesses different sources of reputation (input) data from
the reputers about an entity and evaluates a RO based on its declarative rulebased computational algorithms and contextual information available at the time
of computation (described in the RO by the Criterion and its PossibleValues
along with its ComputationAlgorithm, orderedList, and OrderFunction).
2. Reputation Management Agents (RMAs): -aka reputation trust center- provide
reputation management functionalities. A RMA manages the local RAAs providing control of their life cycle in particular and also ensuring goals such as fairness.
It might act as a Reputation Service Provider (RSP) which aggregates reputations from the reputation scores of local RAAs. Based on the final calculated
reputation, it might also perform actions, e.g. compute trust worthiness, make
automated decisions, or trigger reactions. It also manages the communication
with the reputors collecting data about entities from them, generates reputation
data inputs for the reputation scoring; and distributes the data to the RAAs. It
might also act as central point of communication for the real reputee entities (e.g.
persons) giving them legitimate control over their reputation and allowing entities
to governance their reputations. RMAs can act as a single point of entry to the
managed sets of local RAAs, which allows for efficient implementation of various
mechanisms of making sure the RAAs functionalities are not abused (security
8

Prova Engine: http://www.prova.ws
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mechanisms) and making sure privacy of entities, the reputation input data, and
computed reputation objects is respected (privacy & information hiding mechanisms). For instance, an RMA can disclose abstracted aggregate reputation objects, such as trustworthiness levels of local entities, to authorized parties without
revealing private reputation scores or local data about the entities.
As an example to evaluate a person using his/her RO, a resource authorization
agent, called SocialActivities, for computing the number of friends, implements a private rule f riend for deriving all friends of a person using a SPARQL query to access
all friends from a local foaf document. A public rule numberOf F riends computes the
number of friends using this private rules. Other agents can query this public rule via
a rcvMsg reaction rule, which gives access only to authorized agents and only to all it’s
public rules. Privacy is ensured by not reveling persons’ friends to other agents.
% private rule for collecting persons' friends
friend(Person, Friend) :SparqlQuery = ' PREFIX foaf: <http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/>
PREFIX ex: <http://ns.example.org/#>
SELECT ?person ?friend
FROM <friends.n3>
WHERE {?person foaf:knows ?friend .} ',
sparql_select(SparqlQuery,person(Person),friend(Friend)).
% public rule for computing number of friends
@public(numberOfFriends(?,?))
numberOfFriends(Person, Number) :count(friend(Person,Friend),Number).
rcvMsg(CID,esb,Agent,acl_query-ref, Query) :authorized(Agent), % check if requesting agent is authorized
derive(Query) [public(Query)] % derive query if public guard is true
sendMsg(CID,esb,Agent,acl_inform-ref,Query). % send back result

Another RAA, called Driving, computes driving ratings with respect to the driving
skill level of a person. The shown rule drivingSkill is part of a set of the agent’s rules,
which derive personal driving ratings with respect the years of driving experience and
years without accidents. The input data is coming from a local relational database
which is queried by SQL in the private rule yearsOf DrivingExperience.
% public rule for computing number of friends
@public(drivingSkill(?,?))
drivingSkill(Person,Rating):Rating = 8, % level is 8
yearsOfDrivingExperience(Person,DrivingYears),
DrivingYears > 5, % if driving experience is higher than 5 years
yeasWithoutAccident(Person,AccidentFreeYears),
AccidentFreeYears > 3. % and no accidents within 3 years
yearsOfDrivingExperience(Person,Years) :...,
sql_select(DB,person,[years,Years]). % access data from local database

The following rule of a reputation management agent (RMA) allows external agents
to ask for a person’s reputation object. Both RAAs are queried by the RMA in two parallel running sub-conversations. The RMA then creates a (complex) reputation object for
a person from the resulting two reputation criteria received from the RAAs. All details
about the reputation computing algorithm and the reputation input data is not revealed
to the external requesting agent, thus ensuring privacy of person’s data.
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rcvMsg(CID,esb,Agent,acl_query-ref, reputation(Person,ReputationObject) :% query RAA Driving in new sub-conversation 1
sendMsg(Sub-CID1,esb,"Driving",acl_query-ref,drivingSkill(Person,Rating)),
% in parallel query RAA Rating in sub-cid 2
sendMsg(Sub-CID2,esb,"SocialActivities",acl_query-ref,numberOfFriends(Person, Number)),
rcvMsg(Sub-CID1,esb,"Driving",acl_inform-ref, ReputationCriteria1), % receive reputation criteria 1
rcvMsg(Sub-CID2,esb,"SocialActivities",acl_inform-ref, ReputationCriteria2),% receive reputation criteria 2
% create reputation object for a person
createReputationObject(ReputationObject,Person,ReputationCriteria1,ReputationCriteria2),
% send back reputation object to requesting agent
sendMsg(CID,esb,Agent, acl_inform-ref, reputation(Person, ReputationObject)).

4.2 A Reputation Object Service in a Cloud Architecture
In [13] we described an architecture where the selection of a cloud service provider
is based on both the reputation of the provider and consumer’s priorities. Using the
RO model, the provider’s reputation is represented as the collection of his reputation
regarding several quality parameters. The consumer who uses his services is required
to rate him in some detailed way ( e.g his service availability, price, response time,
reliability, technical support, etc.). From the detailed profile, the reputation service is
able to cross reference the quality parameters required by the consumer (retrieved
from his priority list) and the performance parameters extracted from the providers’
reputation objects. The priority list contains the quality parameters ordered from the
consumer’s most important parameter to the least important one. Once the service
receives the list of potential providers, it refines it based on the providers’ reputation
and the consumer priority list. For example, if a consumer cares about "quality" more
than "price", the service returns the providers that were rated as having the highest
quality. The refining process in the reputation service is based on a simple algorithm
where:
get priority P1 from the ConsumerList
For all Providers_reputation in the ProviderList
select the providers with the highest P1 values
save in FilterList1
get priority P2 from the ConsumerList
For all Providers_reputation in FilterList1
select the providers with the highest P2 values
save in FilterList2

Finally, the consumer receives the filtered list produced by a trade off between the
best QoS parameters and the user requirements. The consumer therefore takes the
decision on selecting his provider. In this work, we illustrate how the RO model can be
used as an effective tool; to better choose a service provider in the cloud environment
based on the embedded information in the reputation objects and based also on the
consumer customized priorities.

5

Conclusion and Next Steps

The line of this work for the past years focused on bringing the way we perceive reputation in our social communities to the computerized reputation systems. This included
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analyzing the problems of abstracting reputation values to simple rating formats and
isolating reputation values in their domain of creation only. This was followed by working on developing a model to enhance the use of reputation by re-formatting its representation into an object that embeds more information along with their semantics. To
see the value of using such model, I worked with several colleagues to integrate the
model in their domain of work and observe how it can be used and the benefits of using
it. The next step is to conduct a user study to confirm that the developed Reputation
Object model aligns with the social view of reputation.
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Although service descriptions play a crucial role in Service-oriented Computing
(SOC), it has been observed that service providers release poor service descriptions
about their web services. This lack of rich service descriptions reduces the (re)usability
of web services and limits the role of service registries. In this work, we propose a
novel approach and platform to alleviate this problem and investigate the benefits of
information integration in SOC, where information about web services is gathered from
multiple sources, e.g., service providers, consumers, invocations, etc., and integrated
in rich universal service descriptions that enable our proactive service registry, Depot.

1 The Role of Service Descriptions
In the triangular SOA operational model (cf. Fig. 1), service providers represent the
single source of information about web services that is provided during the publish
phase. Typically, this information is technical-oriented and provided in XML in the form
of service description, such as, WSDL, WADL, etc. This description is then used by service
consumers in several tasks, such as service discovery, service invocation, service
composition, service replacement, etc. During service discovery, the requirements
of service consumers are matched against the published specifications of services. To
invoke a web service, service consumers need to know how to call the service, which
inputs it expects, and which outputs it returns, etc. When a service fails achieving
its task, it should be replaced by an other service that achieves the same task. This
replacement depends on the descriptions of the considered services. Moreover, composing several services into a composite service requires enough knowledge about the
composed services and their interfaces to match their inputs/outputs, perform required
transformations, provide missing information, etc.
In spite of their crucial role in Service-oriented Computing (SOC), researchers
have identified several limitations in service descriptions, regarding their sources, management, formats, etc. An important factor, that highlights the limitations of service
descriptions, is the “Internet of Services” (IoS) vision [13]. This vision is based on
the concept of business services that represent an abstraction of the IT web services.
Business services are basically concerned with end-to-end delivery of an added value
and outcome. These requirements need much information about the considered services rather than the technical information provided by service providers in the form of
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Figure 1: The triangular SOA operational model
service descriptions. In [13], the authors stated that “. . . there is definitely the need for
more than the technical description of a web service interface”.
One of the main effects of the aforementioned limitations in service descriptions is
the limited (re)usability of the offered web services, especially in open environments,
such as the Internet. To increase the (re)usability of the offered web services, several
approaches have been proposed to enrich service descriptions. Typically, a single
source of information is used to enrich service descriptions, e.g., service providers,
service consumers, or domain experts (cf. Sec. 2). In our approach, we propose an
information integration approach, where information about web services is gathered
from several sources and integrated into rich universal service descriptions.
The remainder of this report is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we introduce the
research context and give further details about the addressed research problem. Then
we explain our proposed approach in Sec. 3. Further implementation details are given
in Sec. 4. We highlight the significant related research papers in Sec. 5. Finally, we
conclude and summarize our next steps in Sec. 6.

2

Research Context and Research Problem

The available tools that enable service providers deploy their systems as web services
and the popular Software-as-a-Service and Cloud Computing trends have helped increasing the number of public web services. However, this easiness in service creation
has complicated the problem of service (re)usability because such services, usually,
lack rich description artifacts that are vital in service discovery, service invocation,
service composition, service replacement, etc.
Service providers tend to focus on the implementation aspects of their services
rather than giving rich service descriptions. Usually, service descriptions appear in
the form of comments and notes by service developers [12]. Such descriptions are
technical-oriented and not suitable for non-IT people. In the Internet of Services (IoS)
initiative, this fact is reflected in the new concept of business services that abstract the
technical web services to fit the background of their intended users, namely, business
people [5].
A common approach followed by service providers to offer public web services
is to provide a list of services with a textual description attached to each service to
explain its functionality. Moreover, service providers usually offer a try option, where
one can invoke their services directly via their web interfaces. Such options typi192
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cally include web forms to collect input parameters from service consumers. Much
of the information provided on such web pages is not provided in the description
(e.g., WSDL) of the corresponding web service. We view such HTML pages and forms
as rich sources of information and descriptions about web services. For instance,
Amazon.com provides several public web services, e.g., Amazon Relational Database
Service (Amazon RDS). Typically, Amazon provides a detailed description for each
of their Web Services in HTML. For example, Amazon RDS is described in details
at: https://aws.amazon.com/rds. Much of this information, such as the fact that it
is based on MySQL, is not provided in its WSDL description available at: https://rds.
amazonaws.com/doc/2010-01-01/AmazonRDSv2.wsdl. In our approach, we extract the
information that service providers release about their offered web services on their
websites and generate richer service descriptions from this information.
In particular we focus on the following research problems in our research:
Passive service registries: In the traditional SOA operational model (cf. Fig. 1), a
service registry acts passively. It reacts to register-requests from service providers
and discovery-requests from service consumers. This role is typically removed in
practice, but the removal of this role violates the basic principles of loose-coupling
and dynamic-binding of SOC [11]. Although its role is vital, we believe that service
registries can do more, especially in enterprise applications.
Single source of information: Typically, service providers represent the main source
of information about their web services. Although they know much about their
web services (e.g., source code), it has been observed that they release poor
service descriptions [12]. Several proposals in research assume that service
providers give specific information in service descriptions, such as Non-Functional
Properties [15]. Another common source of information about web services is
service consumers. Typically, service consumers rate web services and provide
further information about their quality. Domain experts represent another source
of information about web services, e.g., Chiu et al. [7]. However, an integrated
view for service descriptions is still missing.
Lack of rich service descriptions: This problem has been highlighted by several researchers, e.g., [10], where ontologies are proposed to express semanticallyrich service descriptions (i.e. Semantic Web Services). In our research, we
target web services released before Semantic Web Services and those that do
not conform to Semantic Web Services, such as Amazon web services. We
investigated the value of service descriptions with respect to service discovery
using Chen Wu’s collection of public web services that was collected using search
engines over the Internet [17]. This collection has around 2000 WSDL files for
public web services. In Fig. 2(a), we summarize relevant statistics about these
files w.r.t service discovery, where we evaluate the ratio of information used in
service discovery to the entire provided information. The first bar shows the
total size of all WSDL files (∼ 64 MB). The second bar shows the total size of
all indexable content extracted from these WSDL files. Indexable content includes:
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Figure 2: The total and average size of WSDL files, their indexable, and processed
content
documentation, service name, porttype name, operation name, message names,
and message types. The total size of the indexable content extracted from this
collection is around 14 MB. Indexing such a collection to perform service discovery involves a processing step using stopwords removal and stemming to
eliminate insignificant terms. The total size of the processed content of this
collection is around 11 MB. The size of processed content is about 17% of the
total size of their WSDL files, only. In Fig. 2(b), we show the same statistics using
the average size of files, indexable content, and processed content, respectively.
Also, this statistics shows that the average size of processed content is only
17.3% compared to the average size of all WSDL files in the collection.
In our research, we aim at enriching service descriptions, maximizing the benefits
of existing descriptions, and integrating all available resources to provide the highest
precision for service discovery and selection. Our research statement is summarized
in this question: How to enrich, integrate, and manage service descriptions efficiently
and what are the benefits of enriching service descriptions in SOC?

3

Depot at a Glance

Our proactive service registry is called “Depot”. The architecture of Depot is shown
in Fig. 3. Depot uses a focused crawler (component 1) to collect public web services
from the websites of their providers. The collected web services are validated, parsed,
and annotated with information, which is gathered from the websites of their providers
using the WSDL and information parser (component 2). This gathered information is
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stored in a service database. Service consumers can discover web services through
the web service explorer (component 3) that provides a personalized result list of web
services based on the profiles of service consumers through the personalization filter
(component 4). Moreover, service consumers can invoke the selected web services
using the web service executor (component 5), where HTML forms are provided to
collect service’s input parameters from service consumers. This feature enables Depot
to gather further information about the invoked web services and the invoking service
consumers. This information is gathered using the invocation analyzer (component 6)
and stored as service metadata. Further service metadata can be provided explicitly by
service consumers in the form of service annotations through the community annotation handler (component 7). Depot uses the collected information about web services,
service providers, and consumers to notify consumers about new web services that
might be relevant to their business through the web service recommender (component
8).
In our initial prototype of Depot [1], we introduced (among
Service
others) a focused crawler and a
Service
Consumer
Service
Consumer
Service
Service
preliminary web service executor.
Consumer
Provider
Consumer
In [3], we have extended this prototype by introducing the WSDL and
information parser (component 2)
and the web service explorer (component 3). We give further details
1
5
3
about these components in Sec. 4.
Focused Crawler
WS Explorer
WS Executor
The remaining components will be
2
6
4
added incrementally.
WSDL and
Personalization
Invocation Analyzer
Information Parser
Filter
As an information integration
7
Community
environment, Depot uses three difAnnotations Handler
ferent sources of information about
8
Service
Metadata
its managed web services, namely,
WS Recommender
Data
service providers, service consumers, and invocation analysis.
Internally, this information is diDEPOT
vided into service data – e.g., the
location of its WSDL – and service
metadata – e.g.,number of invoFigure 3: The architecture of Depot
cations of a web service. Depot
performs several tasks proactively.
It employs web crawling techniques
to collect public web services automatically. It returns personalized lists of web services
to service consumers that reflects their requirements and behavior. Moreover, it
recommends new web services to their potentially interested consumers based on
their profiles, proactively.
To handle the challenge of inadequate criteria for service discovery and selection, Depot uses several sources of information to enrich service descriptions. These
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sources are service providers, consumers and invocation analysis.
Service providers: Along with the technical service descriptions (published in
service registries) that service providers release about their web services, they give
additional textual descriptions (on their own websites) to explain their functionalities.
Typically, such textual descriptions do not appear in their counterpart technical service
descriptions. Depot collects technical service descriptions for web services and annotates them with textual descriptions extracted from the websites of their providers
automatically.
Service consumers: Feedback and ratings are the most common types of information that service consumers provide about the web services they use. The goal of such
information is to assess the quality of the used web service(s), e.g., response time,
cost, performance, security, etc. This information is also used to evaluate the reputation
of service providers. We extend this approach in Depot by allowing service consumers
to annotate the web services they used to enrich their descriptions. Users’ annotations
can be simple tags or detailed descriptions about the behavior of the invoked web
service.
Invocation analysis: Depot provides interfaces where consumers can use web
services directly. Web forms are used to collect inputs from users [1]. This feature
gives Depot the opportunity to analyze such service invocations and learn more about
the invoked web services. Several things can be extracted from such analysis: performance and quality, caching, classification of service consumers, tagging of web
services, and the context where web services are invoked.

4

Implementation Details

In Sec. 3, we gave a general overview of our approach to a proactive service registry
with enriched service descriptions. In this section, we give further implementation
details about the following components: Focused crawler, WSDL and information parser,
WS explorer, WS executor, and invocation analyzer.

4.1 Focused Crawler and WSDL and Information Parser
To collect public web services, we employ web crawling techniques to the web. We
have implemented a focused crawler that targets XML and HTML resources only. XML
files are potential candidates for web service descriptions, e.g., WSDL, whereas HTML
files are potential places to find further information about the collected web services.
Our focused crawler is based on Heritrix crawling framework [9]. We developed a set
of decision rules to accept XML and HTML resources and reject all other types. The
collected resources that conform to our decision rules are stored in an archive file.
Additionally, we developed a WSDL parser that verifies whether the collected resources by Heritrix are valid web services or not. Web services are validated using
WSDL4J. Valid web services are registered and stored in Depot. Moreover, we developed an information parser that extracts further information (annotations) about the
collected web services from the crawled HTML pages. This parser collects two types of
196
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annotations, namely, textual service descriptions and tags. Textual service descriptions
are typically given by service providers on their web pages in HTML. We collect these
textual descriptions from the parts of the HTML pages where the corresponding web
services are referenced. The entire contents of an HTML page, where a collected web
service is referenced, are used to generate tags that describe the service. For further
details, please refer to [3].

4.2 Web Service Explorer
Depot uses the information about web services, service providers, and service consumers to provide an enhanced service exploration and discovery for service consumers. Four types of service exploration are provided by Depot:
1. Browse by provider: This type of service exploration enables service consumers
to find relevant web services from specific service providers. For instance, service
consumers prefer to use web services from service providers with high reputation
or well-known providers.
2. Full-text search: This type requires basic knowledge in the application domain to
choose “good” keywords, e.g., address normalization, credit card validation, etc.
3. Browse by category: The increasing complexity of web services and their driving
business needs makes finding “good” keywords for full-text search a difficult task.
For such cases, Depot provides web service browsing based on categories.
Collected web service are automatically classified in several application domains,
e.g., education, finance, entertainment, etc. This classification is based on the
enriched descriptions of web services.
4. Browse by tag cloud: For a quick way of exploring common web services, regardless of their providers or categories, Depot provides a tag cloud that enables
service consumers to browse through common tags attached to web services.
Part of these tags are automatically generated from websites of service providers
during service crawling through WSDL and information parser (component 2) or
from invocation analysis using invocation analyzer (component 6). Additional tags
are provided by service consumers in the form of community annotations.

4.3 Web Service Executor and Invocation Analyzer
Depot provides two variants of the web service executor component: an API for enterprise applications and a web application. We introduced an API-based web service
executor in our proposed “Diamond SOA Operational Model” [2]. The web-based
executor enables users to invoke web services using a web form that collects input
parameters to call the required web service. We use schema definitions of data types
from the WSDL files to organize form fields in a convenient way. Additionally, each field in
the web form is associated with annotations that we generate from invocation analysis.
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Invocation analysis is an additional source of information about web services. This
source is instance-based, where the actual service invocations are used to generate
additional information about the invoked web services. Several things can be learnt
from such analysis, e.g., performance and quality measures, identifying categories of
service consumers, tagging web services – as we show next.
In Sec. 4.1, we introduced our approach to crawl public web services and annotate them with textual descriptions and tags based on the content provided by their
providers on their own websites in HTML. However, the generated tags have two main
limitations: i) Provider’s content dependency, ii) Fixed tags. The invocation analyzer
component of Depot targets these limitations in data web services by extracting further
information about web services based on their actual invocations, such as dynamic
tags. The implementation of our dynamic tag generator for data web services includes
two components: invoker and tagger. The invoker has the task of invoking the considered web services and managing their requests and responses. As an input, the
invoker takes the target web service (e.g., WSDL) and its input parameters (if any).
The expected output of this component is service response (e.g., SOAP). The tagger
has the task of processing the returned responses to generate tags based on their
delivered contents. The invoker notifies the tagger whenever it receives a successful
service response. After that, the tagger applies a set of decision rules and performs
a set of processing steps to generate dynamic tags from the corresponding service
response. For each successful service response, tagger decides whether it is dynamic
or not. If the considered response is dynamic, then tagger verifies that it carries a new
result. Then, tagger extracts contents from the received response and applies a set of
content processing steps including stopwords removal and stemming. Finally, terms in
the processed content are ranked such that candidate tags can be selected.

5

Related Work

Most existing service registries and repositories are based on UDDI, ebXML, or a mix of
both: Centrasite is a UDDI service registry that is limited to the web services inside a
single organization [6]. Sun’s service registry is based on ebXML 3.0 with added support
for UDDI 3.0 [14]. IBM’s WebSphere Registry and repository mainly manages services’
metadata that is gathered from all available resources, such as UDDI registries [8]. Most
of these registries use service providers as a single source of information.
The limitations in the traditional SOA operational model have been highlighted by
several researchers. In [11], the authors showed that the triangular model is not used
widely in practice because of the limited role of service registries. Another approach
to achieve active web service registries was introduced in [16]. The authors use RSS
feeds to announce changes in the registered services to interested service consumers.
The information provided by such feeds is generated by service providers, who tend to
focus on the technical parts of their services. Moreover, such a service registry cannot
force service providers to notify them about any updates so that they can add RSS feeds
to announce the corresponding changes.
The main reason behind the highlighted limitations of the triangular model in the
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aforementioned work is the lack of rich service descriptions [10]. Therefore, researchers
have proposed several approaches to gather information about services to handle the
problem of poor service descriptions. In [4], the authors use a specialized crawler to
collect web services from multiple UDDI registries. Although the idea of using crawlers
to collect web services is innovative, restricting it to UDDI registries does not give the
maximum benefit of web crawling, as such an approach is still limited to what service
providers announce during service registration.
An other web service crawler has been introduced by the EU project Seekda (http:
//www.seekda.eu). In this recent project, the authors use a specialized crawler to
collect public web services over the web, and present them in a web 2.0 environment,
which allows users to annotate, tag, and use them. We extend this approach by
annotating the collected web services with automatically extracted descriptions and
generated tags. Additionally, we enrich service descriptions with metadata extracted
from service invocation analysis.

6

Summary and Roadmap

In this report, we introduced an approach to increase the (re)usability of public web
services by enriching their poor descriptions through a proactive service registry, called
“Depot”. It uses three sources of information about web services: service providers,
service consumers, and invocation analysis. Depot achieves three features proactively,
namely, crawling of web services, personalization of web service discovery, and recommendation of web services.
We have already implemented the components of focused crawler, WSDL and information parser, web service explorer, web service executor, and part of the invocation
analyzer. Our next steps include an implementation of the remaining components to
verify our approach, in addition to extensive evaluation of the entire system.
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Distributed software systems gain more and more importance due to a paradigm
shift in software systems and applications, evolving from single-chip solutions to multitiered web-based applications. For a single developer, it becomes increasingly difficult
to cope with the complexity of such software systems. Hence, dedicated software
development tools are required.
This report reflects on the first six months of an ongoing research work at the HPI
Research School that aims at providing novel automated analysis and visualizing techniques for the interactive exploration of static structures and behavior of distributed and
service-based software systems.

1

Introduction

Distributed software systems gain more and more attention due to the rise of servicebased software, which enables reliable, configurable and scalable IT solutions. Consequently, software developers are confronted with the necessity to efficiently develop,
maintain and thus understand this category of systems. However, developers generally cannot cope with the inherent complexity of such systems, leading to a severe
increase in development and maintenance costs as well as project risks. To improve
program comprehension and to gain insights into the distributed system’s architecture,
dedicated software development tools are required. For example, a web-based shop
application may be faced with timeouts in one out of a hundred uses, and developers
have to investigate the reason for this behavior.
In this research project, we strive to provide a novel technique for automated analysis and visualization of distributed systems that extracts, analyzes and visualizes the
messages exchanged in the system. We target existing systems used in production.
Thus, our technique cannot be used to forward engineer distributed systems. Instead,
live systems can be visualized and explored to understand their architecture and behavior. To extract necessary data, we not only trace messages, but also instrument
each component itself. Thereby, actions taken by the system upon incoming messages
can be considered for analysis.
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This report is structured as follows. The following section presents related work.
Sections 3 and 4 describe our first ideas for a data extraction and analysis process
that especially targets our visualization context. The subsequent section elaborates on
visualization techniques we are proposing. Finally, section 6 summarizes this report
and gives an overview of the future tasks for the next half year.

2

Related Work

The visualization of software, its structure, behavior and evolution has long been a
topic in research [5]. However, distributed systems have received little attention in the
software visualization literature [3].
For dynamic analysis of distributed software systems, the runtime data needs to be
collected. This can include different strategies. For example source code instrumentation [9], Java Virtual Machine profiling [13] or Aspect-Oriented Programming techniques [2] have been used to gather behavioral information from distributed systems.
To our best knowledge, there exists only few literature about the visualization of
a distributed software system’s structure, which goes beyond leveraging UML diagrams [12]. Zhou et al. use quaternary fat-tree networks and adjacency matrices
for visualizing extreme-scale supercomputers [18]. The data jewelry box by Yamaguchi
and Itoh depicts the hierarchical structure of distributed processes [17]. Allcock et al.
have designed GridMapper, which simply maps the real global positions of grid nodes
onto a virtual earth globe [1].
The visualization of behavior has been exploited more than the visualization of the
mostly intangible structure of distributed software systems. De Pauw et al. have presented a visualization tool that supports understanding of service-oriented architectures by enhancing UML sequence diagrams [4]. Moe and Sandahl used interactive
scatter plots to visualize execution traces from distributed systems [11].
Our first idea for an interactive layout idea is based on a magnet-metaphor for
graph visualization introduced by Spritzer and Freitas [16]. To handle massive message data in our visualization, we leverage the Information Mural presented by Jerding
and Stasko [8].

3

Data Acquisition

To successfully analyze and visualize existing distributed software systems used in
production, the extraction of message and software component traces requires special care. Due to the higher complexity of these systems as compared to single-chip
applications, issues such as the monitoring software’s performance impact of and the
central collection of data play a major role.
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Figure 1: Low-level building blocks of a distributed software system from a developer’s
perspective.

3.1 Extracting Structural Information
A distributed software system’s observable structure is typically made of multiple components deployed on several nodes. These components are comprised of processes
and threads. Fig. 1 illustrates this. Instead of trying to extract this information via
system introspection or deployment configuration analysis, we plan to use gathered
behavioral data described in the next section. Presumed this data set is large enough,
it should result in a more accurate extracted structure as compared to the actually used
parts of the system. Due to the analysis of production systems, enough data should
be present. However, system parts inactive during the extraction phase cannot be
identified this way.

3.2 Extracting Behavioral Information
The directly observable behavior of a distributed software system basically consists
of the messages exchanged between its components and the process-internal callgraphs of these components. While we plan to use existing solutions for the component
traces [15], partially developed in our group, the way of gathering message traces is
still subject to research. With regard to the analysis step, component-specific message
tracers could ease later message categorization. For example, a Java RMI component
tracer would be able to log invoked target operations and, thereby, marking a message
as method invocation and specify its content. However, besides tremendous development efforts, this requires additional configuration and deployment overhead possibly
preventing potential system analysts from employing our technique. The alternative is
to simply trace each message on the network protocol level and lay the burden to reaFall 2010 Workshop
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Fact
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Figure 2: Instrumentation of a distributed software system. Each component is instrumented with a software tracer and each messages is logged. Both data are eventually
sent to a central storage server.

son about the message’s purpose on the analysis step. Fig. 2 illustrates our planned
instrumentation strategy.

3.3 Data Collection
To examine gathered extracted data later, a central storage solution is required. First,
each component stores traced events such as message arrivals or function calls itself. Second, this buffered data is transferred to a central server automatically as also
shown in Fig. 2. Finally, the server orders gathered data chronologically. A problem
in this setup are unsynchronized system clocks on the different nodes of the system.
However, this has been handled in literature earlier [6, 10].
Furthermore, we expect a tremendous amount of data. Tracing function calls within
each component creates large data sets on its own. As we focus on live production
systems and possibly large time frames, massive message traces between these components add another dimension. Handling the efficient transmission of this kind of data
over the network and its storage for later analysis is one of our research questions.
In-memory databases may be necessary to fulfill the required tasks [7].
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4 Analysis
The analysis phase tries to automatically recognize software development patterns
and infer causal relationships between the messages. Communication profiles of components and nodes are identified and used as hints for the visualization step. For
example, nodes with similar behavior can be clustered.
To support analysis, we model distributed software systems from a system architect’s perspective. Low-level building blocks such as messages, queues and channels
enable precise description of actual system structures and their behavior. Processes
and worker threads provide a suitable abstraction of a component’s inner workings,
omitting unnecessary details. Fig. 1 depicts this model. Extracted structural and behavioral data is transformed into an instance of this model, enabling the recognition of
more high-level architecture patterns. For example, the Leader-Followers pattern [14]
depicted in Fig. 2 describes a solution to provide high through-put for processing incoming events by introducing a ring of worker threads.
The model itself can be refined recursively by repeating analysis of the extracted
system facts and reusing already identified structures. Thereby, hierarchical structures
are identified step by step this way. For example, a database component or node can
be the incoming message queue of a larger web-service itself. Vice versa, a webservice consisting of multiple nodes and components may play the role of a database
system. Eventually, this recursive refinement leads to a high-level abstraction of the
distributed software system.
After its establishment, the analysis step uses this high-level model to reason about
possible causal relationships between incoming and outgoing messages. Messages
can be traced on their way through receiving queues to the responsible worker thread.
Every action taken by this thread such as sending messages is considered to be a
direct consequence of the incoming message. We seek to model this thread behavior
to improve the visualization.
Statistical analysis of message trace data aids to categorize messages by their
types and reveals communication profiles of the components. For example, command
sessions typically use small and high-frequency messages while data streaming tries
to maximize packet sizes for better through-put.

5 Visualization
Besides automated analysis, visualization is the second main part of our research on
distributed and service-based software systems. We aim at leveraging the results gathered from the analysis phase to enhance current visualization techniques. A special
goal is to integrate structural and dynamic information in one unified view. Existing
tools for behavior visualization generally layout components in columns. However, to
support developers to create a mental model of a system, it is generally not sufficient to
understand structural aspects or dynamic aspects in isolation. For this reason, an approach is required that combines both information sources. Interactivity aids to adapt
the visual representation to the mental model, leading to improved comprehension.
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Figure 3: Layout concept using a magnet metaphor. Multiple magnets attract different
kinds of nodes, enabling users to adjust the layout interactively.
In the next section, we first describe an idea for visualizing the structural aspects of
distributed software systems. Afterwards, the subsequent section elaborates on visual
integration possibilities for the system’s behavior.

5.1 Structure Visualization
To visualize the structure of a distributed system, we plan to compute a dynamic 2D
graph layout for the participating components. An initial layout can be automatically
derived using the data gathered in the analysis step. Especially, recognized message
patterns help the algorithm to control the layout. To further improve the layout, we
investigate a magnet metaphor to visualize the component communication graph. This
would allow users to interactively adjust the layout to their needs.
Fig. 3 illustrates this idea. Multiple magnets attract nodes with regards to their
attributes, e.g., nodes sending and receiving HTTP messages or database queries.
These magnets can be placed interactively and configured with constraints such as
multiple attributes the attracted nodes have to adhere to. Furthermore, the same magnet configuration can be used more than once, thus allowing similar subgraphs to be
positioned distinctively.
Further research topics include using Level-Of-Detail techniques for an interactive
hierarchy exploration, visualization of participating threads and processes, and how to
depict recognized development patterns.

5.2 Behavior Visualization
One of the main behavioral aspects of distributed software systems is the communication between the system’s components. Distributed systems used in production
typically emit millions of messages within a given time frame. Therefore, special care
has to be taken to avoid visual clutter.
Fig. 4 illustrates an idea to overcome this. The straight connection line between two
nodes separates the available space into two regions, one for each message direction.
Incoming and outgoing messages are drawn as bars orthogonal to the separator line
in chronological order on their respective side. As the connection line between two
components may be rotated in the layout, increasing time is represented by increasing
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Summary & Future Work

Message
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Node
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e. g., message size or
message count
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Time,
Saturation

Figure 4: Possible rendering of traced messages exchanged between two nodes. Increasing saturation represents increasing time, while request and response message
directions are differentiated by color. Additional information can be coded in the amplitude.
saturation of the message bar colors. Furthermore, incoming and outgoing message
bars use different colors to provide a visual distinction regardless of the direction. The
height of each bar represents the chosen measurement variable such as message size
or transfer time. Due to space constraints, multiple messages can be accumulated in
one bar. However, zooming can be used to analyze individual messages.
Nevertheless, behavioral visualization is not limited to message sends. We have to
find ways to visualize addition and removal of nodes, queue activity or worker thread
models. Ideally, these techniques can be embedded into the structural visualization.
This combination would allow developers to mentally connect visualized data to an
imaginary spatial model.

6 Summary & Future Work
We have presented an approach for program comprehension of distributed software
systems. First, the system’s behavior is traced by instrumenting the software components and intercepting the messages exchanged. Second, a model representing the
structure and the behavior of the system is inferred from the gathered data. Next, an
analysis step uses the high-level abstractions in the model and the original extracted
data to reveal communication profiles, identify outlier and cluster similar behaving components. Finally, the results of the previous steps are visualized allowing users to interactively explore the available data.
In the next half year, we want to concentrate on the data extraction and model deduction. This includes to specify the model for a distributed system from a developer’s
perspective more precisely. The data extraction itself is a mostly covered topic [3], but
nevertheless it needs to be implemented in some way by ourselves. Using this extraction implementation and the model specification, we will analyze and model existing
example applications. We hope to find these applications within the industry. Furthermore, those industry partners can help us to align our research questions with concrete
problems developers have with their distributed and service-based software systems.
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Service-based 3D Geovirtual
Environments
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Service based geovisualization helps to enable high quality 3D visualization with
minimal requirements for clients regarding computational power or rendering capabilities. While interaction with 2D maps is quite well understood, interaction in 3D is
more challenging due to its additional degrees of freedom that have to be controlled.
So called smart interaction techniques can help a user to master this 3D complexity
using standard 2D input devices. To do so, additional information about the 3D environment, which is used for visualization, is needed. Such data is not per se available
in many of the applications of service-based 3D visualization. This report proposes
to encapsulate parts of the interaction process into service components that can be
deployed independently from client applications. This lowers the complexity of client
implementations, that are possibly running on a small handheld devices, so data access and computation necessary for interaction can be externalized to faster systems,
which may also have a faster, more reliable network connection. Such a decoupled
paradigm enables the deployment of service-based visualization applications depending on the client device’s capabilities regarding computational power or data access
(access rights or networking bandwidth).

1

Introduction

Since "a 3D world is only as useful as the user’s ability to get around and interact
with the information within it" [12] interaction components should play a major role
in development of systems using geoinformation for 3D visualization. In a 3D virtual
environment camera manipulation is the primary interaction since the specification of
camera parameters defines what is visible to a user and therefore defines a user’s
context. Six degrees of freedom (namely 3D camera position (3 DOF) and 3D orientation (3 DOF)) have to be controlled to specify the position and orientation of a virtual
camera. These additional variables, compared to interaction with 2D user interfaces,
make camera interaction in 3D geovirtual environments (3D GeoVEs) a complex task
for users. While the capabilities of standard input devices for today’s applications, such
as mouse, keyboard or touch sensitive surfaces, provide adequate means for controlling 2D user interfaces (such as map-based applications or conventional window-based
ones), they do not allow a direct manipulation of all the parameters that are necessary
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Figure 1: Classification of camera interaction techniques regarding their indirection
from direct manipulation of camera parameters.

for 3D positioning and orientation of a camera view in virtual 3D space. Hence, an
intelligent mapping from user input to camera configurations is needed. Approaches
for smart (assisting) camera control for 3D GeoVEs can use semantics of the underlying spatial model (e.g., 3D city model) to provide higher-level interaction to users,
which reduces the number of feedback cycles needed to position and orient the virtual
camera. Additionally such techniques try to avoid distracting or disorienting views of a
virtual camera by applying constraints to its parameters.
Service-based portrayal for 3D GeoVEs allows for thin client applications by hiding the complexity of geodata handling, processing and large parts of the rendering
from clients [8]. In this way, also clients with constraint capabilities regarding data
access, memory, data processing, rendering and input (e.g., mobile phones as client
devices) can be used for running 3D geovisualization applications. To support the arefore mentioned smart interaction techniques for camera interactions, such clients need
service-side support for computation of camera view parameters and camera paths.
To improve efficiency of interaction, camera navigation techniques have to be designed
and selected with special regard to such limitations [4].
In this report a concept for separating the camera control process from the servicebased portrayal itself is described. Therefore we provide a concept of how to decompose a camera control process into single, possibly distributed service components,
each performing a specific task in the interaction process. Well defined interfaces for
each service component facilitate reuse of existing functionality and can additionally
serve for a more efficient prototyping of interaction techniques. The concept for a
service-based support for interaction applications is a first step in my research towards
future applications for SOA-driven 3D geovisualization.
The remainder of this report is organized as follows: Section 2 will give a short
overview of work that motivates this paper. Afterwards, in Section 3 our approach for
distributing camera control functionality is presented. Section 4 will summarize this
paper and gives an outline of future research activities towards future service-based
3D geovisualization systems.
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2 Related Work
Smart interaction techniques, also called assisting navigation techniques, help a user
to perform a task and avoiding disorienting or distracting camera positions and orientations. There are several types of camera control techniques regarding the level
of indirection from user input to camera parameters (Fig. 1). The notion of camera
task decribes an intented of camera movement and position. In general, users can be
supported better, if a higher level specification of desired camera tasks is possible.
Semantics contained in virtual 3D city models, as type of geovirtual environment,
can be used to evaluate user input and derive camera control tasks [7]. A defined camera control task (e.g., "show me that building", "guide me along this road") allows for
generation of a camera path with respect to quality criterions, e.g., collision avoidance,
retaining a user’s orientation inside the 3D GeoVE, perceived smoothness of camera
animation, or keeping certain points of interest visible. To enable comprehensible camera paths, approaches exist that are using basic physical models for camera control.
For example inertia effects like acceleration and deceleration lead to a perceived better
camera motion [2].
Assisting camera control techniques, which use semantics of the underlying model,
involve additional requirements regarding data management and computational power
since geodata is typically massive, heterogeneous and distributed. Especially thin
clients are restricted in hardware (mobile devices like phones) or in software (thin,
browser-based clients). This is a problem when 3D geovisualization applications are
running on such devices. Nevertheless, through the high abstraction level from the
user input, assisting camera navigation techniques seem to be promising especially
for use cases that demand for a relatively low number of interaction cycles to reach a
specific goal, e.g. performing a desired camera animation. A low count of interaction
cycles between user and application is especially favorable for service-based systems
because of the inevitable network delays during requests, which slow down servicebased applications. Since mobile devices tend to have a possible unreliable network
connection, this effect plays an important role if end-user applications are running on
such devices.
Handling geodata for visualization is a complex task that demands for special high
performance hardware (e.g., graphics adaptors, large main memory, CPU) to produce
high quality visualizations. The heterogenity of hardware components and the financial and configuration effort to deploy those hamper the implementation of such high
quality visualizations. Since geodata itself is often not freely accessible, another point
concerning geovisualization applications is data access and rights management. Owners of geodata do not want to grant full access to their data, but might want to enable
it’s usage for visualization. Using the paradigm of service orientation for geovisualization applications can hide the complexity of rendering or suffisticated rigths management from client applications by encapsulating steps of the visualization pipeline. The
data management encoding and processing part of the service chain is already sufficiently standardized by the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) (i.e., Web Feature
Service [13] for data access, CITYGML [6] or GML [10] for data encoding, and Web
Processing Service [11] for data processing).
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Figure 2: Separation of a camera interaction process into tasks together with the results
generated by each step.
For portrayal of geodata, a 2D portrayal service has been specified by the OGC and
is widely adopted. This Web Map Service (WMS) [3] creates map images from geodata. Currently, there is no corresponding OGC standard for 3D portrayal. Two active
approaches towards OGC standards for 3D portrayal services are currently existing
in the OGC community: The Web 3D Service (W3DS) [1] and the Web View Service
(WVS) [8]. The approaches differ in the type of data they provide. While a W3DS
provides display elements in a computer graphic coordinate system, a WVS provides
layers of scene views encoded as images. This leads to different requirements for
presentation clients needed to use such services. While a W3DS demands for 3D rendering capabilities on the client side for image synthesis, this is not necessary for WVS
clients since, because this service performs server-side image synthesis.
Supporting navigation in 3D GeoVEs has not been a central issue during the development of current portrayal standard candidates. The W3DS draft standard does not
include any facilities to support camera control on the server side, because the client
is expected to handle all issues concerning user interaction and rendering. The WVS
standard draft defines an optional GetCamera-Operation that returns a good camera
definition for a set of 2D pixels. Here, the definition of what is a good camera perspective for the actual application is defined by the WVS implementation. So a very
fundamental support for camera control is included in this standard, and can be used
by thin clients for exploration of 3D GeoVEs .

3

The Camera Interaction Process

To support camera control for service-based visualization environments the process
of interaction needs to be analyzed and decomposed into actions that can be performed by conceptually independent components. A clear definition of an interaction
process in service-based visualization systems helps to identify the interfaces and data
for communication of services. The components of such an interaction support system
can be distributed. Depending on the capabilities and demands of client devices and
applications, the distribution of the components could be dynamically adjusted.
We divide four tasks for camera control (Fig. 2). The input capturing task of an interaction process is done by the client device running an application. A variety of sensors can deliver input values for 3D camera control techniques, e.g., (series of) touch
events for tangible surfaces, ui button events or keyboard events. Further, mobile often
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include additional sensor hardware, such as GPS receivers, gyroscopes or accelerometers. So they are able to capture different information that describes a user’s current
context. This information can be used to influence the interaction with a 3D application
to support a user by adjusting to his current contex, especially with regard to mobile
applications.
Raw input data can be preprocessed to provide a more high level input for the
following steps. The input preprocessing step can involve, for example, smoothing
input values, recognition of shapes from series of positions. The result of this step is a
navigation command that encodes a camera task to perform by the animation of virtual
camera.
The camera path computation step executes a navigation command by creating
a camera path, which consist of one or more sets of parameters defining a virtual
camera’s position and orientation. The path computation itself may use additional data
sources, for example, to provide collision avoiding camera paths. Therefore it has to
use the same geometries that is currently used for visualization to be able to perform
the necessary computations to comply with the data that is currently viewed.
The visualization step concludes a camera interaction loop. It applies the generated
camera path to the image synthesis stange. Image generation itself may be done
using geovisualization services or implemented independently at client side. A camera
service itself is not bound to thin clients. It may also be used by thick oder medium
clients to provide smart camera paths.

4 Service Support for Camera Interaction
The single steps of a camera interaction cycle presented above can be supported using
service instances. Which types of services can be used and how they could communicate is depicted in Fig. 3. As described in the previous section, navigation commands
are recognized from user inputs. The necessary operations for command recognition
can possibly involve additional data to provide commands that rely on semantics of
objects included in the current scene view.
As shown in Figure 1, a user’s inputs do not have to influence the parameters of the
virtual camera directly. They can also describe a higher-level task to be executed by
the camera. Tasks to perform are, e.g., following a route, inspect a building, or taking
an overview position for parts of the scene. To allow this kind of indirection from user
inputs, a command recognition service can be used to extract navigation commands.
Each type of navigation command can have specific parameters, e.g., a "move to"
command can have a feature identifier as target description.
Conceptually a 3D camera service is able to compute a camera position or animation for executing one type of navigation command. Therefore a registry for such
camera service is introduced which manages metadata of camera services and therefore helps to find the right service-endpoint that is able to execute the command which
was recognized from user input. Camera navigation techniques compute camera parameters, respectively camera animations, according to criteria, defined by the type
and implementation of a technique. Examples for such criteria are:
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Collision Avoidance A navigation technique may be capable of creating a camera
path for animation that does not intersect with other scene geometry. There are
several strategies for collision avoidance for camera path computation. Collision
avoidance can be either guaranteed, best-effort or there can also be no collision
avoidance at all.
Orientation Camera navigation techniques can implement orientation preserving features. For example, a technique may try to optimize the visibility of landmarks to
provide orientation support to users.
Task Task specific techniques compute camera paths that are specialized in performing a task such as object inspection, overview tours our routing the camera to a
defined endpoint.
3D Camera services encapsulate camera navigation techniques. They use navigation commands, which have been computed in preceding steps, alongside with command specific parameters, e.g., current camera position or a point in space as target
for the camera animation, and return a camera path, which consist of one or sets of
camera parameters that describe at least a camera’s position and orientation. The
path computation itself may use additional data, either originating from the visualization service (e.g., for image-based techniques such as the one presented by McCrae et
al. [9] ) or from a WFS to provide certain quality features such as, for example, collision
avoidance or a guaranteed visibility of certain points of interest.

5

Summary and Outlook

This report presented a first step towards service support for camera interaction in
service-based 3D geovisualization systems. Here our central point is the definition of
a service-supported interaction process using different processing stages.
The future research towards more user friendly service-based 3D geovisualization
applications is seen in the following areas:
Definition of quality criterions for camera animations The definition of criterions for
camera positions and animations is not trivial. Quality criterions might depend on
several factors defined by the type of application using these camera positions,
the context of a user and especially on the current task to be performed by a 3D
visualization system. To judge the quality of camera positions and respectively
animations, a computable definition of the quality of a scene view is necessary.
A numerical description of the quality of a scene view may then be optimized by
a technique that computes camera paths. A promising approach could be, for
example, using methods from visual analytics in 3D city models, as presented by
Engel and Döllner [5] in connection with image analysis to rate a specific scene
view regarding the quality criteria.
Camera navigation techniques New approaches for creating the camera animation
itself will help to generate camera animation paths that are flexible enough to include a variety of parameters into the camera path computations. For example,
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Figure 3: Abstract component architecture and data flow of a geovisualization system
using service-based camera navigation
to provide the mentioned context-sensitive camera animations for mobile applications, the available parameters, such as user position, device orientation and
acceleration, influence the camera animation. One promising approach for such
calculation is using a physics engine to simulate forces that affect the camera
and to create a camera animation. Here, questions for my further research may
include the type of phsical forces (e.g., spring forces, force fields, flow simulation
etc.) that can be used to create a camera animation.
Visual feedback for camera navigation Visualization for current or future actions a
camera animation will include is essential to keep a user oriented and also to
communicate recognized navigation commands to a user of a service-based visualization system. The research question here is how to introduce meta elements into the visualization that communicate clearly the navigation intention
that a camera animation executes. Especially in the case of indoor visualization
this is an open question in the reasearch community.
Definition of camera control intentions In which way can a user describe complex
camera navigation tasks using conventional input devices. This is important to
allow reliable recognition of navigation commands and to provide task oriented
navigation techniques. Here the central question is, how can semantic data,
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which is available when using geodata for visualization, be used to derive such
intentions in 3D from actions that are performed on the 2D camera view plane.
Camera services Definition, assessment and implementation of the service-based
camera control remains a challenging task. Especially performance considerations together with an analysis of the application potentials and restrictions will
show how such a system can be applied. The definition of exchange formats and
camera service metainformation for the services introduced in Section 4 is another part of work to be done to enable a loosely coupled system and a camera
service registry.
Multi-touch input devices The mapping of the input of tangible displays, which are
increasingly used in end-user hardware, to camera navigation intentions is a
question that will be in focus. The goal to achieve highly interactive visualizations of massive 3D geodata on small devices demands for more research in
thios specific direction.
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The Web has become an established platform for serving advanced applications.
The common partitioning of Web applications into server- and client-side, and ubiquitous access to the Internet faciliate online collaboration. While the division entails
strong benefits, such as simplified release management, multiple client instances raise
issues with regard to synchronization that remain a difficult task for software developers. More specifically, if clients share or collaborate on common resources these need
to be synchronized among clients, as well as the server. A stateless protocol and possible delay due to offline use or packet loss further complicate the developers’ task to
ensure a coherent application state.
There is a wide range of frameworks to ease various aspects of Web application
development, such as database access, control flow and markup generation. However,
there is few programming platform support for synchronizing application state across
multiple instances. As a first step, we present related work and highlight the connection
to our goal of facilitating the synchronization of applications.

1

Introduction

Current Web technologies and pervasive access to the Internet enable ubiquitous access to advanced user applications. Software providers can build on evolved language
runtimes and rendering systems to produce comprehensive applications. In addition,
they benefit from simplified release management due to a popular client platform and
server-side installations. The established partitioning of Web applications into serverand client-side entails strong benefits but remains a difficult task for software developers. The distinction between server and client involves different tool sets and programming languages for a single integrated application and communication among
components is aggravated by the use of a stateless protocol.
More recently, distributed teams or the use of smart mobile devices yield multiple client-side instances of a single application. Common examples are online word
processing applications that enable collaboration among a distributed team, or email
clients that run on regular desktop computers as well as mobile devices. Information
needs to be synchronized across instances to ensure a coherent application state.
Changes to a text document need to be propagated to other team members and the
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current state of an email folder should be consistent across individual application instances.
Figure 1 is an abstract depiction of the described scenario and related approaches
to software deployment. The first column (1) displays a more traditional scenario,
where a user accesses a single application instance on a local computer. In contrast,
Web application instances are usually partitioned into a client- and server-side component (2). This usually means that either resources are mirrored between the client and
server, or that changes to the resource are published to the server, which holds the
primary version of the respective resource. The third column (3) depicts the described
scenario of partitioned applications with multiple client instances. This is applicable to
distributed teams or the use of mobile devices that access Web application instances.
There are multiple instances of the client-side component whose application state is
based on shared resources and should be coherent among all instances.
(1)!

(2)!

(3)!

AS!

AS!

AC!

AC1!

Server-side!
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Figure 1: Synchronization of partitioned applications
Most programming platforms today provide only limited support for software developers to cope with the difficulty of concurrent connected application instances. Synchronization of application instances across the Web is often aggravated by significant
delay due to offline time or lost packets as a result of poor connections. Delay of synchronization implies a higher chance of deviation of application state and therewith
more difficult conflict resolution. Moreover, finding efficient and appropriate algorithms
for synchronization is a challenging task depending on the application domain.
We suggest to support application development for the described scenario, where
synchronization of multiple instances is required. Inherent platform support for synchronizing multiple partitioned application instances should reduce the complexity of
building applications that support collaboration among teams or can be accessed concurrently from different devices.
Platform support should encompass appropriate abstractions for managing computation across application partitions and communication among components to synchronize application state. Furthermore, providing inherent platform support offers the
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possibilty to automate and optimize tasks that currently are left as manual work to the
software developers. Automated conflict resolution and reduction of communication
payload are possible examples of where platform support may facilitate application development.

2 Related Work
Many techniques exist that are related to our scenario. In this section we present an
excerpt of related work and highlight the connection to our goal of synchronizing application instances. While existing techniques offer partial solutions to providing inherent
platform support, to the best of our knowledge, there is no previous work that combines
all aspects and supports our scenario in its entirety.
First, we describe a small set of programming languages that contain related
language-level abstractions or were designed with a similar goal in mind. Closely related are application frameworks that support distributed or partitioned applications and
aim to facilitate the work of software developers. We continue to present techniques
that promise to be assistant when augmenting programming platforms with support for
efficient and automated synchronization of application instances: Orthogonal persistence for applications and optimistic replication of shared resources.

2.1 Programming Languages
Erlang [1] and Clojure [10] are examples for languages that provide relevant abstractions for performing parallel and possibly distributed computation. For example, Erlang
features concise control structures for scheduling and handling light-weight threads,
while Clojure introduces abstractions to faciliate concurrency issues by separating the
notions of identity and computation of values. Both languages aim to ease application
development for parallel computation by offering suitable abstractions but, to the best
of our knowledge, have no inherent support for synchronization of application state
across instances.
The programming language Acute [15] is an example for a set of languages that
address issues related to distributed computation. Acute examines type-related issues
resulting from communication among components in a distributed setting. For example,
the language aims to support interaction among components that are based on different versions of shared modules. Mace [11] is an extension to the C++ programming
language that provides language-level support for developing distributed applications.
It includes facilities to ease event handling across distributed components and support
for verifying the correctness of applications by model-checking. Both approaches aim
to support specification of communication among distributed applications but seem to
include no facilities for synchronization.
The Newspeak programming platform aims to implement the vision of “Objects as
Software Services” [6] where entire applications are synchronized across instances.
Currently, the platform features the programming language Newspeak [7] that was designed to facilitate synchronization, for example by abandoning a global namespace.
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However, the features related to synchronization are currently limited and not supported in regular application development.
The programming language Hop [14] supports a two layer programming model for
Web applications: the graphical user interface is managed by the client’s Web browser,
while computation intensive logic resides on the server. The language supports developing such partitioned applications as a single unit and features transparent communication among both application components via various event notification mechanisms.
While a holistic approach to Web application development is closely related to our scenario, Hop does not address Web applications with multiple client-side instances and a
single corresponding server instance. Thus, there is currently no inherent support for
synchronization of application state across multiple instances.

2.2 Application Frameworks
There is a wide variety of frameworks that support Web application development. Popular frameworks1 facilitate the separation of application components according to the
Model-View-Controller pattern and ease access to databases or the generation of
HTML entities via domain specific languages. Other frameworks2 aim to reduce the
complexity that results from using a stateless protocol by managing control-flow of
Web applications via continuations. However, none address the issue of synchronizing
multiple application instances.
The Jini system [17] is an infrastructure that aims to support “network-centric” design of distributed applications. It is built on the Java language system and allows to
divide computation among loosely coupled entities that communicate via proxies. The
protocol uses the features of the Java language and imposes no additional interface
definition language, as is the case in other popular distributed system. Thus communication across application components is consistent with internal communication. While
the system offers insights on issues related to distributed systems, there seems to be
no explicit support for synchronization of components.
Croquet [16] is a framework that supports development of interactive multi-user
applications that support collaboration in a 3D space. The system implements the
TeaTime protocol for inter-component communication and content synchronization via
replicated objects. The protocol is a direct extension to the message passing model
of the Squeak Smalltalk platform and depends on synchronous communication. More
recently, the Hedgehog architecture3 introduces a router that acts as a single point
of change for coordinating message propagation across replicated instances. There
is only rudimentary support for resolving conflicts caused by deviation in application
state. However, divergence of resources of Web application is often caused by delay
as described in the first section and imposes a significant challenge in our scenario.
1

Examples are: Django and Ruby on Rails, available at http://www.djangoproject.com/ and
http://www.rubyonrails.org respectively, last accessed on October 8th, 2010.
2
Examples are: Seaside and the Racket Web server, available at http://www.seaside.st/ and
http://docs.racket-lang.org/Web-server-internal respectively, last accessed on October 8th, 2010.
3
”Croquet - Hedgehog”, http://www.opencroquet.org/images/e/ee/2005_Hedgehog_Architecture.pdf,
last accessed on October 8th, 2010.
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2.3 Orthogonal Persistence
Orthogonal persistence [5] for applications means that each value in an application
may automatically be persisted, thus enabling resumption of application state at a later
point in time. The goal of orthogonal persistence for application development is related in terms of efficiently managing the evolution of application state without impact
on program performance. Value changes of persisted objects need to be propagated
to a persistent store whithout affecting regular execution. Similarly, changes to shared
resources or application state should be propagated among synchronized instances
without imposing performance overhead. However, in contrast to most persistent application systems, our scenario involves delay that may cause significant differences
between instances.
There exists research on supporting orthogonal persistence for the Java programming language [2–4] that documents design decisions, as well as related work that
highlights general points of critique for orthogonal persistence [8]. Considering both
perspectives should be assistant to adding efficient run-time platform support for synchronization of application instances.

2.4 Optimistic Replication
Data replication enables collaboration on shared resources and is often used to gain
benefits through redundancy. Optimistic replication refers to redundant data management where replicas might deviate for short periods of time, allowing for temporary
inconsistencies among copies. This relaxation enables certain improvements with respect to performance and facilitates collaboration where users are able to contribute
changes independently. On the other hand, diverging resource state can lead to conflicts and thus resolving differing versions is a common concern for the optimistic approach. However, optimistic replication provides assistant insights with respect to our
scenario where application instances might deviate due to delay.
Saito and Shapiro provide a comprehensive survey [13] of related research, as
well as, point out existing techniques that are implemented in existing products. In
Figure 2 they summarize the individual stages and actions that are commonly part of
optimistic replication approaches. They list techniques for each stage and point out
their applicability for different scenarios. Based on this comprehensive analysis, we
are able to evaluate individual techniques with respect to our scenario.
With respect to submission of operations, in our scenario, it should be possible to
immediately execute operations locally and independently of related instances. More
specifically, operations should be performed without delay resulting from re-ordering
operations (for example, to resolve differences caused by concurrent operations on
other instances). If a client works offline, state deviation is imminent. But rather than
deferring local actions to be coordinated pessimistically to prevent conflicts, platform
support should allow immediate execution and faciliate conflict resolution.
The concept of operational transformations [9] supports these requirements: Operations are immediately executed locally and remote operations are transformed to
resolve conflicts if applicable. Moreover, part of the research on operational transforFall 2010 Workshop
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1. Finding appropriate abstractions to control the synchronization of state across
multiple instances of an integrated application. The interfaces for communication
among components should be consistent with intra-component communication
and not be obscured by additional protocols. While well-defined protocols ensure communication among loosely related applications, they impose additional
complexity when the software architect is aware and in control of the connections
between components. Nevertheless, inter-component communication should be
explicit. More specifically, the software developer should be aware of component boundaries and respective consequences. In summary, software developers
should retain an appropriate level of control over the distribution of where logic
and state is handled.
2. Platform support to enable efficient automated application synchronization while
handling delay. Augmenting platforms with support for application synchronization enables automation and optimization of tasks that currently remain with the
software developer. Optimizations should aim to reduce the payload and required
frequency of communication among partitions of an application. Moreover, automated synchronization should be supported by appropriate techniques for conflict
management, especially in the light of delay and resulting deviations in application state.
In summary, we suggest to reduce the complexity of dealing with partitioned applications with multiple client-side instances by offering inherent platform support. While
the main goal is to alleviate program development, such inherent support also raises
questions in regard of security and creates room for improvement. For example, by
further utilization of information that becomes available by synchronizing multiple application instances, such as the identification of corrupt application components. We
plan to investigate these questions further as platform support is available for experimentation.
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